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Preface 
This thesis is an account of the work carried out between October 2000 and 
June 2003 on characterising losses in fused silica ribbon fibres for use a" 
suspensions elements for the test masses of future gravitational wa\c 
detectors. 
Chapter I contains a brief description of the nature of gravitational wavc" 
along with potential sources and detection schemes. A discussion of the 
limiting noise sources is also given along with current sensitivities of the 
LIGO and GE0600 detectors. This work is derived from current published 
literature. 
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the issue of thermal noise within detectorý,. 
Using the fluctuation dissipation theorem, losses in the suspensions are linked 
directly to displacement noise. The sources of thermal noise are discussed 
along with potential methods for reducing its effects at detection band 
frequencies. The material given in this chapter is derived from published 
literature. 
Chapter 3 contains a discussion on the design of silica fibres for use in the 
Advanced LIGO detector. The effects on seismic noise, vertical bounce 
frequency, thermoelastic damping and thermal noise are discussed with ali 
emphasis placed on reducing noise at detection band frequencies. The theory 
presented in this chapter is derived from published literature. Experimentýil 
work on silica blades was carried out by the author in conjunction with Di-. 
G. Cagnoli and Dr. G. Losurdo. L- 
xxi 
Chapter 4 gives details of the production of silica fibres from stock material. 
A variety of systems using hydrogen-oxygen flames were used to producc 
both round and rectangular cross section fibres. Work on the production of 
round fibres was carried out by the author in conjunction with Dr. G. Cagnoll. 
Dr. P. Willems, Mr. S. McIntosh and Dr. D. Crooks. Work on producing fibre', 
of rectangular cross section was carried out by the author with advice froill 
Dr. G. Cagnoli. Current research on use Of C02 lasers is being performed by 
Dr. D. Crooks. 
Chapter 5 details the measurement of loss in the violin modes of a fibre hel(I 
in tension. Sources of excess loss are characterised and the material loss of' 
the fused silica fibres is measured. Experimental data is fitted to a model ol' 
expected loss and a discussion on measured dilution levels given. Work oil 
designing the support frame was carried out by the author with advice froni 
Dr. G. Cagnoli and Dr. J. Faller with Solidworks drawings produced by the 
author and Mr. R. Jones. Construction of the silica pendulums and 
characterisation of the recoil loss was performed by the author in conjunctioi-i 
with Dr. G. Cagnoli. Experimental measurements were carried out by the 
author. 
Chapter 6 details the measurement of loss of the linear pendulum mode of a 
monolithic fused silica pendulum. The contributions of sources of excess lo. "', 
are calculated and a material loss found from the theoretical dilution factoi-. 
Construction of the pendulum was carried out by the author with advice froill 
Prof. J. Hough. The optical readout was developed by the author with advice 
from Prof. K. Strain. Software used in data acquisition was written by the 
author. Analysis of data was performed with advice from Prof. J. Hough, Prot". 
K. Strain and Dr. G. Cagnoli. 
Chapter 7 describes an experiment designed to look for stress dependence ol 
the loss in fused silica by measurement of the vertical bounce mode of .t 
suspension. Work on production of the suspension and frame was carried out 
xxil 
by the author and Dr. P. Willems. Measurements and analysis were performed 
by Dr. P. Willems, with some fitting of data being performed by the author. 
Chapter 8 gives a discussion of the strength of fused silica fibres along witli 
experimental measurements of breaking strengths and long term testing of 
strength. The discussion of aging of fibres and surface crack propagation V., 
derived from published literature. AFM images were produced by the author 
with Mr. C. How and Ms. A. Kundrotaite. All experimental measurement', 
were carried out by the author with contributions from Dr. G. Cagnoli. 
Chapter 9 details the construction techniques used in producing monolithic 
suspensions along with a proposed method for producing the Advanced LIGO 
suspensions. The proposed attachment solution was devised by Dr. G. Cagnoll 
with some discussion with the author. Construction of pendulums in thil-I 
thesis was performed by the author in conjunction with Dr. G. Cagnoli and Dr. 
P. Willems. Discussion of the construction of the GE0600 suspensions il. 
derived from published literature. All other discussions are the result of work 
performed constructing test pendulums and are the work of the author. 
Chapter 10 presents the conclusions drawn from work given in this thesis. 
Appendix A gives a derivation of the beam equation along with a solution fol- 
the boundary conditions of a fibre fixed at both ends and under tension. The 
derivation was made using current literature. Calculation of the solution fol- 
the above boundary conditions was performed by Dr. G. Cagnoli and the 
author. 
Appendix B describes the use of a three segment model to calculate the forcc 
and torque at the end of a bending fibre and compares the results gained with 
the exact results from the beam equation. Work on this derivation wa,, 
performed by Dr. G. Cagnoli. 
Appendix C gives a calculation of the coefficients for the expression of the 
potential energy stored in a bent beam as a function of transver,, c 
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displacement and rotation of the end of the beam. This derivation wa, 
calculated by Dr G. Cagnoli. 
Appendix D gives a derivation of the effects of recoil on both the penduluni 
and violin mode measurements. The calculation for the pendulum mode wa" 
performed by the author in conjunction with Dr. G. Cagnoli and Prof J. Hougli. 
The derivation of the ratios of energy stored in measured fibre and isolatioll 
fibre for the violin mode experiment was performed by Dr. G. Cagnoli. 
Appendix E gives a discussion on the operation of electrostatic drives. Thj, -, 
work followed a discussion with Dr. G. Cagnoli. 
Appendix F gives a discussion of the design of the support frame for the 
violin mode experiment. This design followed discussions with both DI-. 
G. Cagnoli and Dr. J. Faller. The solidworks design was produced by the 
author with rendering and dimensioning being performed by Mr. R. Joneý,. 
The finite element analysis of stiffness was performed by the author witli 
Maple analysis by Dr. G. Cagnoli. 
Appendix G gives a derivation of the loss associated with residual ga,, 
damping of a pendulum. This work is based on current literature with some 
derivation work performed by the author. 
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Summary 
In Albert Einstein's 1916 general theory of relativity the propagation ol 
localised fluctuations in gravity was predicted to occur as ripples in the 
curvature of space time known as gravitational waves, moving at the speed oI 
light. While there is currently only indirect evidence of their existence, based 
on the measured rate of inspiral of a binary system by Hulse and Tayloi-. 
research toward direct detections continues which will give insights into the 
large scale astrophysical events which produce gravitational radiation. 
Gravitational waves, which are quadrupole in nature, produce a tidal strain in 
space. They interact only weakly with matter, causing them to be both 
difficult to detect and less likely to be attenuated over long distances than 
electromagnetic radiation. The strains expected for gravitational wave,, 
amenable to detection on Earth (within the frequency range of a few Hz to a 
few kHz) are of the order 10-" to 10-22 for the most violent sources. The 
detection scheme currently most likely to detect these strains is long baseline 
laser interferometry. 
A number of interferometric detectors are now under construction world wide. 
The Institute for Gravitational Research at the University of Glasgo\A . 
working in collaboration with the Albert Einstein Institute, the Max-Planck- 
Institut ftir Quantenoptik and the University of Wales, are working towards .1 
600m arm length interferometer known as GE0600 at Ruthe near Hannovel-. 
The commissioning of this detector is now complete and the sensitivitie" 
continue to move closer to the design predictions as excess noise sources are 
identified. It has recently taken part in scientific data runs with the 4km ariii 
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length LIGO detectors in America which are similarly mo\ring closer to 
design performances and these measurements will be used to set upper limit,, 
on gravitational emissions from a variety of sources. The VIRGO detector in 
Italy is now nearing the completion of commissioning while the TAMA 
detector in Japan is now operational with work beginning on a cryogenically 
cooled detector. A space based detector known as LISA is planned for launch 
in 2013. 
The noise source limiting sensitivities at between 50Hz and 20OHz for 
GE0600 is predicted to be thermal noise arising from thermally induced 
displacement of the face of the test masses. The monolithic fused silica 
suspensions employed by GE0600 are designed to give lower thermal noVIC 
contributions than the wire loop and silica mass systems used in LIGO. The 
level of thermal noise is related to the mechanical loss factors of the 
suspensions with the limit to sensitivity for GE0600 at 50Hz predicted to be 
2 Xlo-22 / NrHz . 
The LIGO detectors, gaining increased sensitivity from arin 
lengths around six times larger than GE0600, are scheduled to have thell, 
suspensions upgraded in 2006. The single wire loop suspensions with fused 
silica masses will be replaced with quadruple suspensions using quasi- 
monolithic final stages. The possible use of sapphire masses, whose material 
losses are lower than fused silica is under investigation. These masses will be 
suspended using fused silica fibres. 
The fused silica fibres used to suspend the test masses for Advanced LIGO 
must achieve higher performance levels than those currently used in GE0600 
in order to stop their thermal noise limiting the sensitivity of the detectors. 
requiring higher working loads and lower mechanical losses for the pendulum. 
The majority of work contained in this thesis involves characterisation of the 
mechanical losses in fused silica ribbon fibres to determine their potential foi- 
use in suspending the 40kg test masses for Advanced LIGO. The design of 
fibres is discussed here. demonstrating the advantages of rectangular cros,, 
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sections over the circular cross sections already used in GE0600, with 
experimental work used to show the viability of this suspension scheme. 
The losses of a number of modes of oscillation of fibres were investigatecl 
using different suspension designs to reduce excess loss mechanism". 
Measurements made of the material loss of the fused silica, using cantilever 
bending modes of a fibre held at one end, gave values slightly higher thaii 
those used in the design of noise curves for Advanced LIGO. The 
measurements also showed a reduced thermoelastic damping effect from that 
theoretically calculated from which an altered value for the Young's modulu" 
of the fibres was found compared to the value for bulk fused silica. 
Measurements performed using the violin modes and pendulum modes of the 
fibres showed that, while excess loss mechanisms were characterised and ill 
the case of the violin mode measurement shown to be negligible, the level ol, 
dilution of loss calculated theoreticafly was not achieved. The source ol' 
increased loss is thought to be due to the energy being concentrated closer to 
lossy welded regions of the fibre. The losses measured for the linear 
pendulum were the lowest ever measured. 
Measurements of the vertical bounce mode of a small mass suspended 
between two fibres has shown clear evidence that there is no intrinsic stres" 
dependence of the material loss of fused silica and has given further evidencc 
that the majority of loss in the fibres comes from a thin highly dissipativc 
layer on the surface. 
The strength of ribbon fibres has been shown to be sufficient to carry the 
working load of the Advanced LIGO masses, with a 20kg test suspensioll 
being created, however there was a wide variation in measured fibre breaking 
strengths thought to be due to bending in the fibre coupling longitudinal force 
into shear stress. Issues regarding thermal stress at welds are discussed with 
suggested solutions for construction of Advanced LIGO suspensiont,. 
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Chapter I 
Gravitational Wave Detection 
1.1. Introduction 
When, in 1916, Albert Einstein published his Theory of General Relativity 
[1], the idea of gravity as a force acting instantly at a distance, as described 
through Newtonian mechanics, was to become redundant. His description of' 
the effects of gravity, in which mass causes the curvature of space time. 
showed us that objects travelling through this space-time simply move aloný! 
the straightest path possible, described by the geodesics of space-time. The 
'action at a distance' description of gravity was to be replaced by one in 
which propagation of the gravitational field was at a finite speed; one which it 
also shares with light. The solutions of the linearised Einstein Field Equation', 
show that this propagation is in the form of a wave. 
In 1974 the pulsar known as 1913+16 was discovered by Russell Hulse and 
Joseph Taylor [2]. Subsequent measurements of the radio wave emission,, 
showed that there was a modulation of the pulse rate of approximately 7.75- 
hours due to the Doppler shift as the pulsar moved about the centre of mass o I' 
a binary system. Further to this it was discovered that the pulsar was creepinL, 
gradually ahead of the orbital position expected if its period was constant. 
with the discrepancy increasing quadratically in time. This is due to the 
inspiral of the two neutron stars in this binary system, which increases thell, 
orbital rate. The energy lost in this inspiral is in the form of gravitational 
wave emission. When the calculated inspiral rate due to this emission wa" 
compared to the observed inspiral the values matched to around 1%, withiii 
the accuracy of the experiment [3]. These measurements therefore provide u" 
with evidence of the existence of gravitational waves. 
The quest for direct detection of gravitational waves was begun by Joseph 
Weber in the 1960s with his development of resonant bar detectors [4]. Work 
has continued to increase sensitivities of detectors, which are now around 
10,000 times more sensitive than those original bar detectors of Weber. 
Despite Einstein's own lack of confidence that gravitational waves would ever 
be detected it now appears that just such a detection may be seen in the near 
future. Detection of gravitational waves will not only confirm aspects of 
general relativity but will also be the beginning of a new form of astronomý, 
able to look directly at some of the largest interactions to occur such as the 
creation and merger of black holes and may allow us to look further back to 
the beginning of the universe. 
A world-wide network of detectors is now being put in place witli 
collaboration between a large number of countries and institutions. Many fir,, ( 
generation ground based interferometers such as GE0600 [5] and LIGO[61 
are now nearing completion and are taking part in joint test runs. These fir,, t 
generation detectors may indeed be the first to directly detect gravitational 
waves, yet it is likely that only a small number of sources will be visible to 
them. The planned upgrading of detectors to give what is known as advaticed 
or mature detectors will improve sensitivities further and (greatly improve the 
number of potential sources for detection. In particular the work shown iii 
this thesis is directed toward the upgrading of LIGO to Advanced LIGO[7]. 
In this chapter the nature of gravitational waves is discussed along with the 
proposed methods of detection, potential sources of noise in detectors and the 
current status of the GE0600 and LIGO projects. 
1.2. The Nature of Gravitational Waves 
Gravitational waves are produced by the acceleration of mass. They may be 
considered as ripples or waves in the curvature of space time and hence 
produce a time varying tidal strain in space. Sources of gravitational radiatioll 
must be at least quadrupole in nature since conservation of mass preclude', 
monopole radiation and conservation of angular momentum precludes dipoic 
radiation. This therefore implies that only non-axisynu-netric accelerations of' 
mass will produce gravitational waves [8]. 
The waves which we may detect on Earth come from distant sources and are 
the superposition of two independent polarisations of amplitude h, and h, - 
Figure I shows the effect that the passage of each of these polarisations has oil 
a circular ring of test particles if the incident waves are normal to the page. 
The ring of particles whose initial diameter is L are extended by AL in one 
direction while being compressed by a similar amount in the orthogonal 
direction. The amplitude of the gravitational wave is then given in terms ot, 
the strain it produces in space: 
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Figure 1: The effect of the two polarisations of gravitational waves incident upon a rin,,,, 
of test particles. The h, polarisation is incident upon the red particles while the h, 
polarisation is incident upon the blue test particles 
As gravity is the weakest of the four forces of nature it is impractical to 
construct a source of gravitational radiation in a lab. Indeed if we consider the 
thought experiment described by Saulson [8] in which two I tonne weight', 
are held two meters apart and spun at a frequency of IkHz about their centi-C 
of mass, the strain amplitude produced is only h --: z 10-" at a distance onc 
wavelength from the source. Thus we must look instead to astrophysical 
sources where accelerations and densities may be extremely high. 
1.3. Sources of Gravitational Waves 
Discussed below are sources of gravitational radiation which occur in the 
frequency band of a few Hz to a few thousand Hz, this being the region Ill 
which ground based detectors will be most sensitive due to noise source,, 
discussed later in this chapter. 
1.3.1. Burst Sources 
Burst sources ernit gravitational radiation for only a very short amount ()I L- 
time. They are caused by large scale events such as those discussed below. 
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Supemovae 
The end of the life of a star may be either dark and quiet, as a cooling whitc 
dwarf, or explosive and luminous as a supernova 
The fife of a star may be considered as a continuous battle between the forcc 
of gravity pulling its matter inward, and opposing forces holding the star out. 
Initially this opposing force comes from the energy created by fusion ol 
hydrogen in a self regulating process. When the temperature at the core ], -. 
high enough helium begins to fuse, creating oxygen and carbon. The next 
stage of the process depends on the size of the star. 
In a smaller star, less than approximately five solar masses (5M. ), as this 
fuel runs out the temperature at the core is not high enough for further fusion 
reactions to occur, causing the core to collapse to the point where electron 
degeneracy pressure due to the Pauli exclusion principle maintains the sizc. 
This is known as a white dwarf. If the mass is below the Chandrasekhar limit 
(1.4MO) it will settle and cool unless accreting mass from a companion. 
usually a larger diffuse star which does not have a strong gravitational grip oil 
matter in its outer most layers, or unless it merges with a companion. 
A larger star goes on to fuse carbon and oxygen to produce neon, sulphur and 
silicon which in turn may fuse to form an iron core. As the iron core does not 
produce energy through fusion it shrinks and is supported by electroll 
degeneracy pressure until its mass exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit. 
When electron degeneracy can no longer support the core it quickly col-lapse". 
Electrons, squeezed tightly against the nucleus, join protons to form neutrons. 
thus reducing the electron degeneracy pressure and accelerating the process. 
The collapse continues until neutron degeneracy pressure can support the 
core, forming a neutron star, or if the mass is sufficiently high the collapse 
continues until a black hole is formed. During the collapse the outer region,, 
are blown off in a spectacular explosion known as a supernova. Althougli 
only a small amount of the energy is released as light, the vast majority bein, -, 
neutrinos, the luminosity is still around one billion times that of the sun. The 
collapse of the core of a white dwarf due to accretion is known as a Type I 
supernova, and it is identified by its light spectrum which does not include the 
hydrogen line. If this collapse is due to a merger with another densc 
companion star such as another white dwarf the core will be greatly deformed 
by the increased mass and angular acceleration resulting in the emission ol' 
large quantities of gravitational radiation. Collapse of a white dwarf core due 
to slower accretion of matter will result in a much smaller emission ol' 
gravitational radiation. 
The collapse of the core of larger mass stars is known as a Type 11 supernovac 
and its spectral lines do include hydrogen. If this collapse is non- 
axisymmetric then gravitational radiation will be produced. 
An estimate of the strain amplitude expected from a supernovae calculated by 
Schutz [101 is: 
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a where E is the total energy radiated at a frequency f, over timescale r, at . 
distance r from the detector. 
The typical event rate calculated for such supernovae out to a distance of 
15Mpc, where the Virgo cluster occurs, is several per month[ I I]. 
Coalescing Compact Binaries 
A system of two stars orbiting about a common centre of mas,, is known as a 
binary system. Most stars form part of a multiple star system, with the binar\ 
being the most common. If the stars have a high density this is known as it 
() 
compact binary system. There are three types of compact binary systerns. 
neutron star neutron star (NS/NS), black hole / black hole (BH/BH) an(I 
neutron star black hole (NS/BH). An example of a compact binary system 
which has already been mentioned is PSR1913+16 whose orbital frequency 
increases with time as the two neutron stars inspiral. The energy lost from 
inspiral is emitted as gravitational radiation. As the two close in upon each 
other the frequency of this radiation will increase. The frequency is too lo\\ 
during most of the inspiral for it to be measured using ground based detectors. 
however it will be within the detection band of space based detectors. In the 
last few seconds before coalescing the frequency will be high enough to be 
measurable with terrestrial detectors, finally ending with a strong burst 
emission known as a 'chirp'. 
The estimated strain amplitude for a coalescing binary system of NS/NS k 
calculated by Schutz [ 12] to be : 
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, M, andM2 are the masses of the two 
stars, the distance to the source is r and the emitted gravitational radiation i,, 
at a frequency 
While the fraction of compact binary systems involving black holes is thought 
to be smaller than for neutron stars, the greater mass gives a higher amplitudc 
to the gravitational radiation and makes it more likely we shall detect these. 
1.3.2. Periodic Sources 
While binary systems will emit gravitational radiation continuously durin, -, I 
inspiral, the frequency when their separation is still reasonably large is too 
low to put such a source within the detection band of a ground based detectoi-. Z-1 
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However other stably rotating sources may appear within such a frequenc\ 
band. By using long integration times the signal to noise ratio when 
measuring emissions from a continuous source may be improved and a 
detection may be made using a single detector assuming the noise is random. 
Potentially detectable continuous sources are discussed below. 
Pulsars 
Neutron stars which spin non-axisymmetricaBy wifl emit gravitational Z-- 
radiation. If a neutron star is created from the collapse of a spinning coi-c 
which has a large diameter, then in order to conserve angular momentum the 
neutron star must have a high rotation speed. In addition the accretion of 
mass from a companion may increase the angular momentum. The non- 
axisymmetric motion may be due to irregularities in the surface of the pulsar 
or may occur due to the pulsar precessing due to accretion from it', 
companion. The degree of non-symmetry is given by the star's equatorhil 
ellipticity, e, with an estimated strain amplitude for gravitational emission,, 
given by [ 13]: 
2 
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50OHz r 
This frequency of gravitational wave emission is twice that of the rotation of 
the pulsar since there can be no monopole or dipole gravitational wavc 
emission. 
The Crab pulsar, the remnant of a supernova documented by Chinesc 
astronomers in 1054 to have been seen in daylight for weeks, is expected to bc 
a source of gravitational radiation. As one of the fastest spinning pulsars It 
has a rotational frequency of 30.3Hz and is therefore expected to emit 
gravitational waves of frequency 60.6Hz and gives an estimated straill 
amplitude of h- 10-24 [131. 
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Wagoner Stars 
If a neutron star is caused to spin up due to accretion from a companion it ma\ 
reach a limit known as the Chandrasekhar-Friedman- Schutz instability point 
beyond which it will become non-axisymmetric. The additional angular 
momentum may then be lost as gravitational waves as first described h\ 
Wagoner [ 14]. Such a source is expected to produce a strain amplitude [8]: 
II 
h=3x 10-27 
330Hz 2 Jkp C Lr 2 (5) 
frIt r io-11 jM-2S-1 
where LY is the x-ray flux which is used as an indicator of the rate oI 
accretion. 
Stochastic Sources 
A final source of gravitational waves whose amplitude may be high enough to 
be detectable, known as stochastic background, comes from the superposition 
of signals from many sources. Due to the noise like nature of the stochastic 
background two or more detectors are required to make measurements of it as 
the results must be correlated. Otherwise it is indistinguishable from othet- 
noise sources in a detector. 
One potential source which will appear as a part of the stochastic background 
may come from gravitational waves produced as a result of an inflationarv 
period following the big bang. A prediction for the magnitude of h, using the 
cosmic string scenario for the creation of galaxies, is given by [15]: 
3 
h=1.8x 10-25 
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for a bandwidth B, taken about the frequency f, where HO is Hubble',, 
constant and with QGw being the energy density per logarithmic frequenc\ 
interval required to close the universe. 
Figure 2 shows a chart, produced by Kip Thorne [ 16], of the predicted stram 
amplitude and frequency distribution of sources that are likely to be detectcd 
by advanced detectors along with the sensitivities such detectors may achieve. 
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Figure 2: Predicted sources of gravitational waves of interest to ground based systems 
along with the design sensitivity curves for initial and advanced LIGO detectors. Graph 
created by Kip Thorne 
1.4. Methods of Detection 
The strain in space which sources of gravitational waves induce is, as we haý c 
seen in the previous section, extremely small. Any potential detector must 
therefore be extremely sensitive to small strains. Currently there are two 
types of detector being developed for ground based measurements, the. "C 
being resonant bars and laser interferometers. L- 
The long baseline interferometers are expected to have a detection band from 
a few Hz to a few kHz. Space based detectors would not be subject to the 
same gravity gradient noise, discussed in Section 1.4.3, and hence would be 
capable of high sensitivity at even lower frequencies. 
Other detection methods for gravitational waves include Doppler tracking ot 
spacecraft and pulsar timing. The relative separation of a spacecraft and the 
earth will be affected by the strain of a passing gravitational wave, which may 
be measured by using the Doppler shift of a radio signal, which is used to 
track the spacecraft, measured against a very stable clock [17]. Measurement', 
made by the Ulysses joint ESA/NASA project have set an upper limit of' 
h-3x 10-" /, Az in the frequency region of millihertz [ 181. The CASSIN I 
mission to Saturn should improve upon this sensitivity by approximately txA () 
orders of magnitude [19]. The limits to sensitivity of these measurements arc 
the precision of clock used and any fluctuations in the medium through which 
the radio waves travel which may alter the speed of electromagnetic radiation. 
Pulsar timing uses a similar technique to Doppler tracking. Here the radio) 
signals of the pulsar itself are used as the reference clock to look for the 
effects of very low frequency gravitational waves. 
1.4.1. Resonant Bar Detectors 
At the start of the 1960s Joseph Weber began work on a type of detector no\, \, 
known as the resonant bar detector[4]. Built around a massive metal core of' 
low mechanical loss material to reduce the effects of thermal noise, a typical 
bar detector works by excitation of the longitudinal mode of a cylinder ol' 
either aluminium or niobium, by a passing gravitational wave. This motion il-. 
then measured using a transducer highly sensitive to motion of the bar. 
A claim in 1969 by Weber that he had seen coincident signals in two bai- 
detectors has since been essentially discredited as more sensitive instrument', 
have failed to reproduce such an event as upper lirnits on gravitational 
emissions are reduced. 
The main difficulties in producing a usable instrument are high susceptibility 
to thermal noise, and low bandwidth. 
While limits to sensitivity due to seismic noise and acoustic noise are dealt 
with by suspending the bar from vibration isolation stages and placing it undei- 
vacuum, thermal noise presents a larger problem. In order to reduce its effect', 
most bar detectors now operate at cryogenic temperatures with some using 
operating temperatures as low as - 0.2K. Such a detector may achieve 
strain sensitivity of order 10-'9/N[H-z [20,211. Currently there are fOL11- 
resonant bar detectors achieving a strain sensitivity of this order, these being 
AURIGA, EXPLORER, NAUTILUS and NIOBE. 
With bandwidth being restricted by the resonant nature of this type o I' 
detector, work is now being done to produce spherical detectors which will 
have a highly improved bandwidth due to their multiple resonant frequencie., 
and the ability to determine direction and polarisation of the wave. Also the 
increased mass of a spherical detector of similar resonant frequency gives a 
lowered thermal noise with proposed detectors such as 'Mario Schenbergo' 
detector in Brazil having a design sensitivity of around h- 10-21 / -Mz and it 
bandwidth of 3.0 - 3.4kHz [22]. Another such detector named MiniGRAIL ill 
Holland will shortly be operational [231. 
Ground Based Laser Interferometric Detectors 
A Michelson interferometer, with its orthogonal arms, provides an excellent 
basis for a detector due to the quadrupole nature of gravitational waves. If NA C 
look at the effect, shown in Figure 1, that the passage of a gravitational waxC 
has on a ring of test particles we may see that using an interferometer, such &' 
that shown in Figure 3, for a correctly aligned gravitational wave, the path 
length of one arm would increase while the other would decrease. 
'ror 
Photodiode 
Figure 3: Schematic of a simple Michelson interferometer 
A Michelson interferometer works by splitting the light of an incident lasel- 
using a beam splitter and sending the bean-is down orthogonal arms each ol' 
similar length. The reflected light is then recombined by the beam splitter 
with an interference pattern being seen at the output, in this case a photodiodc 
detector. As the relative arm lengths changes due to motion of the mirrors the 
interference pattern is altered due to the change in relative path lengtII 
travelled by the light. The mirrors are suspended as pendulumss to isolatc 
them from seisi-nic noise and are operated under vacuum to remove the 
interactions of air molecules. 
I 
In practice interferometers are designed to hold the output steady on a dark 
fringe by acting back to one of the mirrors with a force proportional to the 
output signal, thus the output is often taken from this feedback signal. 
The incidence of a gravitational wave produces a fractional change in the arm 
length, ly, 
I hence the signal strength is directly proportional to the length of 
arm. However the curvature of the earth provides a practical limit to the sl/c 
of detector that can be built, this being around 4km. The interferometcl- 
achieves its maximum sensitivity when the light is stored in the arms of the 
interferometer for half the period of the gravitational wave. If we calculate 
the optimum arm length for a wave of frequency IkHz we find that the 
optimum arm length is [81: 
L 
optimum 
= 
Agw /= 
75km 74 
This distance is clearly far greater than the 4krn limit on the length of arm,, 
however there are methods of creating a longer optical path without building kil 
larger detector. By using a delay line interferometer or a Fabry-Perot cavity 
the light may be reflected several times up and down the arm of the 
interferometer to achieve a longer storage time and hence a greater sensitivitý. 
These two designs are discussed next. 
Delay Line Interferometers 
In a delay line interferometer, shown in Figure 4, two additional mirrors arc 
added close to the beam splitter. These are known as the inboard mirrors and 
are used to reflect light returning from the end mirrors back along the arrn, 
thus increasing the storage time. In one arrangement the laser light enters the 
arm through a hole in the inboard mirrors and then travels up and down the 
arm with the beams not overlapping due to the curved surface of the mirror,,. 
This design of interferometer was first proposed by Wei,,,, in the early 1970,, 
14 
[241, with a variation on this design, the 30m delay line prototype at Garchim-, 
achieving a strain sensitivity of h- 10-" /, Az by 1988 [251. 
d Mirror 
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Figure 4: Schematic of a delay line interferometer in which the optical path length of the 
arms is increased using multiple bounces of light in the arms using non-overlapping 
beams 
With its non-overlapping beams the delay line interferometer also provides .1 
simple way of considering the issue of a storage time limit. As the light 
travels back and forth down the arms of the interferometer the phase changc 
due to an incident gravitational wave builds up. As the storage time starts to 
exceed one half of the time period of the gravitational wave the phase starts to 
move back again as the wave enters the second half of its cycle, thus reducin, -, 
the overall phase change seen at the photodetector and hence the sensitivity. 
Fabry-Perot Interferometers 
An alternative system for increasing the path length of the arms is to u,, c r-I 
Fabry-Perot cavities. Developed in Glasgow in the early 1980's [261, thi,, L- 
method provides some advantages over the delay line techniqueý discus. sc(I 
above and is the design used in the LIGO detectors. 
Each arm of the interferometer, shown in Figure 5, contains a Fabry-Perot 
cavity, consisting of one fully and one partially reflecting mirror. Unlike in .1 
delay line the reflected beams in the arm lie on top of each other allowing the 
mirror size to be significantly smaller than in a delay line system. III 
operation the cavity must be held on resonance, where its length, L, is all 
integral number of wavelengths of the laser. In a process known as 'locking" 
the interferometer, the cavity of one arm is held on resonance by altering the L- 
wavelength of the laser, while the second cavity is held on resonance hý' 
feeding back to one of the cavity mirrors, thus maintaining the output of the 
interferometer at a dark fringe. A gravitational wave signal is then encoded III 
the feedback signal for the laser and secondary cavity. The requirement ()I' 
operating with both cavities on resonance gives rise to the need for sonic 
complex electronic servo control systems. 
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Figure 5: Schematic of a simple Fabry-Perot interferometer in which the optical path 
length of the arms is increased by storing the light in cavities using a partially reflecting, 
inboard mirror and overlapping beams. 
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The prototype detectors at the University of Glasgow (10m) and also at 
California Institute of Technology (40m). both Fabry-Perot designs. ha\ c 
achieved strain sensitivities of the order of 10-'9 / N/Hz [27-291. 
1.4.2.1. Power Recycling 
With the interferometer operated such that the output is held on a dark frin2c. 
the light exiting the interferometer will head back toward the laser. with the 
interferometer acting like a mirror. If a partially reflecting mirror is then 
placed between the laser and the beamsphtter it is possible to form a resonant 
cavity with the interferometer acting as the second mirror [30]. Thus the 
power within the interferometer will build up. The increase in poýýci- 
expected in GE0600 will of the order of 2000 times, with an increase if) 
sensitivity in frequency regions that are shot noise limited of a factor (d 
V20-00 
. 
1.4.2.2. Signal Recycling 
The effect of a gravitational wave passing through a detector is such as to 
phase modulate the carrier frequency of the laser, producing sidebands. With 
the interferometer locked on a dark fringe fight at the carrier frequency P., 
returned to the power recycling mirror. while the sidebands are seen at the 
output of the interferometer. If a partially transmitting mirror is used betweeii 
the bean-isplitter and photodiode a resonant cavity may be formed for one ot' 
the sideband frequencies, causing this sideband to build up within the 
interferometer [31]. The shot noise for a particular frequency may therefore 
be improved as the signal is multiplied in this cavity. with this operating mode 
known as narrow band operation. 
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1.4.2.3. Current Ground Based Interferometric Detectors 
A number of ground based interferometric detectors are currently being built 
or are moving closer toward their design sensitivities through continued 
development. The distribution of these is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Global distribution of current ground based interferometric detectors 
The GEO 600 detector at Ruthe near Hannover in Germany is a joiiit 
German/British project with a 600m arm length and is a delay linc 
interferometer . It has taken part 
in the collaborative detection runs in order to 
set upper limits and although a smaller detector than others its advanceo. 1 
optical configuration allows it to achieve high sensitivities [32]. This detectol- 
is discussed further in Section 1.6. 
The detectors that form LIGO are based in Livingston (Louisiana) and 
Hanford (Washington). Both have arm lengths of 4km with the Hanfor(I 
detectors beam tubes also being shared with a 2km detector [6]. Thesc 
detectors have also taken part in the recent science runs achieving sensitivitic,, L- 
4x 10-22 / ýHz at I OOHz as shown in Figure 9. In the near future a large scalc tn 
upgrade is planned for LIGO to create what will be known as Advanced L- 
LIGO. The upgrade to these detectors is discussed further in Section 1.7. L- 
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The VIRGO group, an Italian/French collaboration, is currently constructing ýt 
3km arm length interferometer in Cascina near Pisa in Italy [33]. The 
infrastructure for this detector is currently in place with operation expected to 
be late in 2004. An upgraded detector is planned called Advanced VIRGO. It 
will use monolithic suspensions, signal recycling and a 20OW YAG laser. A 
cryogenic detector called EGO has recently been discussed among Europeaii 
groups [34]. 
A Japanese detector called TAMA is already completed in Tokyo with an arill 
length of 300m [35]. This is a Fabry-Perot interferometer using powci- 
recycling and has reached sensitivities of 8x 10-'9 /, ýHz with a duty cycle o I' 
81%. A second interferometer is already planned named CLIO based in the 
Kamioka mine which will use cryogenically cooled test masses to reduce 
thermal noise and will be built underground to reduce seismic and gravity 
gradient noise [36]. 
The ACIGA group plans to construct a 4km arm length detector at Gingin ill 
western Australia where an 80m prototype is currently being constructed [37 
1.4.3. Space Based Interferometric Detectors 
With ground based detectors fundamentally limited at low frequency h\' 
gravity gradient noise, work is now being carried out on a planned space 
based interferometer known as LISA [38]. It will observe gravitational wave', 
at frequencies down to 0.1 mHz, where continuous sources such as binary star', 
with large separations may be detected. The Laser Interferometer Space 
Antenna is a joint project between NASA and ESA, with a launch planned for 
2013. 
LISA will consist of three space craft, each providing a drag free environment 
for their test masses, which will form an equilateral triangle of side 5x I O'm. I-- 
I () 
Space based interferometers do not provide an alternative to ground ba,, ed 
detectors but instead will be used to compliment them, with observation,, 
being made at far lower frequencies. 
1.5. Sources of Noise 
The sensitivity of a laser interferometric detector is limited at differen( 
frequencies by a number of sources of noise. We shall now discuss thesc 
sources of noise and what may be done to limit their effect on the detector and 
hence maximise the sensitivity. 
1.5.1. Photon Shot Noise 
Photon shot noise arises from fluctuations in the vacuum level. If N photon', 
reach the photodiode then from Poisson statistics the uncertainty in the 
measurement will be -\rN . This gives a fluctuating noise against which ý1 
signal has to be detected. The photon shot noise sensitivity limit for a delaýý 
line type interferometer may be given by [ 151: 
hshot (f )ThA " 
Y2 
f 
per V-Hz (8) 2dý,, c, sin (7rf r) 
where h is the reduced Plank's constant, A is the wavelength of the laser, 
is the quantum efficiency of the photodiode, 1ý, is the power of the laser, c 
the speed of light, f is the frequency of an incident gravitational wave anti 
r- is the length of time the light is stored. From this equation we see that the 
length of storage time may be set to minin-ýise the effects of shot noise. Thk 
occurs when r- is equal to half the period of the gravitational wave and hencc 
fr = I. Also we see that the shot noise may be improved by increasinc, the 
power of the laser. Shot noise is expected to be the dominant noise source ýtt 
frequencies close to a few hundred Hz. 
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Radiation Pressure Noise 
Radiation pressure noise originates from fluctuations in the number of' 
a photons impacting upon the surface of the test masses. When a photon hit, ý C 
test mass and is reflected momentum is transferred. Hence any fluctuation iii 
the number of photons will cause a fluctuating force on the mirror. The limit 
to sensitivity this sets for a delay line type interferometer is given by [8]: 
N 2hý-,, n 
Mf 
2 
Cý 
hrP per VHz (9) L Cý 
where m is the mirrors mass, L is the arm length and N is the number of 
times the fight in one arm travels a distance 2L. We see that radiatioil 
pressure noise falls off at higher frequencies and increases with laser power. 
Radiation pressure and photon shot noise contribute to what is called optical 
or quantum noise, this being given as the quadrature sum of these two noiý'C 
sources. We see from equations 8 and 9 that while at low frequency radiation 
pressure noise is the dominant part of the optical noise while at high 
frequency photon shot noise dominates. Also we find that while one increase', 
with laser power the other decreases, thus there exists some power at which, 
for a given detection frequency, the combined noise is a minimum. Thi,, 
occurs when hshor (f )= h, (f ) and sets a noise level known as the standard 
quantum limit (SQL). The quantum limit comes as a result of the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle and may be considered as follows. If we wish to 
accurately measure the position of our test masses then in order to impro%C 
shot noise we must increase the laser power which in turn increases the 
radiation pressure. The momentum of the masses is now less well known and 
at some subsequent point in time a measurement of the position will be les" 
accurate as a result of this. 
Research is now being carried out on quantum non demolition (QN, D) system,, r-I 
which may make measurements below the standard quantum limit [39]. Onc 
-) 1 
type of potential QND system is the Sagnac interferometer in which the 
output signal is proportional to the relative speed of the test masses rather than 
position [40]. In this type of system light is passed in opposite direction,, 
round a ring formed by mirrors, with both light beams reflecting from the 
same mirrors and the relative phase being measured at the output. Radiation 
pressure noise does not contribute to the overall noise of the detector in th]" 
scheme as the light travelling in the interferometer bounces off all mirroi-s 
giving rise to a similar momentum transfer to each. Moreover we may see 
that this system does not limit us to the SQL as the momentum is a QND 
observable. However this system is still susceptible to photon shot noise as it 
is still optically sensed, and hence will require large amounts of laser power to 
be circulating in the interferometer. A further problem arises due to the 
thermal lensing that this light will cause for example at the beam splitter. A 
solution to this is to use all reflective optics with low absorption coatings an(I 
which have high thermal conductivities to dissipate any heat that is generated 
through absorption. The beam splitter used will be a diffractive grating. 
It has also been realised that signal recycled Michelson interferometers should 
be capable of performing below the SQL over a very narrow frequency band 
[41]. The effect of radiation pressure, in moving a mirror, is to cause a 
change in the phase of photons reflected. The amplification of sidebands at it 
particular frequency, due to the signal recycling, will then effectively couple 
this phase modulation into a phase and amplitude modulation. The effect LS 
such that an optical spring is set up. At the resonant frequency of this optical 
spring the interferometer can perform below the SQL although this is only 
over a very narrow bandwidth. 
Seismic Noise 
Indirectly Coupled 
Another important source of noise to consider is displacement of the test 
masses through direct coupling of ground motion. This ground motion may 
1') 
come from natural phenomena, such as the motion of oceans, or froi-li 
manmade sources such as movement of traffic and is dependant on sItc 
location and may vary from day to day. The mirrors of the interferometer 
must be isolated from seismic noise at detection band frequencies and for thl" 
reason they are mounted as part of a pendulum suspension. As discussed ill 
Chapter 3a pendulum attenuates this displacement by a factor of' 
2 
approximately 
fxf 
where fo is its resonant frequency and f is the 
frequency at which it is driven [8]. This is effective in the horizontal directioii 
where the resonant frequency is low and the mass may be suspended from a 
series of pendulums each giving this factor of isolation. However in the 
vertical direction this is not effective due to the higher resonant frequencý - 
With vertical motion coupling in to horizontal displacement at some low level 
this vertical noise will dominate [42]. A more detailed description of the 
suspensions will be given in Chapter 3. 
Another stage of passive isolation is given by suspending the pendulum froni 
vibration isolation stacks. These consist of alternating layers of rubber and 
steel and give isolation in all directions above their resonant frequencies. 
Additionally, due to the lossy nature of rubber there is little amplification ol' 
noise at the resonant frequency of the stack. The resonances of the pendulum,, 
below will become excited however they are far less lossy and active control 
systems are used to damp out their resonances. 
Finally a system of active isolation is also often used whereby geophone" 
pickup ground motion and are coupled to piezo actuators which actively mo%, c 
the suspension to cancel out seismic motion. 
Directly Coupled 
Also known as gravity gradient noise this arises when test masses coupic 
directly to seismic noise due to local fluctuations in the gravitational field 
[43]. The use of pendulums and vibration isolation systems has no effect on 
I. ' 
this source of noise as it affects the mass directly through gravitational fiel(I 
coupling when large amounts of mass are moved in proximity to the te,, t 
masses. This source of noise sets a challenging limit to low frequency 
detection on earth, one which may be reached with the coming generation ol' 
advanced detectors. 
1.5.4. Thermal Noise 
The thermally excited motion of atoms in the test masses and suspensions o I' 
an interferometer combines to give rise to a source of displacement nollIC 
known as thermal noise [8]. According to the equipartition theorem the meall 
value of energy for each quadratic term in the expression for the total energ\' 
is Y2kBT joules. While it is not possible to reduce the total energy associated 
with this form of noise unless we reduce the temperature by cryogenic cooling 
of the suspension, it is possible to alter or shape the spectral distribution ol' 
this noise such that its effects are reduced at detection band frequencies. Thk 
is done by using high Q materials which concentrate the energy into narro\. \, 
bands around their resonant frequencies, thus reducing the noise oft, 
resonance. The resonant frequencies of the suspension fibres will be withill 
the detection band, though at known frequencies and may thus be removed 
using notch filters. The resonant modes of the test masses occur at 
frequencies above the detection band and may therefore be dismissed. 
In current detectors the off resonance thermal noise of the internal modes of 
test masses is one of the major sources of noise at n-iid-detection band 
frequencies (-50 to 50OHz). As such a large amount of experimental work i,, 
currently under way to reduce the thermal noise associated with the masse" 
and mirror coatings, with investigations looking at materials including fused 
silica and sapphire. The off resonance thermal noise associated with the 
modes of the suspension fibres is expected to be below that due to othei- 
sources of noise. 
Thermal noise will be discussed in greater depth in Chapter 2. 
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1.5.5. Then-norefractive Noise 
The temperature dependence of the refractive indices of the mirror coatings oC 
test masses and of the bulk material of the beam splitter gives rise to a sourcc 
of noise known as thermorefractive [44]. Localised fluctuations iii 
temperature may therefore alter the refractive index of the material leading to 
an altered phase of transmitted or reflected light, ultimately leading to phasc 
noise in the recombined beam of an interferometer. 
Thermorefractive noise is expected to be one of the dominant noise sources at 
nW-band frequencies in the GE0600 interferometer. 
1.5.6. Other Noise Sources 
While the noise sources discussed in the previous sections are the main ones 
to limit the sensitivity of the detector there are other noise sources which arc 
of interest to briefly discuss. These are mostly concerned with the laser and 
its stability as well as control electronics for the suspensions and are not 
expected to be dominant at any frequencies in the detection band. 
The frequency and intensity of the laser may both vary giving rise to noise. 
Frequency noise is reduced by frequency stabilising using a reference cavity 
while the intensity noise is moved to a frequency at which it is not the 
dominant noise source by use of modulation. Variations in the orientatioll 
position and shape of the laser may also introduce noise and are minimised bý, 
using a mode cleaning cavity or a single optical fibre [45]. 
Any light that is scattered in the interferometer will have a random phasc 
relative to the main beam and may therefore contaminate it giving rise to 
another source of noise. This may be reduced by use of baffles to absorb stray 
beams. 
2 
Two sources of noise may occur due to fluctuations in the vacuuni. The fir,, 
is an increase in thermal noise due to viscous damping by residual C'a., Z-- 
molecules. Secondly such fluctuations in vacuum will affect the refractivc 
index inside the tanks and arms and give rise to noise in a similar manner to 
the t hermo, refractive noise discussed above. Neither of these sources of noi,, -, c 
will be dominant if the vacuum is kept below approximately 10-'mbar whicli 
is achievable [8]. 
Electronic noise in the systems which are used to damp parts of the 
suspension may also cause motion of the test masses and hence may be a 
source of noise. 
The expected noise performance of Advanced LIGO is given in Figure 7. 
showing the constituent noise sources. 
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Figure 7: Predicted noise performance of the Advanced LIGO detector (black line 
along with constituent noise sources [461. 
2( 
1.6. GE0600 
GE0600 is a delay line interferometer, shown in Figure 8, using both po"'cl- 
recycling and signal recycling. The detector is a collaboration of groups frolil 
the University of Glasgow, the University of Wales (Cardiff), the Max Planck 
Institut ffir Quantenoptik (Garching, Germany), the Albert Einstein Institutc 
(Hannover) and Laser Zentrum (Hannover). 
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Figure 8: Aerial photo of GE0600 detector near Hannover in Germany showing the t"o 
600m vacuum tube arms and buildings. 
Having begun in 1995 the commissioning of the detector is now complete and 
sensitivities of the detector are steadily improving as sources of noise ark2 
identified. It has recently taken part in the third collaborative science run a, 
part of a series of coincident runs organised by the LIGO Scientific 
Community (LSQ, achieving a strain sensitivity of approximately 
2x 10-21 / -Az at IOOHz and a duty cycle of 98%. The sensitivity curve i" 
shown in Figure 9 along with those for the LIGO detectors. 
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Figure 9: Sensitivity results from the third LSC science run. The LIGO detector 
sensitivities shown are Hanford Um (red, HI), Hanford 2km (green, H2) and Livingston 
Um (dark blue, LI). The GE0600 detector sensitivity is shown in light blue (GEO). 
The laser used is an injection locked laser diode pumped Nd: YAG sYstell) 
giving an output power of 12W, which is passed through two modecleaner,,. 
to improve the geometry of the beam [47], and a power recycling mirrol- 
before being split at the beam splitter and travelling out to the end test masse. ". 
The test masses are suspended as triple pendulums, as shown in Figure 10,111 
order to improve the horizontal isolation from seismic noise, which in turn i, -I 
suspended from passive and active vibration isolation stacks. Vertical 
isolation is improved by used of cantilever blades. 
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Figure 10: Schematic of GEO test mass suspensions showing triple pendulums and 
vibration isolation stacks. 
The last stage of the pendulum is quasi-monolithic fused silica in order to 
reduce the thermal noise, discussed further in Chapter 2. The 6kg fused silicýl 
test mass with a dielectric mirror coating and the intermediate mass havc 
small silica attachments bonded to them using hydroxide catalysis bonding 1 
[48,49]. The test mass is then suspended from the intermediate mass using, 
fused silica fibres which are welded in place between the masses. 
A reaction pendulum, shown in Figure 10, hangs a few millimetres behind the 
main pendulum and is used as an isolated stage from which to act upon the 
masses using electrostatic force. 
With the upgrades to LIGO already planned which will be well beyond 
GE0600's expected sensitivity the GE0600 detector will require furthel- 
development in order to have a future role to play. The arm length ol 
GE0600, which is approximately seven times shorter than LIGO, will make it 
hard to match Advanced LIGO sensitivities unless an alternative approach 
taken. Currently research is being directed at altering the detector to create r-I tý 
?o 
Sagnac interferometer which will be highly sensitive at high frequency [501. 
The laser power stored in the arms will be of the order of IOMW in order to 
improve the shot noise. This higher power requires the test masses to havc 
good thermal conductivity properties as even a small absorption will lead to 
heating and hence lensing effects. 
sapphire masses. 
1.7. Advanced LIGO 
Hence these will either be silicon or 
The LIGO detectors are Fabry-Perot interferometers using a single penduluill 
design with 10.7kg silica masses suspended on steel wire loops [51]. The 
suspensions are controlled by acting directly on the masses which ha\c 
magnets attached to the sides and back. Recent sensitivity results from the 
third scientific run are shown in Figure 9. As has already been mentioned 
planned upgrade to Advanced LIGO is currently scheduled for 2006 and will 
make the following changes to suspension and optical design [46,521. 
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Figure 11: Aerial photograph of the site of the Livingston LIGO detector in Louisiana 
The mirror suspensions will be replaced by quadruple pendulums which will 
use quasi-monolithic suspensions, with 40ktg, sapphire or silica masses and 
silica suspension fibre s. The damplnzc--, of low frequency modes of the 
pendulum will be done by acting on the highest stage of the pendulum. The 
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positional control of the masses required to operate the interferometer i',, 
expected to be done by acting on the mass using electrostatic force. 
The optical layout of the detector will be modified by use of a signal recyclinL' 
mirror placed at the output. During the upgrade the laser will also be replaced 
by a 20OW unit. 
1.8. Conclusions 
With GE0600 and LIGO detectors now being tested and moving toward theill, 
design sensitivities we are now closer than ever to a direct detection ol' 
gravitational waves. A worldwide network of detectors including GE0600. 
LIGO and VIRGO is now under construction which will give positional 
information on burst sources. 
The upgrading of LIGO to Advanced LIGO which will occur in the neai- 
future will improve sensitivities by a factor of around 10-15 and increase the 
number of potentially detectable sources. GE0600 is intended to follow with 
an upgrade designed to produce a detector capable of high sensitivities at 
higher frequency in order to search for known pulsar emissions. 
The LISA mission which is scheduled to fly within the next ten years will 
open up the low frequency band to detections impossible on Earth. 
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Chapter 2 
Thermal Noise 
1. Introduction 
According to the equipartition of energy theorem, in a classical system the 
mean value of each quadratic term in the expression of the total energy of the 
system is Y, kBT joules, through application of the Boltzmann distribution fol- 
energy [53]. This thermal energy is stored in the translation, vibration and 
rotation of the atoms in the system. In a multimode mechanical osciflatol-. 
such as the mirror suspensions in an interferometer, this energy will combinc 
to produce the effect of thermally induced motion of the test mass and 
suspension modes, causing a form of displacement noise on the front face ol' 
the mass, hence we have a thermally induced source of noise. 
One potential route to reducing thermal noise is to reduce the thermal energy 
of the system, using cryogenic techniques. Such use of cryogenics is not L- t-ý 
uncommon in the field of gravitational wave detection as it is already used in 
most resonant bar detectors [20] and work is now being done to implement 
this in future interferometers [54]. 
However, as previously mentioned, even without cryogenics it is possible to 
reduce the effects of thermal noise by using materials of low mechanical los,, 
or high Q. 
2.2. Brownian Motion 
In 1827 Robert Brown, a botanist by training, observed that pollen grain', 
allowed to float freely on the surface of water move in a vigorous and 
irregular manner. WhHe Brown observed that the motion was similar to that 
seen in micro -organisms, this motion was also seen in both organic and 
inorganic matter [55]. Brown's own interpretation, that this motion came 
from the action of a 'vital force' within the particles, was superseded when in 
1905 Einstein showed that it was in fact the fluctuation in number of 
colfisions with water molecules that caused the pollen to move [56]. 
Einstein showed that the impacts resulted in the pollen losing kinetic energy 
as it travelled through the water, thus linking the fluctuation and dissipatioll 
within the system. The random fluctuations in number of impacts seen at (-I 
microscopic level cause a dissipation described by the viscosity of the watel-. 
This was later to be developed by Callen et al into the Fluctuation-Dissipatioll 
Theorem [57,58], giving a general form of the relationship between the 
fluctuation and dissipation of a system. 
2.3. The Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem 
The fluctuation dissipation theorem relates the power spectral density of the 
thermal driving force Sf (co) of a system to the dissipative (or real) part of the 
mechanical impedance Z(o)) as follows: 
Sf (co) = 
4kBM[Z(co)] (10 
X 
Where the mechanical impedance Z is defmed as Z FZ where RV 
and X are the Fourier components of the external force f, the speed v, and the 
displacement x respectively. 
The fluctuation dissipation theorem can then be rewritten in terms of the 
power spectral density of displacement, S, (w) using the definition ot 
impedance: 
S., (0)) = 
CO 2 
91 ly (CO)l (11 ý 
Where Y= YZ is the admittance. 
Thus the fluctuation dissipation theorem allows us to calculate the thermal 
noise contribution from the dissipative properties of the system. 
If we look again at the example of viscous dissipation observed by Brown NA C 
can calculate the thermal noise contribution of such a source of dissipation oii 
an oscillator. The frictional force of the water is viscous and as such can be 
given as: 
Ff, = -b-IC 
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The equation of motion of the system as driven by an external force F. ext 
excluding the fluctuating force, is then given by: 
ni-V = -A: x - bi +, Fýlt (13 1 
for some spring constant k. Once the previous equation has been rewritten m 
the frequency domain the impedance of the oscillator is: 
b+ im - 
ik 
(14) 
where V is the Fourier component of the velocity v. 
We can see that the real part of Z is simply b and so we have: 
Sf (co) = 4k, Tb 
From this we find that the power spectral density of displacement is given by: 
s 4kbTb 
22+ (Can oi b 0)2) 
(16 
An interesting point arising from this is that we can see that in frequencý 
C the t 
0, regions below and above the resonance condition, 
(ojm 
-y 
denominator is dominated by k and m respectively. In these regions a lower 
dissipation value will give a reduced thermal noise level. However at 
resonance these terms cancel and b2 becomes the dominant term. Thus, oti 
resonance, the lower the dissipation the larger the resonance peak. The 
equipartition of energy theorem tells us that the mean square fluctuatioli 
cannot be affected by reducing the dissipation as we are not altering the 
number of degrees of freedom in the system, but this still holds as the integral 
of the displacement power spectrum over all frequencies is independent of' 
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dissipation [8]. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem gives instead the 
distribution of this across the frequency spectrum. 
2.4. Sources of Dissipation 
A system with very low thermal noise levels requires that all possible source', 
of dissipation, both internal and external, be n-dnimised. In a system such a-, 
the mirror suspensions used in an interferometer there are many sources of 
dissipation of which a brief account will be given. 
2.4.1. External Sources of Dissipation 
Possible sources of external dissipation include: 
0 Friction at the point of suspension. For example this ri-ýight include the 
friction at the point where a wire is used to hang a test mass or point of 
clamping of a mass. 
Eddy current damping 
Magnetic hysteresis 
Motion of a pendulum causing the supporting structure to recoil 
(though this does not contribute significantly to thermal noise of the 
detector) 
* Damping from collisions with residual gas molecules 
2.4.2. Internal Sources of Dissipation 
If the external dissipative sources have been reduced to a low level then the 
dominant source of loss wil-I become the internal dissipation of the suspensioii 
due to friction within the material. 
When a solid body has a force applied to it, it does not react instantaneowdy 
and elastically but instead continues to alter after its, initial response. it 
achieves its move to a new equilibrium state only after an interval of time 
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known as the 'relaxation time'. This process is known as anelastic relaxatioii 
and is a source of dissipation caused by imperfections in the solid such &, 
shifting defects. 
A perfectly elastic oscillator can be described by a restoring spring constant m 
Hooke's law as follows: 
FR= -kx (17 
Here we see no time lag between the force being applied and the finA 
equilibrium position. Anelasticity can be described by adding just such a timc 
lag to this equation, which in the frequency domain appears as a phase la,! 
[591. 
FR (OJ)= 
-k(1 + io(oi»x(co) 
where O(co) is the loss angle. 
(18 
We can now look at the equation of motion for this oscillator when subject to 
an internal thermal driving force: 
niý = FR(a)) -k (I 0((o)) 
or in velocity terms 
icomv = FR(co) +iW (I + io(w))v (20) 
In order to calculate the thermal noise from this source of dissipation we mu,, t 
rewrite this in terms of the impedance: 
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1 O)m -i (I + io(w)) Ct) 
=im-' +o(W) 
Then the admittance is given by: 
0-) 
Z(C0) ko(oi) + i(o)'m - k) 
1 -ý- 
0(03) 
-i 
(oim 
_ 
k) 
0mw 
ko(0»+i(M_k) 
-LO(ct»-i(M-k) mm 
k o(0j) 
- 
i(oXn k) 
-m 
o(0»]2 + (6 ým - 
k)2 
If we now substitute the real part of the adrnittance into the fluctuation -- 
dissipation theorem (equation 16) then we can obtain an expression for the 
(21 1 
(22 
power spectral density of thermal motion of the form: 
s 4kBT 
oi 2 
'o(0» 
m k (C o(0j)1, + tXn 
(23) 
which we can then simplify by substituting k= coo 
2M: 
s 4kBT 0 (oi) 0jo 
2 
40(0»2 
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2 03 m90 ! )0 _ a)2 
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(24) 
We see that at frequencies well below wo we can simplify this to: 
S, (oi)= 
4kBTO(w) 
(25) 
III oxv 02(02( 
(0) + 1) 
which assuming 
02 (Cq)ý(l simplifies to t75 
SX (0» = 
4kBT ( o(o» 
mwý (0 
(26) 
Similarly in the frequency region well above the resonance we can, by making 
the same assumptions, simplify to: 
0)02 o(0) 4kBT 9 (27) 
oi 5 
At the resonant frequency we can simplify to: 
S, (0jo 
4kBT 1 
(28) 
m 0)6 o (wo 
Consequently we see once more that at frequencies far below or above the 
resonant frequency a low loss angle gives a lower level of thermal noise while 
on resonance a low loss angle corresponds to a high power spectral density of' 
noise. The high Q of the suspensions may cause problems for the locking ol' 
the interferometer, with the energy in the modes taking a long time to be 
damped out. To solve this issue the monolithic suspensions of the GE0600 
interferometer use selective damping of violin modes using Teflon coating oi-i 
the fibres. The proposed solution for future detectors is to use electrostatic 
force to actively damp the suspension fibre modes. The upper stages ol' 
suspension are also actively damped using magnetic actuators. 
2.4.3. The Form of Internal Dissipation 
Experimental evidence suggests that we may closely model the loss factor 
associated with internal dissipation as being approximately constant with 
frequency [60]. The form of structural damping, which arises from relaxation 
processes within the solid body such as dislocation movement. point defect 
movement and transitions between metastable states, is an example of this. \ 
body may have many internal loss mechanisms, each with its own resonant 
() 
peak at some characteristic frequency. The distribution of energy within a 
body may also cause one single relaxation process to give rise to multiple 
peaks as the characteristic relaxation times will differ. This gives a range ol' 
resonant peaks spanning many decades of frequency. Although at frequencjeý' 
close to these resonances there is a frequency dependence to the loss, *in the 
regions in between, where the bandwidth for detectors will lie, the tails ol' 
these peaks combine to give an effectively constant loss factor over several 
decades of frequency [611. 
There is however one source of thermal noise that may have a peak within the 
detection band. This is thermoelastic damping, which is discussed in Sectioii 
2.7. 
2.5. Measurement of Internal Loss 
With materials commonly used in pendulums exhibiting extremely low level', 
of loss it is very difficult to measure them at frequencies of interest for 
gravitational wave detection since the dynamics do not depend on the loss to a 
high degree. This however is not true at resonance and so instead a method iý' 
used where the loss is measured at resonance as follows. The Q, or quality 
factor, of an oscillator is a dimensionless measure of dissipation at the 
resonant frequency [81- 
Q(wo) = IT E 
Estored 
lostpercycle 
(29) 
For a pendulum where FR = -kx we have, at maximum amplitude of swino, a 
stored potential energy given by: t: ý 
E= -L kA (30) 2 
To find the energy lost per cycle we then add in the dissipation in the sprin, -, 
constant: 
FR = -k(1 + 0)x = -Ae"ke'o = -Ake""" 
- -Ak 
[Cos(ax + 0) +i sin(ax + 0)] 
We can then integrate the real part of this to find the work done: 
W. D. = 
fFRdx 
= 
f- Ak cos(ox + O)dx 
kA cos(ca + O)A o)sin(ax)dt 
1 kaA'T sin 0 2 
Thus Q(o)o) can be given as: 
IT I kA2 
Q(ojo) -22 I kojo AT sin O(ojo 2 
II 
sin O(coo) O(COO 
(31 ) 
(32 
(33) 
Hence we can measure the loss of the pendulum at its resonant frequency and. 
then assuming it is approximately frequency independent use this to 
approximate the loss at other frequencies. 
2.6. The Dilution Factor 
We have mentioned in Section 1.4.2 that the pendulum suspensions perform I 
role in vibration isolation of our test mass mirrors but this is not the only 
benefit we can receive from them. A pendulum is also a smart choice or 
oscillator for the purposes of further reducing thermal noise. As will bc 
demonstrated this is due to its ability to store most of the energy in the noll- 
dissipative gravitational field. 
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To look at this effect we can think of a simple pendulum consisting of a xxirc Z-- 
with a mass at one end. With the mass attached to the bottom of the wire it 
will extend until the elastic restoring force matches the mass's weight. If the 
mass were now to be excited vertically the frequency of simple harmonic 
motion would be determined by the spring constant of the stretched wire. 
L 
-mgsinO 
mg 
Figure 12: Action of gravity as a restoring force in a simple pendulum. 
If however the mass were displaced horizontally the restoring force comes not 
only from the spring constant of the wire but also from the gravitational effect 
on the mass. As can be seen from Figure 12, the restoring force for the 
gravitational field gives a spring constant of: 
mg 
grav L 
(34 1 
We can now use this to calculate the effect on the loss for such a pendulum. 
The energy stored in the bending of the wire is given by: 
Estoretl,,,,,, =I 
ire 
X 
2 "' 
(35 ý 
where kwire is the spring constant of the wire for such a bending process. If 
we now assume that some fraction 
(X) of this energy is dissipated per cycle: 
Elostpercycle --': 
I 
Xkwire X2 
2 
Hence by using a description of loss as: 
1E lostpercycle 0(0)0) =-= 
Q 2; 7E stored 
we can calculate the loss of the material to be: 
-L Ykwire X2 O. 
at 
(OJO 22 
2)z- Ikx 2)7- 2 wire 
Adding in the energy stored in the gravitational field we have: 
Estoredpendulumj 
--" 
I 
kwire + kgrav )X2 
2 
Hence: 
I 'Vjý 
2 
Opendulum (0)0 2A "wire 
X2 
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IVL- A" vvire 
2z(kwire+ kgrav 
If we then divide this through by the loss of the material: 
Opendulum ((t)O kvvire 
Omat (WO ) kwire + kgrav, 
and if we then assume 
kgrav>Awire then : 
Opendulum «00 )= 0-1 (0)0 )- 
kit-ire 
k 
, ral 
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It is therefore found that due to kgrav>Awire the loss of the pendulum is 
reduced by the factor given above, known as the dilution factor. 
If our suspension were to be suspended at the centre of the sides by n wires 
instead of just one then the elastic spring constant is given by [59]: 
k niTEI (43 wires 2L 2 
where T is the tension in each wire, E is the Young's modulus of the wire 
material and I is the moment of cross-sectional area. The moment of cross- 
sectional area for a round wire is given by I=T rX [62]. For a fibre with a 
rectangular cross-section this moment is given by I= baX12 [63] where a is 
the thickness of the fibre in the direction of bending and b is the width in the 
direction perpendicular to this. This then gives a total pendulum loss of: 
Opendulum (NO Omt (0)0 )n-ý 
-T-EI 
(44) 
2mgL 
thus the dilution factor is given by: 
D= 
2LVT 
(45) 
nJI 
2.7. Thermoelastic Damping 
There exists another source of damping, known as thermoelastic dampingo Z711 
which does exhibit a frequency dependence. If one were to think of a beam 
that is deflected, one side would be in compression while the other is i1i 
tension. The side that is in compression will increase in temperature while 
44 
that in tension will cool. With a thermal gradient thus set up we then obserN'C 
a heat flow across the beam until thermal equitibrium is achieved. This heýa 
flow is a source of loss that has a characteristic frequency associated with it 
relating to the relaxation time to reach the new equilibrium. 
If one thinks now of the beam being undeflected, local temperaturc 
fluctuations will cause motion of the beam as a result of the expansion of- 
contraction caused by the thermal expansion coefficient of the material. ThIs 
expansion coefficient can be described by: 
I dl 
a=-- 1 dT 
(46) 
Unsurprisingly the characteristic frequency for heat transfer is related to botli 
the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of the material as well a,, 
the thickness and shape of the body. Shown below is the characteristic 
frequency of a round beam of diameter d [61,64]. 
f, 
har =: 
I 
2)T, r 
2.16 ic 
pcd2 
(47) 
where ic is the thermal conductivity, C is the specific heat capacity and p i, -, 
the density . 
This can also be given for a rectangular cross section beam of thickness t as: 
TIC 
fchar 
= 2, o tI 
(48) 
It should be noted that only the thickness in the direction of heat transfer i,, 
needed here. This means that if a fibre of rectangular cross section is used in 
a pendulum only the dimension of the fibre normal to the surface of the mirror 
4 
will give a contribution to the thermoelastic damping in this direction. Thi,, 
then allows the tension to be set independently of the characteristic frequenc\, 
of thermoelastic damping and hence the level of thermal noise resulting froni 
this. 
The loss associated with this damping mechanism can be given as [64]: 
O(o)) =A 
oly (49) 
1+2 
where 
A= 
Ya'T 
(50) 
PC 
However this assumes a Young's modulus that is approximately temperaturc 
independent. For many materials this approximation cannot be made [65 1. 
We can now introduce a parameter, 9, called the thermal elastic coefficient 
which bears a close resemblance to the thermal expansion coefficient in it,, 
definition: 
I dE 
E dT 
(51 ) 
This thermal elastic coefficient is in itself not enough to cause a change iii 
strain and hence will not give any contribution to thermal noise unless there 'i, -. 
a static stress coin the beam. This stress coupled to a changing Young',, 
modulus wHI give a thermal expansion like parameter a': 
al=, g 
a 
E 
(52) 
Thus we can give a modified expansion coefficient term to include thi-, 
temperature dependant Young's modulus: 
40 
-':: a a_ 
I dE ao aeffective '- Cr'-- 
E dT E 
(53) 
Hence the loss can be given by: 
O(W) - 
AT 
COT 
(54) 
where: 
I (wr) 2 
AT = 
YT [a_ I dE ao 
PC E dT E 
(55) 
We can see that this new effective thermal expansion coefficient can be set to 
dEl zero for a material with a positive and given a certain stress whicli / aT 
would then cause the thermoelastic loss to be cancelled out by the effects of 
the temperature dependence of Young's modulus. It therefore of particulai- 
dEl interest that silica is one such unusual material that has a positive / aT 
A similar mechanism for loss exists in the test masses [66]. The low the=ll 
conductivity of silica makes the effect negligible in first generation detectors. 
However with sapphire being the proposed test mass material for Advanced 
LIGO due to its low intrinsic loss and silicon masses also being proposed for 
future detectors where cryogenics or high laser powers are used, these being 
high conductivity materials in comparison to silica, the effects of test mas,, 
thermoelastic noise are expected to become important. Hence research k 
currently being performed examining the loss mechanisms in these materials. t') 
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2.8. Resonant Modes of a Typical Interferometer 
Suspension 
As we have now shown that in a low loss oscillator the majority of thermal 
noise is concentrated in the resonant modes, it is Of interest to briefIv 
summarise the main modes of a suspension of the type common to 
interferometric gravitational wave detectors. 
The resonant modes can be grouped as either internal modes of the test mas,, 
or suspension modes. 
2.8.1. Intemal Modes of a Test Mass 
These are the vibrational modes of a test mass if we consider the centre o I' 
mass to be fixed, allowing the test mass itself to alter shape. In principle some 
modes will contribute to the thermal noise in the detector while others will 
not, depending on whether the centre of the front face of the mass v, 
displaced. 
The resonant frequencies associated with the test masses tend to be in the 
region of tens of kHz and as such are well above the detection band of the 
detector. The losses associated with the test mass may be increased through 
coating and bonding processes. 
2.8.2. Suspension Modes 
If we now imagine the mirror to be a rigid body we can look at the other 
resonant modes in the suspension. Those with thermal noise contributions 
will cause the centre of mass of the test mass to alter. The following mode,, 
may occur in such a suspension: 
4, '-, ' 
2.8.3. Pendulum Mode 
The pendulum mode of a suspension will couple directly into the signal in the 
interferometer as it will directly cause a displacement of the centre of mass of 
test mass, thus altering the path length of the laser light in that arm. 
However the frequency of this mode should be well below the detection band 
although this must be designed into the suspension by keeping the fibres lolig 
and their cross section thin (other factors such as strength and thermoelastic 
damping frequency will also be taken into consideration when determining the 
dimensions of fibres used). 
The loss of the pendulum mode is decreased by the effect of the dflutioii 
factor as energy is stored in the gravitational field as well as in the bending of 
the fibres. 
2.8.4. Violin Modes (or transverse vibrational modes) 
The transverse vibrational modes of the suspension fibres form a slightly 
anharmonic series which lie within the detection band. The first mode of 
oscillation in this series will have a loss that is twice that of the penduluill 
mode as twice the bending occurs in the fibre. As with the pendulum modc, 
the loss associated with the violin modes is reduced by the dilution factor. 
Although the resonant frequencies lie within the detection band, the fact that 
the loss is low will concentrate the energy into narrow peaks at the resonant 
frequencies, allowing these to be notched out of the data. 
2.8.5. Other Modes 
Thermal noise associated with the vertical mode of the suspension will coupic 
into horizontal displacement. For GEO 600 a conservative estimate of -0.1 cli 
was used in design with the largest contributing factors beina the foldincy ol Z7 Zý 
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the optical path and the curvature of the earth. Other mechanical 
imperfections such as non-uniformity of suspension fibres/wires, stiffhess of 
support structure and imperfect mass distribution during mounting of the test 
masses will also contribute to coupling though these are more difficult to 
quantify [42]. 
The thermal noise contributions of the tilting and torsional modes will al,, () 
couple into horizontal displacement, though this coupling can be kept to a loý\ 
level by ensuring that the incident laser beam hits the centre of the test mass. 
2.9. Calculation of Combined Thermal Noise Sources in 
a Detector 
While the above methods can be used to detern-fine the thermal displacement 
of the face of the test mass in one suspension it is of interest to calculate the 
total thermal noise contribution from a number of mirrors in a detector; in thill 
example we will use a simplified version of the optical layout from the 
GE0600 detector as shown in Figure 13. 
The beam from the laser is split and sent down the two arms which are of the 
same length (x, =x4 and X3 =X5 )with the returned beam being recombined 
and sent to the detector. As the detector measures the relative path changes of 
the two arms, any noise from thermal displacement of the test masses must 
also affect the relative path lengths; for this reason any alteration to lengths -x 
and X6 will give no contribution to the total thermal noise as they affect botli 
paths equally. 
If we first consider the displacement of the end test mass in one arn-4 such a,, 
AETM of the end test mass in the north arm, we see that the total beam patli 
length is altered by 4A. A similar effect is seen on the path length of the t: ý E111 
east arm if its end test mass is displaced. 
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Figure 13: Simplified optical layout of the GE0600 detector 
Next we consider a displacement of an inboard test mass such as AjTm in the 
north arm. Here the total change to the path length is only 2A1, as the bealil 
only bounces once from its surface. 
New beam position 
Laser 
new position 
old position 
Old beam position 
Figure 14: Effect of displacement of the beam splitter 
ýI 
Finally we consider a displacement of the beam sphtter. We can see froni 
Figure 14 that this displacement does not affect the path length of the north 
arm but instead moves the beam perpendicular to the arm direction. It doc" 
however increase the path length of the east arm by an amount B, whei-c 
B= 
ABS 
Hence the total path change for the beam is given by 
cos 45 
2ABS 
- 2V2ABs as the beam travels the distance x., twice. 
cos45 
Finally, as the displacements are uncorrelated, we sum these displacements hi 
quadrature to give a total path length change from displacement of the masse,, 
of: 
ATotal 
--, " 
V(4AETM )'+ (4AETM )2 + (2A, T., f )2 + (2A,, )2 + (2V2A, s 
)2 
(56) 
V 
F32A2 
TM 
A2 A2 E+8 ITM +8 BS 
It is now of interest to consider how this would appear in terms of h. The 
effect of a gravitational wave of strain h is to alter the length of each arm by 
A/ =hY2 with one arm increasing in length and the other decreasing. Thil., 
therefore causes a path length change in each arm of 4A1 = 2h1 assuming that 
the inboard test masses are very close to the beam splitter. The total path 
length difference is then 8A1 = 4h1. Thus we can give the total thermal 
displacement in terms of hby equating these two descriptions of the total 
length change: 
4hl = V32A2 TM + 8A 
2+ 8A2 (57) E ITIf BS 
A2 
TM 
A2 A2 V32 
E +8 IT,, vf +8 BS h=-. (58) 
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2.10. Conclusion 
Thermal noise is one of the most significant limitations to detector sensitivitý - 
In this chapter it has been shown that, through application of the fluctuation- 
dissipation theorem, the level of thermally induced motion as a function of 
frequency in a system can be obtained through understanding its loss. Thl" 
loss can be found by measuring the Q of the system at resonance. Thus bý. 
experimentally finding the Q of the modes in a mirror suspension we ma\ 
calculate the level of thermally induced displacement. We have also seen ho\\ 
it is possible to combine the displacement of a number of mirrors in a detectoi- 
to find the total level of thermal noise. 
Methods for reducing thermal noise within the detector bandwidth have also 
been discussed. By careful design of suspension some resonant modes will 
occur outwith the detection band while those within it are notched out of the 
signal. By using low loss materials the thermal displacement at frequencie,, 
above and below resonance is kept at a low level. 
Thermoelastic noise from the suspension fibres may have its peak valuc 
within the detection band. A method for removing this noise source is given, 
in which the expansion of the material, from localised fluctuations in 
temperature, is exactly cancelled by the effects of a static stress on a material 
with a temperature dependant Young's modulus. 
- 
Chapter 3 
Silica Fibre Design 
1. Introduction 
The design of fibres to be characterised in this thesis was based on the 
requirements for Advanced LIGO. With work on installation of the 
monolithic suspensions at GE0600 now completed, the higher level 
requirements of the Advanced LIGO suspensions must now be considered. 
Here we propose a solution using rectangular cross section fibres to increase 
the compliance of the suspension in the direction of measurement, compared 
to a suspension using round fibres of similar cross sectional area. 
When considering the design of the final stage of the pendulums the main 
objective is to reduce the overall noise contribution at detection band 
frequencies. The two sources of noise dealt with here are seisn-k and 
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thermal. As seismic noise will dominate the lower end frequencies. foi- 
reasons we will shortly examine, we shall look at this first. 
3.2. Seismic Noise 
Seismic noise originates from ground motion at the site of the detector, w1di 
contributions to it relating not to some fundamental noise source (such a-, 
thermal motion of atoms) which cannot be reduced, but to sources that could 
be reduced (for example by putting a detector in space as the planned LISA 
detector shall be) and which in densely populated areas are primarily froiii 
human activity. 
In order to reduce this noise source we seek to isolate our test mass from anv 
motion that will be normal to the face of the mass by suspending it as a 
pendulum. The pendulum acts as a low pass filter for motion with a resultant 
transfer function, assuming there is no finite damping, given by [8,42]: 
x 
fo2 
xg f02 -f2 
(59) 
where x is the displacement of the mass, xg is the displacement of the 
ground, fo is the resonant frequency of the pendulum and f is the frequenc v 
of motion of the ground. 
We can now look at this in the limit where f )) fo and approximate: 
Xg f- 
(60) 
At these high frequencies the inertia of the mass means that the motioii 
induced is small in the period of time before the force switches direction. 
At frequencies f (ýfo, well below the resonant frequency the approximatim 
becomes: 
x 
- : Z= 2 x9 fo 
(61 
where we now see that the spring acts as a rigid coupling to the mass. The 
transfer function of a pendulum with resonant frequency lHz is shown iii 
Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Transfer function of a IHz pendulum. Below the resonant frequency the 
pendulum acts as a rigid coupling. Above the resonant frequency the pendulum 
attenuates the motion as like a low pass filter. 
It is then also possible to enhance this effect further by using a multipic 
pendulum design, where the lower pendulum stage is suspended from anothel- 
pendulum. This achieves isolation in the horizontal direction, at frequencicý' 
well above the resonant frequency, of: 
N 
x IL- 
Xg f2 
tor N pendulums. At these frequencies the inertia of the mass is dominant. 
(62 1 
This is however not as effective for the vertical isolation of the test mass. DLJC 
to the higher sprincy constant in the vertical direction, a result of the lowei- 
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compliance of the suspension fibres, the resonant frequency will be at arouild 
I OHz. With the transfer function relating to the square of the resonalit 
frequency this will give I/100th of the isolation. If we then suspend 
Npendulums, in a cascade, the transfer function in the vertical direction will 
become lOON times greater than that for the horizontal direction. Even with t 
small cross coupling of around 0.1% between horizontal and vertical modc,, 
this will result in the vertical seismic noise becoming the dominant noi,..., c 
source. 
For this reason it is necessary to use vertical springs to reduce the seismic 
noise in the vertical direction. This is done using cantilever blades; Figure I 
shows the blades from a prototype suspension before being loaded. 
unloaded cantilever blades 
suspension wires 
support structure 
400ow 
lit 
Figure 16: Unloaded cantilever blades in prototype quad suspension. When loaded the 
blades are deflected to horizontal. 
Figure 17 shows a diagram of the four level (quad) suspensions planned for 
Advanced LIGO [67]. This incorporates not only four pendulum stages but 
also three vertical isolation stages of cantilever springs as well. The support L- 
tor the pendulum is also isolated actively. 
Clearly it is advantageous to have to have the resonant mode of the penduluiii L- 
at as low a frequency as possible to attenuate the seismic noise and to moxc 
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the resonance peak down below the detection band 
criterion for the design of the last stage of suspension. 
This then sets our firý, t 
Figure 17: Solid Works Rendering of Quad Suspension for Advanced LIGO. The 
diagram shows the three stages of cantilever blades as well as the quasi- monolithic lower 
suspensions with sapphire masses[67]. 
When calculating the pendulum mode frequency we must consider the effect 
of the stiffness of the fibre. This causes a shortening of the effective length ol 
the pendulum and affects not only the spring constant of the fibre but also the 
gravitational spring constant (as the mass is not lifted as high for a giveil 
force). The new pendulum spring constant is given by [681: 
pendulum -TI+ 
EI 
L L2 
(63 1 
where T is the tension, Lis the fibre length, E is the Young's modulus and 
I is the moment of inertia of the cross section of the fibre which is given a., 
I= ba for a rectangular cross section fibre [63] whose thickness in the 
/12 
11 
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direction of bending is a and whose width in the direction perpendicular to 
this is b. This shortening of the fibre affects the pendulum frequency at 
around the 0.04% level. This therefore means that there is little difference to 
the pendulum frequency by using round or rectangular fibres. The most 
significant way of reducing the pendulum frequency is to increase the length 
of the fibre. Unfortunately the total length of the pendulum must be limited 
by the size of tanks used in the vacuum system and hence a limit of 0.6m ha,, 
been put on the fibres. We can then calculate that this gives a penduluni 
frequency of fo = 0.65Hz. 
With a pendulum mode at this frequency the seismic noise is expected to 
dominate in the region below IOHz for the Advanced LIGO detector, abo\c 
which thermal noise becomes the dominant issue in the low to mid frequencý' 
range of the detector. 
3.3. Thermal Noise 
The main aspects of thermal noise have already been dealt with in chapter -1. 
We have seen that it is possible to reduce the levels of thermal noise away 
from the frequencies of modes of the suspension by using low loss materkil 
such as silica or sapphire and that the effect of suspending the mass as a 
pendulum is to give an even lower loss through the dilution factor. Thus it k 
clear that not only do we need a high Q suspension but also we require the 
dilution factor to be large. These form the next two requirements of oui- 
pendulum. 
Dilution Factor 
The dilution factor is given by equation 45. In the frequency regions well 
above and below resonance the power spectral density of thermal motion cýiii 
be approximated as being directly proportional to the loss of the penduluill 
and hence to the dilution factor. In order to increase the dilution factor NA c 
IN 
must either decrease fibre thickness or increase the mass. Clearly there is ýI 
limit to this, which is the strength of the fibres, adding in some workin., , 
margin of strength as it is obviously unwise to work too close to the breaking, 
stress limit. For this reason a loading of above IGPa is unwise (see Chapter "ý 
for a discussion of strengths). For a ribbon of O. Irnm2cross sectional area. 
comprising of Imm breadth and 0-Imm thickness with a 10kg loading pei- 
fibre, we therefore have a dflution factor of 4899. 
Using a fibre with a round cross section also Of O. IMM2 we achieve only a 
dilution factor of 1585, which gives a thermal noise contribution 3.09 timeý, 
higher in power at frequencies well away from resonance. 
3.3.2. Vertical Mode 
It has been noted that, while a low level of dissipation in a suspension cause', 
the thermal noise levels away from resonance to decrease, the energy 11, 
transferred to the levels at resonance with the width of the resonance peak 
being dependant on the Q of the mode of oscillation. The vertical resonant 
mode, occurring at the lower end of the detection band, is not affected bv 
dilution. This is because gravity does not act as a restoring force but instead 
provides a constant force in one direction. The restoring force here come', 
instead from the longitudinal tension in the fibre which will have both lossles" 
and lossy components relating to the real and imaginary parts of the Young", 
modulus. As such its loss will be 4899 times larger than for the violin mode', 
(when using a rectangular fibre). Although this only couples to horizontal 
motion at around 0.1% the height of the resonance peak from the vertical 
mode will still be large due to the lack of any dilution effect. It will also ha% C 
a wider resonant peak due to the low Q of this mode. For this reason we wi"ll 
to push it to as low a frequency as possible. 
The frequency of the vertical mode of a rectangular fibre is given by: 
(64) 
2 /T 
Fin 
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where the spring constant k is given by: 
E wt 
I 
(65) 
where E is the Young's modulus, w is the width, t is the thickness and I is the 
length. Thus to reduce the frequency we must reduce the cross sectioil. 
increase the length or increase the mass. Again the strength of the fibres and 
the length of suspension limit these factors. By using rectangular fibres here 
we do not gain compared with a round fibre of similar cross sectional area. 
For a fibre of cross section O. Imm 2,0.6m length and a 10kg mass we theil 
have a vertical resonant mode at 9.18Hz which cannot be improved upoll 
without stressing fibres more highly or increasing the suspension length. Onc 
potential solution would involve using soft, cantilever style, vertical springs to 
reduce the vertical spring constant for the final stage of the pendulum. Thi's 
must of course not increase the loss and so a low loss material such as silica 
would be required. Initial testing of fused silica blades has been performed to 
look at the viability of such a design. A fused silica blade was produced froiii 
a glass slide by cutting along a diagonal and was then shaped by heating over 
a curved silica tube using a hydrogen-oxygen flame. This is shown in Figul-c 
18 under tension from a welded fibre. The blade was loaded to over 0.5k,! -, 
before breaking with the failure being almost certainly due to thermal stressc,, 
at the welds. 
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Figure 18: Silica blade with fibre attached to tip (Left, close up image. Right, under 
tension with force meter attached). The only silica blade to have been tested, this broke 
at over 5N loading despite being only I mm thick. 
The transverse vibrational modes of the suspension fibres will also occLIi- 
within the detection band (at a few hundred Hz) however due to their high Q 
these will cover only a very narrow frequency band and will be notched out of 
the data. 
3.3.3. Thermoelastic Peak 
The thermoelastic peak may also occur at detection band frequencies and 
hence it is of interest to look at how its effects can be reduced throucyh careful Z-- 
design. Its resonant frequency for a round fibre is calculated using Equation Z-- L- 
47, which is repeated here [65]: 
f, 
har -1 -2.16 /V 2zi, pCd 
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where ic is the thermal conductivity, C is the specific heat capacity. d is the 
diameter of fibre and pis the density . For a round silica fibre of 0.1 mrn 
this would give a resonance at 8.8Hz. For a rectangular fibre the resonant 
frequency is given by Equation 48, which is repeated here: 
)TK f, 
hur =2 
oCt 
where t is the thickness of the fibre. Again using a 0.1 mm thick ribbon xAc 
have a resonant frequency of 20.3Hz. A graph showing the thermoelastic los, Z-- 
as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Calculated frequency dependence of thermoelastic loss in a O. Imm thick 
fused silica ribbon with no static stress using Equations 54 and 55. 
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Figure 20: Calculated stress dependence of thermoelastic loss in a O. Imm thick fused 
silica ribbon using Equations 54 and 55. 
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The technique described in Chapter 2 for using the static strain in the fibre to 
cancel out the thermoelastic effect would mean a strain of approximatelý 
2xlO'Nm -2 be applied for the ribbon discussed here. A graph showing the 
dependence of loss on static strain at the characteristic thermoelastic los" 
frequency is shown in Figure 20. However this strain is lower than the 
9.8xlO8Pa planned for Advanced LIGO and would give a lower di-lution 
factor of 2213. It would also push the vertical frequency up from 9.18Hz to 
20.32Hz. It may be possible using a tapered fibre to get around the problem" 
of the vertical frequency, which depends on the shape along the whole length 
of the fibre, by reducing the thickness away from the ends [69], while usin- 
the thickness of the ends of the fibre to set the thermoelastic loss to the null 
point. This however will still result in a lower dilution factor. Using the 
planned static strain of 3.9xlO9Pa the limit to sensitivity at 20.3Hz will still 
be due to the vertical resonant peak. 
3.4. Conclusion 
Toward the lower end of the detection frequency band the limiting noi,, c 
source will be seismic in origin, with the use of multiple stage suspension', 
and cantilever blade springs reducing the effects of seisn-fic noise above the 
resonant frequencies of the springs. 
The vertical bounce frequency of the final stage of the suspension will set it 
lower frequency limit of around 101-1z on the Advanced LIGO detector due to 
its low Q. One potential solution to this would be to create a more compliatit 
suspension in the vertical direction using silica cantilever blades, which would 
move the vertical mode down in frequency. 
The thermoelastic loss peak will not be removed through the design for the 
Advanced LIGO detector. The requirement of a 2x]O'Pa static stress to 
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allow operation at the thermoelastic null point would give a dilution factor . a 
factor of two lower as well as pushing the vertical mode up to . 20.321Hz. 
Therefore in order to minimise the effects of the vertical bounce mode and to 
increase the Q of the suspension we wish the suspension fibres to be as Iong 
as possible and with as small a cross section as possible, with rectangulai- 
fibres giving an increased dilution effect over round fibres. The limits of the 
vacuum tank dimensions and the working load on fibres have led to the 
decision to propose 60cm ribbon fibres with a cross section of 1.13mm bv 
0.13mm. 
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Chapter 4 
Silica Fibre Production 
1. Introduction 
Silica fibres are produced by a variety of methods, though all follow a 
common theme. The thin fibres are drawn from a thicker stock material by 
heating until molten and pulling. Once produced the thin fibres must not bc 
touched, as even a soft touch with a piece of tissue paper will affect the 
strength, and they are manipulated by holding the thicker stock material at the 
ends. Here we will look at a number of different methods that have been used 
to produce fibres used for measurements made in this thesis and used 
previously for mounting monolithic suspensions in GE0600. The first 
techniques described here were developed at the University of Glasgow an(I 
use a vertically mounted piece of stock material heated uniformly about the 
centre and then pulled uniformly at both ends in order to achieve a hicyll 
degree of uniformity. The fibres used in the vertical Q measurementý,. 
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described in Chapter 7, however used a glass working lathe with one surfacc 
mix burner using a feed and pull system allowing longer fibres to be 
produced. 
The most important characteristics of a system for producing fibres are that it 
produces them in a reproducible manner and that the strength of the fibres I"' 
high. The strength can be damaged through contamination of the flame. 
thermal stresses, non-uniformity (leading to regions of high mechanical stress) 
and damage to the surface of the fibres. 
We will begin by looking at the simplest way in which a fibre can be 
produced. 
4.2. Pulling Fibres by Hand 
It is possible to create a round fibre by using only a hydrogen-oxygen flame 
and the stock material. The stock material, usually 3mm. or 5MM diametei- 
silica rod, is heated in the middle while it is rolled between thumb and 
forefinger to ensure a more uniform heating. Once it is glowing white hot it i" 
quickly removed from the flame and the two ends pulled apart. The 
advantage of using this technique is that fibres can be produced quickly to a 
variety of thicknesses without the need for more complex apparatus. Also 
there is no reason why fibres with high Q cannot be produced in this mannei- 
as long as high quality stock and a clean flame are used. The disadvantage', 
however are substantial. There is little or no ability to reproduce the same 
dimensions of fibre and, with each fibre being unique, a suspension such a, 
the monolithic suspensions in GE0600 that requires a number of neal- 
identical fibres cannot be produced. Also it is difficult to produce fibres that 
are uniform and they usually display substantial ellipticity. 
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4.3. Pulling Fibres Using a Rig 
In order to gain more control over the uniformity of heating and the directioii 
in which the ends of the stock material are pulled a rig was used which i, -. 
shown in Figure 21. 
chain d 
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Figure 21: Hand pulling rig for producing round fibres. Stock material is clamped 
between the two arms which are linked by a chain to produce equal force on each. 
Needle burners mounted on a circular ring give a well shaped neck region. 
The gas now flows not through one nozzle but through four, which are evenk 
distributed around the stock material to give a uniform heating. The ends ol' 
the stock material are clamped to horizontal arms, which slide vertically oii 
two linear bearing tracks. The two arms are linked through a chain drive. L- 
which ensures that when one is moved they both move, but in opposite 
(IS 
directions and with the same velocity in order to create uniform shaping of the 
ends. By pulling the fibre vertically the effects of gravity on the shape al-c 
minirnised (when pulled horizontally this causes fibres to sag). A fan unit P% 
used to blow cold air at the upper clamp to ensure it does not expand 
sufficiently to release the rod. Using this rig fibres can be produced which are 
far more uniform and with a little practise they can be produced to 
approximately the same lengths (within 1cm) of up to 60cm. However \, Xc 
still have no precise control over heating times, flame temperature, pulfinL, 
speed or final length, aR of which have an impact on the final dimensions of 
the fibre. 
When producing the fibres it is common practise to pull the thicker rod dowil 
to a slightly thinner section first. This gives a longer tapered 'neck' region ý1( 
the ends, which is often used when welding the fibre. The thinner central 
section is then reheated and the fibre pulled from this material. 
4.4. Pulling Round Fibres Using an Automated System 
An automated system for producing round fibres was constructed in order that 
fibre production could be made more reproducible. The outline of the sYsteni 
is based on the pulling rig discussed above however a number of alteration', 
allow the system to be controlled using a Labview script with a National 
Instruments ATM 10 16 XE-50 data acquisition board which gives a numbei- 
of analogue and digital inputs and outputs. 
The motion of the arms, causing the fibre to be pulled, is controlled using I 
motor with a feedback controller. This takes a control voltage from the DAC 
board of between OV and IOV to set the speed of the motor, with the powei- 
supply coming from a separate 30V supply. 
The supply of hydrogen and oxygen to the flame is controlled by using tNA () 
sets of valves, one set is used to preset the gas mixture while the other is used 
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to turn the gas on and off. This then gives a reproducible flame temperature 
on each run. Five burners are mounted at evenly spaced intervals on t 
movable platform, which allows the flame to be lit before being moved into 
position. The platform is sprung such that it would pull the flame away froi-ii 
the silica rod but during the heating cycle it is held in place using aii 
electromagnet, which takes a power of around O. IA and a voltage of 12V 
through a power transistor controlled by the DAC. Two fans are mounted oil 
the platform to cool the clamps and are not controlled by Labview but have .1 
separate 24V supply. An example of this arrangement can be seen in Figui-c 
23. 
Positional information is given to the Labview programme using mici'o 
switches that switch the ADC inputs between 4v and ground. AnalogLic 
inputs are used to allow the operating voltages to be easily set and a switchin, -, 
point of 3V was chosen. Three such micro switches are used: the platforill 
switch senses when the burner platform is pushed into place, the end of rull 
switch senses when the pulling arms have reached their final position aftel- 
extruding the fibre and the reset switch senses when the pulling arm positioll" 
have been reset to their starting positions. Figure 26 shows a similar control 
system but with the power transistor now controlling the fan and solenold 
valves instead of the platform magnet. 
r*lvn 
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Figure 22: Production of the round fused 
silica fibres for the GE0600 monolithic 
suspensions 
1". 
: lb 
Figure 23: Close-up of burner platform 
showing five burners arranged in a ring. 
Fan shown is used to cool upper clamp. 
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Thus one run of the process, in which the stock material is heated and pulled 
twice in order to produce a neck region, would be as follows: 
A piece of rod is clamped into place between the two puffing arms. 
With the burner platform away from the fibre and the fans turned oil 
the gas is fit with the levels being preset. 
The burner platform is pushed into place to heat the silica. Thill 
switches the platform switch and gives a high signal to Labview. The 
Labview programme then turns on the platform magnet to latch the 
burners in position. 
The silica is now heated for a length of time set in the Labview script. 
The electromagnet is turned off by Labview and the platform spring,, 
away from the rod. At the same time the arms are pulled to producc 
the neck region which is approximately 1cm long. The speed and tinic 
of pull, set in the Labview programme, are slow and short respectively 
as we are not pulling the fibre section here. 
Once this has cooled the platform is pushed into place again. Thi, -, 
time when the platform switch is tripped it causes Labview to go onto 
the second phase of the cycle in which we will pull the thin section oI 
the fibre. Again the electromagnet is used to hold the platform ill 
place for a preset length of heating. 
Labview turns off the electromagnet at the end of the heating timc 
again allowing the platform to spring away from the rod. The speed of 
pull this tiirne is faster, around 0.6 seconds, to pull a thinner, longer 
fibre of approximately 40cm. The end of run micro switch controk 
the length of pull. 
With the gas supply turned off the cooled fibre can then be removed 
from the clamps, held by the end of the stock material. 
Figure 22 shows a system of this sort used to produce fibres for the GE0600 
suspensions. An identical copy of it was constructed before being adapted to 
produce ribbon fibres. 
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4.5. Pulling Ribbon Fibres Using an Automated System 
Most work presented in this thesis involves the use of fibres with a rectangular 
cross section, the benefits of which are discussed in the previous chapter. A" 
such the development work that was done on this system will be given iii 
detail here. 
For the production of fibres with a rectangular cross section the burnci- 
arrangement used above would be unsuitable. Most alterations that wel-c 
made to the system stem from the need to move the burner positions as wHI bc 
explained. A diagram of the system can be seen below. 
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Figure 24: Diagram of ribbon pulling system. This 'heat and pull' system uses a chaiii 
drive to pull the heated stock material evenly at both end. 
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To give an even heating of the thin quartz slides (I I mm. xI nun cross section) 
from which ribbon fibres are to be extruded, four burners are used in aii 
arrangement of two pairs of burners facing each other, slightly inclined 
upwards, using sprung adjusting screws underneath, to stop heating of the 
nozzle opposite. The position of the burners was then aligned carefully such 
that even heating of a glass slide was achieved. A horizontal rail was used to 
allow the burners to be fit away from the clamped glass and then moved into 
place. This then meant that the burners needed to be aligned at right angles to 
the direction of motion of the rail as seen in Figure 25. As a consequence of 
positioning the burners in this way the fans cooling the clamps also needed to 
be moved. The two fans were replaced by one, as only the upper clamp 
required cooling. A brass duct was made to allow the direction of air flow to 
be controlled. It can be seen from the diagram that when the burner platform 
is moved back out of position the air current from the fan will still flow in the 
direction of the silica. This would cause differential cooling of the silica as it 
is pulled and would be a cause of non-symmetry in the fibre. For this reasoii 
it was decided that the platform should no longer spring back to remove the 
heat from the silica but that instead the fans and gas supplies should be turned 
off as part of the cycle controlled by Labview. Also the fan was now attached 
to the pulling arm to ensure that as it slowed to a stop any air current would 
continue to flow toward the clamp, not the fibre being pulled. The clamp', 
were redesigned to hold the silica slides. Despite the use the fan to cool the 
upper clamp problems were still encountered with it expanding due to heating 
and a spring washer was then used in the clamp to give a more constant force 
even after expansion. Shims of paper were used to distribute the force of the 
clamp more evenly over the surface of the silica which otherwise tended to 
crack easily. 
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Figure 25: Photo of fused silica being heated in a hydrogen-oxygen name by ribboll 
pulling machine prior to pulling. 
The electromagnet used to hold the platform during heating was replaced witli 
a fixed magnet and the DAC channel used to control this was used instead a" 
the control for the fan and gas supplies. Power to the fans was controlled by CI 
relay while solenoid valves now controlled the gas. The solenoid valve', 
operate with a compressed air supply to power the valve and are switched 
electrically. A delay of 0.5 seconds was incorporated using a capacitor and 
variable resistor between switching the oxygen and fan off and switching olf 
the hydrogen supply in order to follow the common practise of turning the 
oxygen supply off first. For safety reasons a flashback arrestor wa,, 
incorporated in the section of pipeline that carries the mixed gas and i 
footswitch, requiring a constant pressure to operate, was installed to give a 
cut-off switch for the solenoid valves. Figure 26 shows the control schenic 
used with the data acquisition board. 
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Figure 26: Schematic of control scheme for ribbon pulling machine. 
After initial trials of the machine, during which heating times, pulling speed', 
and all other variables were set, it became apparent that only one heat and pull 
cycle was required to produce ribbons with a neck suitable for welding and 
the Labview code was then suitably altered to give this pattern of pullingo. 
Using this system reproducible fibres could be produced although a warm Up 
period of around five pulls was required during which time variations iii 
length and thickness were seen as the temperature of parts of the machinc 
altered, and were brought up to operating temperature. Also a consistent floý\ 
of gas is of importance, with the standard regulator valves occasionally givin, -, en L- Z-- I 
different gas flow rates, mainly due to either pressure inside the gas tank ol- 
after the tank had been closed and then reopened. One possible improvemeilt 
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to the set-up would be to use mass flow control valves which accuratelý 
control and monitor gas flow levels. 
4.6. Pulling Round Fibres Using a Glass Lathe 
Using a glass-working lathe a piece of silica rod is mounted horizontally with 
one large surface mix burner situated to one side. The glass is heated until 
white-hot and then the pulling program is initiated. 
Figure 27: Silica rod is heated before pulling using a glass working lathe using a feed 
and pull system well suited to producing variable cross section ribres. 
The fibre is pulled by the movable end of the lathe while at the same time the 
burner head moves to the opposite side, effectively feeding in material to the 
flame. By balancing the two speeds of movement it is possible to set-up the 
lathe such that the amount of glass pulled out of the flame is the same as that 
fed into the flame and equilibrium is produced. This equilibrium state i" 
difficult to achieve but gives this technique two advantages, allowing fibres ol' 
any length to be produced and allowing fibres of different dimensions to be L_ 
produced from the same size of rod. It also allows a number of programs for 
different fibre dimensions to be stored and then recalled later at need. Thi,, 
system may also prove relatively simple to use in implementing varyincy cro.,,,, L- Z-- 
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section fibres due to its ability to vary both the feed and puIl speeds. The uý'C 
of a burner head that mixes the gases at the surface rather than within the 
supply pipes gives a smoother less turbulent flame with a more uniform shapc. 
Also it improves safety, as it is impossible for the flame to flash back into the 
supply pipes. 
One disadvantage of this method of fibre production is that the necks at each 
end are uneven, due to pul-ling from one side, while the initial section of fibi-c 
pufled tends to be a slightly different diameter than the rest, as the equilibriuIll 
point is being reached. However the suspensions that were made using thesc 
fibres did not use the necks. Instead the welding was carried out directly on 
the thinner part of the fibre, using a technique covered in Chapter 9. 
4.7. C02Laser Production 
Work is now being done to set-up an alternative to flame pulling. This will be 
done using aC02 laser, which will give far greater control over application ot, 
heat. There is a precedent to using such techniques as they are widely used ill 
production of optical fibres. It will give a more reproducible heating while 
also giving better control over heat distribution. Unlike using a flame there ill 
no pollution to worry about and it does not produce water as a 
hydrogen/oxygen flame does. 
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Figure 28: Round silica fibre being pulled using 140WC02 laser. Pulling fibres in thi" 
way should provide a self regulation of the fibre thickness to give highly reproducible 
results. TheC02 laser will also be used to weld suspensions. 
It should also be self-regulating in producing fibres of uniform thickness a" 
for a reasonably thin sample the heating relates to the volume absorbing the 
radiation while cooling relates to the surface area. This means that a thickei- 
piece of silica will have a higher heating to cooling ratio than a thinnei- 
section. 
4.8. Conclusions 
In this chapter it has been shown that, using simple hydrogen-oxygen flameý'. 
fused silica fibres, of suitable dimensions for use as suspension elements, mav 
be pulled from stock material. It has been seen that a variety of designs ol 
pulling machines were used to produce fibres, which are characterise(I 
elsewhere in this thesis. 
The main aim of the design and construction of these machines was to allo\\ 
the dimensions of fibres to be fixed using computer control of heating and 
pulling times. I- 
7, N 
Future work will concentrate on use of CO, lasers to produce fibres. It i,, 
expected that this will improve control of fibre dimensions and give greatei- 
uniformity to the fibres. 
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Chapter 5 
Measurement of Violin Mode Loss 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we investigate both the violin modes and cantilever bendin, -, 
modes of a rectangular cross section fibre, mounted as part of a monolithic 
suspension. These both form anharmonic series following the beam equatioll 
[62]. The violin modes are those where the fibre is held in tension, with the 
first three modes of oscillation shown in Figure 29. The cantilever bendin'-, 
modes are those where the fibre is held only at one end with the other free oi- 
unloaded. 
Figure 29: Violin modes of a fibre held at both ends. From top to bottom the first three 
modes of oscillation are shown. 
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In the cantilever bending modes the primary sources of loss we expect will be 
structural and thermoelastic as the energy is all stored in the bending of the L- 
material, resulting in a low Q. This therefore limits the effects of gas and 
recoil damping whose loss is at a much lower level. As we are able to 
measure modes over two decades of frequency, a range that includes the 
thermoelastic loss peak, we shall be able to look at the dependence of these 
loss mechanisms on frequency and will attempt to reconcile this to the 
theoretical calculation of loss. 
With the violin modes of a fibre held in tension, other effects come into plaý - 
As the tension and hence dflution factor increases, the suspension Q increasc" 
to the point where other loss mechanisms such as recoil of the support and ga" 
damping, become of higher importance. 
5.2. Experimental Measurement of Violin Mode 
The suspension used was a monolithic fused silica double pendulum, showil 
in Figure 30. The purpose of the upper stage of suspension was to create a 
low loss suspension point for the test fibre, whose energy is isolated from the 
dissipative support through the inertia of the intermediate mass, as discussed 
in Section 5.8 of this chapter. 
The top plate and masses, made of Heraeus HOQ quality silica, were 
machined by grinding a 3mm diameter pin into the surface using the 
technique described in Chapter 9, to a depth of approximately 7mm. In ail 
attempt to minimise the torque apphed by the mass on the welding point, the 
centre of the masses were found by balancing the mass on a pin. The 
balancing point was then made the edge of the pin when it was ground, such 
that the fibre attached to this edge of the pin would be at the centre of the 
mass. The surface of the pins was flame pol-ished to remove large surfacc 
defects. Figure 31 shows the lower mass after having had the pin ground into t-- 
it. 
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Figure 30: Experimental setup of violin mode loss measurement showing the support 
frame, monolithic fused silica suspension and catcher frame. 
The support frame was machined from a 400kg stainless steel tube to producc 
a structure as shown in Figure 33. Appendix F gives a description of the 
design of this frame along with the predicted performance, thouoh it is ()I' 
interest here to note the key points. The surface of the tube was machined to 
produce a vacuum compatible finish. After this a door was cut in one side to 
give access once inside the tank. This was designed to be hinged and wheii L- L- -- 
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.4 409mm 
closed was bolted back into place using bolts down both sides and brasN 
wedges along the bottom edge in order to maintain rigidity. 
Figure 31: 2.4kg HOQ grade fused silica lower mass with attachment pin ground into 
top surface by machining using a brass grinding tool and carborundum grit. 
On the side of the tube that would be in front of the turbo vacuum pump, I 
large circular opening was machined in order to improve pumping of the inner 
part of the structure where the suspension would be. The structure wa,, 
cleaned using acetone and then methanol using clean cloths on the flat 
surfaces and pipe cleaners in the holes and threads. After this it was baked iii 
air for a period of three days. It was then craned into the vacuum tank whilc 
still hot to reduce the amount of water adsorbed on the surface. After movin'-, 
the support structure into the tank it was braced against the tank sides. L- 
A top plate 50mm thick was made with a clamping surface machined into the 
bottom side. The clarnping surface consisted of a circular inset with small Z-- 
C) ' 
rectangular feet designed to minimise the contact area with the silica top platc 
while maintaining the stiffness of the clamp. A circular clamping ring, al.,, () 
using small rectangular contact points, was then used to clamp the silica top 
plate onto this. The bolts pushing this ring up onto the mass were tightene(I 
by hand, which produced satisfactory clamping of the plate without damacriiiLl 
its surface. A torque wrench could have been used had a more eveii 
application of force been necessary. 
Figure 32: Isolation mass, upper fibre and upper clamp. 
The design allowed the top plate to be craned out of the tank, allowing the 
suspension to be made outwith the support structure. The masses rested oil 
PTFE blocks in a cradle made from threaded rod and alurninium crosspieceý,. 
The cradle could then be lowered once inside the tank and would 
double as it 
catcher for the masses. 
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The silica fibres used were produced from Suprasil 3 stock (Heraeus). The 
upper isolation mass was suspended from a round fibre, produced by hand. 
This was welded in place and can be seen in Figure 32, which also sho" ý, 
detail of the upper silica plate's clamp. Two ribbon fibres (400mm by 1.3mm 
by 0.15mm approximately) were to be analysed, with both being produced 
using the method described in Chapter 4. These should have similar 
properties to the fibre used in the pendulum mode loss experiment as the\ 
came from the same batch of stock material and were produced using the L- 
same settings for heating and pulling time. Any variation in cross sectioll 
between these fibres is likely therefore to come from the consistency of ga" 
supply used to heat the fibre when puffing as described in Chapter 4. 
Silica pins 7mm long and 3nu-n in diameter were taken from Suprasil 3 stock 
material and had flats ground onto one side as described in Chapter 9. The 
ribbon was then welded at each end to one of these pins, which in turn were 
then welded to the isolation mass at the top, and the tensioning mass at the 
bottom. The welded areas were then annealed using a diffuse gas flame to 
reduce the thermal stress in the welded region. 
The completed suspension was then tested for strength by lowering the 
supporting cradle. Once the strength had been confirmed the cradle wa,, 
moved back up to support the masses again and the suspension was craned 
into place in the vacuum tank, inside the main support structure with the tol) 
plate bolted down in place. This can be seen in Figure 33. 
Also shown in this figure are the electrostatic drive, mounted behind the lower 
fibre, the heating resistors used to bake out the steel structure once under 
vacuum, mounted on the outside of the steel structure, and the brass plate,, 
used to create a flush closure between the door and the main body of the tank. 
Figure 33: Completed suspension mounted in the support frame on the vacuum tank 
base. The catcher frame has been lowered and sits close to the underneath of the 
masses. 
Violin modes of the silica fibre held in tension were excited using ail 
electrostatic drive, shown in Figure 35. This method of excitation is discussed 
further in Appendix D but it is of interest to note some points about the 
operation here. The electrostatic drive used at first consisted of a PTFE rod 
with a double screw thread cut onto it and wound with the positive and 
negative wires separated by around Imm. These wire were then connected 
through a vacuum feedthrough to a high voltage amplifier. The high voltap: 
amplifier operated by taking a signal in frorn a signal generator and then gaNc L- Z-- 
an output of I kV for a IV input. The maxii-nuni output available was ±5k\ 
though in practise a voltage of around 2 to RV was used. As described iii 
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Appendix D the method of operation was to apply an excitation signal at hall 
the frequency at which we wished to drive the fibre. A range of frequencie" 
was then manually scanned until a resonance of the fibre was found. Later t 
single copper wire placed Imm from the fibre was used as a positkc 
electrostatic drive surface instead of the more complex electrostatic drIVC. 
The earth connection from the high voltage amplifier was then made to the 
wall of the tank. This gave improved excitation of the higher order modeý, 
whose wavelength is short compared to the Imm, separation of the wires in tlic 
electrostatic drive described above. 
The motion of the fibre was detected using a shadow sensor type readout. Ail 
infrared LED placed close to the fibre is used to cast a shadow onto two 
photodiodes placed close behind the fibre. The photodiodes are placed sido: 
by side and aligned at 45' to vertical, as shown in Figure 34, to give a lineai- 
response as the shadow crosses the central region. In practise this gives A 
range of approximately 3mm in which the detection of the fibre positioll 
behaves linearly. Any non-linear behaviour would appear in as harmonics iii 
the signal from a mode as the output signal deviates from a true sine wavc. 
Also this would be seen as a ringdown whose envelope was not aii 
exponential decay. Neither of these were seen in the measurements madc. 
The outputs of the two photodiodes were subtracted before being amplified 
and filtered. 
linear readout region 
Figure 34: Schematic of the linear readout region of photodiodes used for displacement 
measurement of ribre 
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Figure 35: Schematic of electrostatic drive and shadow sensor readout. The photodiodes 
are placed approximately 3mm behind the fibre with the infrared LED placed 3mm in 
front of the fibre. 
The frequencies of modes measured were between lHz and 2kHz, with the 
later being unsuitable for direct data acquisition using a computer. A lock-III 
amplifier was used to give a suitable frequency, around O. lHz, at which to 
acquire data, by beating the photodiode signal with a generated signal OAH/ r-I 
away from it. Data were acquired on a computer using a LabVIEW based 
program using a National Instruments card. A decaying sinusold should theii Z7) t" L_ 
8111, 
be recorded, similar to that shown in Figure 36. The decay envelope is thell 
found by taking the absolute values of the data and then taking a running 
average over approximately 200 data points. This is also shown in Figure 36. 
After this an exponential curve is fitted to the decay envelope to find the tinic 
constant for the decay. The calculated error in this fit for the example data 
shown here was less than 0.1%. While this gives the accuracy to which "c 
make the measurement of Q it should be noted that repeated measurements ()I' 
the same mode without any change in experimental conditions gave Q valuc" 
which varied by up to 10%. The cause of this variation is unknown but 1" 
thought to be related to an altering loss mechanism such as variations in flic 
cracks on the surface of the silica. 
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Figure 36: Example data from cantilever bending mode ringdown. The blue line sho%% S 
the original data (normalised). The red line shows the envelope of the decay. The fit of 
an exponential to this red line gives an error of less than 0.1%. 
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5.3. Gas Damping Limit for Violin Modes 
As derived in Appendix G, the equation for the Q of a gas-damped penduluni 
is given by: 
zTT 
2 4AP 
(66) 
where co is the frequency of motion of the mode of oscillation, A is the 
surface area of the moving part of the pendulum, M is the average mass of 
one mole of the residual gas molecules, mis the mass of the moving part ol* 
the pendulum, P is the pressure in Pascals and RO is the gas constant. 
Here we shall calculate the level of vacuum required to make gas dampin,, I" 
negligible, while in the experimental sections we shall calculate the limit 
placed on measurable Q by the actual pressure measured in the tank. We 
expect that the most heavily gas damped mode will be the first where we call 
calculate the expected Q to be around 109 due to the effects of material and 
thermoelastic loss and dilution with a frequency around 30OHz. In order to be 
able to dismiss gas damping of this mode we wish the loss due to gas damping I 
to be less than 10% of the overall loss. We can calculate that the required 
pressure would be 2x 10-9 torr when the residual gas is water. Using a ma.,,,, 
spectrum analyser it was found that the water content of the residual gas ill 
our tank was high, probably due to the large surface area of steel within, and 
we may therefore assume the effects due to other molecules to be negligible. 
We may note however that the highest measured Qs were approximately tell 
times lower than this. Hence a pressure of 2xlO-'torr should ensure that ga-, 
damping is not the dominant loss mechanism. The Edwards inverteLl 
magnetron gauge used to measure pressure inside the tank was calibrated hý 
the manufacturers for nitrogen with calibration being dependent on the 
residual cras type. A calibration for water was unobtainable and hence ýýe L- 
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must assume some error due to this with a corresponding error in the 
calculation of limit placed on the measurable Q. A more suitable gauge may 
have been a hot cathode ion gauge for which calibration charts for water are 
readily available. 
5.4. Calculation and Measurement of Violin Mode 
Frequencies 
By applying the dynamic beam equation derived in Appendix A, and h\ 
applying the boundary conditions given for a beam fixed at both ends and 
under tension, we may find the frequencies of the violin modes from Equatioii 
114 which is given again here [70]: 
T _I 
7 l+2 _r 
nTI EI n /7 fn 
T 21 1 2T 1 
Figure 37 shows the predicted and measured frequencies for the seconcl 
suspension as a function of mode number for a fibre of dimensions 405mm. h\ 
1.3mm by 0.15mm, under tension of 23.5N with the density of silica bein, -, I 
taken to be 2200kgm -3 As will be seen in Section 5.7 the value for the 
Young's modulus of the fibre was found to different to that for bulk fused 
silica and hence this altered value of 5.4xlO'oNm-' was used for this graph. 
The modes for the first suspension are not shown here as it was only possibic 
to excite two of them. This problem we believe to stem from the size of the 
electrostatic drive, which was subsequently replaced by a single wire. It caii 
be seen that while the frequencies are within 4% of those expected they do not 
accurately follow the expected curve. Also we note that the predicted 
frequencies are close to a harmonic series due to the high tension. The 
deviation from predicted frequency is due to irregularities in the cross section 
of the fibre, which mean we cannot closely model its behaviour as a beam ot, 
a constant cross section. Indeed, when measured the fibre was found to ha\, e . 
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thicker section in the nWdle that may be the cause of the altered frequencý 
distribution. The theoretical dilution factors shown later use the avera(yc 
thickness of the fibre and hence the same value for every mode. However to 
be absolutely accurate we should note that in fact the dilution level will bc 
different for each mode as it is dependant on the thickness of the fibre at the 
points of bending which will vary in a non-homogeneous fibre. 
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Figure 37: Measured frequencies of violin modes show a small deviation from predicted 
values, found using Equation 114, which are close to being a harmonic serieý'. 
Deviations from predicted values, which are at the 1% level, are thought to be due to 
non-unifortnities in fibre shape. Errors in measurement of frequencies are at the 0.1 
level. 
5.5. Measurement of Violin Mode Loss 
The Qs of the two modes measured in the first suspension are shown in Figurk2 
38. As noted above the random error in measurement of Q is below 0.11, 
though a variation between subsequent measurements of up to 10(I'c was secil Z7 
due to a systematic effect, which may be related to the cracks in the surface ol' 
the silica altering and this has been taken here to be the overall error in the 
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Mode Number 
measurement. The theoretical line shown is calculated using the equatioii 
shown below, derived from Equations 45,48,54 and 55. 
Q=D 00+ aET 
PC 
Ct) 
pCt 
/7 
2k 
1+ 
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(67 1 
using the values t 1.7 x 10-4 M a=4.2xlO'mK-', E=5.2xlO'oNm-'. 
k=1.38Jm-'K-', p 2200 kgrn -3 T= 300K, D= 240 and 00 = 1.9 X 10-7. 
Using the electrostatic drive prepared for this experiment it was not possible 
to excite higher order modes and for the second pendulum measured this wa" 
replaced by a single wire. The initial measurements of Q showed the highe,, t 
value to be 5.3 X107 for the 594Hz mode, measured at a vacuum level ol' 
IX 10-6 torr. As the measured Q was lower than expected, and since the 
pressure in the tank was high enough for gas damping to be a concern it w&' 
decided to bake the tank and internal suspension to remove unwanted watel- 
molecules. The resulting Qs showed an improvement in the first mode but a 
lowering of the second. Use of a mass spectrometer showed that as a result of 
the heating some large mass molecules had been released, later being found to 
originate from some wiring internal to the tank, and it is presumed that the 
deposition of these upon parts of the fibre caused the lowering of the Q of the 
second mode, while the improvement in the first mode is likely to have arisen 
from an improved vacuum level. 
An attempt was made to use liquid nitrogen to cool the tank while taking 
ringdown measurements, in order to reduce the residual gas pressure furthel-. 
by using a polystyrene trough mounted around the base of the vacuum tank. 
However it was found that the differential cooling of the tank by the nitrogeii 
gave rise to tilting of the support structure, which in turn gave rise to motioll 
of the pendulum. This method of improving the vacuum may prove effectiNc L- 
in future measurements if it is possible to remove the problem of differential 
cooling. 
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Figure 38: Violin mode Q of first suspension. Green line gives the theoretical Q. Pink 
points show initial Q measurements. Blue points show Q after baking tank. The 
theoretical line was calculated using Equation 67 with parameters given in the tex(. 
Errors shown are ±10% as discussed in the text. 
The measurement of the second suspension was performed with all 
measurements taken below 2xlO-'torr. In this case the water content of the 
vacuum system was removed by pumping for substantially longer lengths ol' 
time (of the order of weeks). This did however lengthen the time necessarý 
between subsequent measurements if the tank was to be opened. Again thil-I 
vacuum level was not sufficiently low to get below the limit for the g&, 
damping to be negligible for the lowest modes. Indeed for the first mode wc 
calculate that the limit to the measurable Q for this vacuum level 1ý1 
(1.3±0.5)XIO' which matches with the experimental measurement and would 
imply that the main source of damping was due to the residual gas. However 
due to the frequency relationship between gas damping and Q we find that the L- -- 
higher modes are less affected by gas damping. and that by the third mode it 
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will contribute less than 20% of the damping measured. With the electrostati't-, 
drive replaced a total of six of the violin modes were measured. The 
calculated dilution for the modes in this experiment is shown in Table I 
below. The results are given in Figure 39 where the theoretical line is agam 
calculated using 67 using parameters t=1.5 x 10-4 M, a=4.2x 10-7 mK- 
E=5.4xlO'oNm-', k=1.38Jm-'K-', p=2200kgm-', T=300K, D=181 
and 00 = 1.8 x 10-' - We see that the highest Q measured was that of the first 
mode at 324Hz giving aQ of 1.5xlO' ±10%. Again the variation betweeii 
subsequent measurements of the violin mode was less than 10%, which NA o 
shall take to be the accuracy as the random error in the measurement is beloý\ 
0.1%. A subsequent measurement of this mode after further tightening the 
clamp on the silica top plate to look for effects of slipping gave a 
1.4 x 10' ± 10% which would indicate that tightening the clamp had no effect. 
After these initial measurements were made it was thought that one of the 
stops near a mass might have moved sufficiently to be damping it. The stop 
was moved and the first mode re-measured, giving a lower value ot' 
7.8 X 107 + 10%. 
Mode Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Frequency (Hz) 324 648 1005 1337 1654 1982 
Theoretical Dilution 181 174 164 151 138 125 
Measured Dilution ± 10% 27 13 13 24 21 26 
Table 1: Measured and theoretical dilution factors for second suspension 
At this point it was noticed that the Q values of the first mode appeared to be 
creeping lower and it was thought this might be the result of a crack opening, 
possibly at one of the welds. In order to check this, the tank was opened once 
again and the welded points at the top and bottom of the fibre were reheated 
until the glass glowed white hot. The welds between the pins were heated 
again also and care was taken to check that the weld was continuous acrws 
the whole area. The Q measured after this had not significantly altered, NN-411 Cý I 
some modes improving a small amount while others, decreased slightly. Thv, 
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effect may be expected if the shape of the welds was altered during heating or Cý 
perhaps due to an altered distribution of thermal stress within the weld. 
The theoretical lines shown in these graphs use the material loss values found 
in the next section and clearly show that the measured Q is substantially lowcr 
than that predicted from calculated dilution factors, with the first modc 
achieving a dilution factor of 26.9. Further discussion of this point will hc 
appear in Section 5.8 below where we shall investigate the potential effects ol 
recoil of the support as the excess loss mechanism. 
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Figure 39: Measurements of the Qs of violin modes of the second suspension. The blue 
line shows the theoretical curve. Pink square points are initial Q measured. Red 
triangular point shows the Q after repositioning mass stops. Maroon diamond points 
show Q after reheating pins. Errors in measurements shown are ±10% as discussed. 
The theoretical line was calculated using Equation 67 using the values given in the text. 
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5.6. Calculation and Measurement of Cantilever Mode 
Frequencies 
Having measured the loss of the fibres while under tension, the lower mas,, 
was then removed and the measurements repeated. The frequencies noýk 
found for the second suspension, plotted as a function of mode number iii 
Figure 40, show a close fit to the predicted values found using the 
equation[63]: 
wn = (k 
1)2 aE2 
n 273P o 
(68) 
where k1l = 1.875, k2l= 4.694, k3l= 7.853, k4l = 10.996, k5l = 14.137 and 
for values of n greater than 5 we may approximate kn 1=(2n-l)zl2. Itisol' 
interest to note that the frequency is not linear with mode number as it woul(l 
be in a harmonic series, but is instead a quadratic function of mode numbei-. 
For each violin mode shape there are in fact two modes measurable which al-c 
orthogonal to each other. It is likely that the points shown below do not all 
correspond to modes in the same direction but instead some may be 
orthogonal, giving a frequency that does not lie directly on the theoretical line. 
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Figure 40: Frequency of cantilever bending modes as a function of mode number. Agaii) 
the non-uniform nature of the fibre causes deviation from the predicted values found 
using Equation 68. 
5.7. Measurement of Unloaded Cantilever Mode Loss of 
the Fibre 
The loss of these modes was then measured in a similar way to that for the 
violin modes. Again only a small proportion of the modes were found in the 
first fibre and the measurements of these are shown in Figure 42. A total ol, 
17 modes were found for the second suspension however and thesc 
measurements are shown in Figure 41 where the theoretical line given is t 
combination of structural loss, which we have taken to be frequenc\ 
independent, and thermoelastic loss. Again the random error in the 
measurement of Q was below 0.1%. However the variation in Q betweell 
subsequent measurements was far larger at ± 5% . If this variation 
in loss wa" 
due to surface cracks altering then this might be expected to occur to a largei- 
extent when under tension as we see here. 
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As measurements were made that map out clearly the shape of the 
t hermo elast ic- damping peak, we may accurately fit the theoretical curve to the 
data. The free parameters used in this fit were the fibre thickness which 
affects the frequency of the thermoelastic loss peak, the Young's moduluý,. 
which affects the overall magnitude of the thermoelastic loss contribution and 
the material loss which is taken to be frequency independent and hence givcý, 
an offset value. The Young's modulus may be significantly different froill 
that for the bulk value of fused silica if there is an effect due to a surface IaYcr 
[7 1 ]. The error in the least squares fit was calculated to be ±I%. 
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Figure 41: Cantilever bending mode losses of suspension 2. Line shows fit of 
thermoelastic and structural loss to data using Equation 67 with values given in caption 
of Figure 39 but using a dilution factor of D=I as no lower mass was used.. The ritted 
values were t=1.5xIO-4m, E=5.4xIO1ONm-1 and 00 = 1.8x 10-7 with a 1% error in 
the fit. 
The fitted value for the thickness was 0.15mm±1 % which we may compare to 
the average value measured using a nu of 0.17±0.01mm. The 4: ) crometer 
thermoelastic loss was found to be lower than predicted by using standard 
material parameters. The average fibre Young's modulus found by allowinL, Z-- Z-- I 
9t) 
this to be a free parameter in the fit was 5.4xlO'ONm-2-±--l1c- NXhile thi,, i, 
significantly lower than 7.1 x 10'0 Nm -2 , the currently accepted value 
for bulk 
fused silica, similar values have been measured for round fused silica fibres ot 
these dimensions by C. V. Boys who found a value of 5.2 x 10"' Nm -2 [711. 
The fitted value for the material loss was 1.8xlO- 
7± I% , which gives a 
of 5.6 x 106 +1% for this Heraeus Suprasil 3 grade fused silica. 
By using the same method to fit the data from the first suspension, a material 
loss of 1.9 x 10-' +I%, corresponding to aQ of 5.2 x 10' +I% was founcl. 
with a Young's modulus of 5. OxIO'oNm -2 ±I% and a fibre thickness oI 
0.17 mrn--ý- 1 %. The measured value for the average thickness using i 
micrometer was 0.19±0.01 mm. This set of data is shown in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42: Cantilever bending modes of suspension 1. Line shows fit of thermoelastic 
and structural loss to data using Equation 
67 with values given in caption of Figure 38 
but using a dilution factor of D=I as no lower mass was used. The parameters alloAed 
to vary in fit were the fibre thickness and the Young's modulus. The fitted values were 
t=1.7xlO-4m, E=5.2xlOloNm-land 00 = 
1.9 X 10 -7 with an error of I% in the fit. 
5.8. Measurement of Upper Suspension Stage 
In order to have some measure of the effects of the isolation of the fibre a 
measurement was made of the Q of two modes of the upper suspension. With 
the lower part of the suspension removed, the shadow sensor was relocated to 
the isolation mass. A flat electrostatic drive plate was produced to fit undel- 
the mass and excite the tilting mode, while the pendulum mode was easil 'v 
excited seismically by pushing on the outside of the vacuum tank. These t" () 
modes will give information on the combined loss effects of recoil of the 
frame and loss in the clamp. 
The pendulum mode, with a frequency of 1.21lz was found to have aQ of 
7.8xIO' ±10%. The tilting mode, at 4.68Hz was found to have aQ 
of 1.9 X 106 +10%. Both values are significantly lower than those calculated 
for the support structure using FEA. The most likely explanation for this jI., 
that the losses in the clamping of the top plate are high. 
With these Q measurements we may predict a limit to the measurable Q Of 01-11' 
fibre by calculating how much of the energy in the violin modes is stored M 
the movement of the upper pendulum as described in Appendix D. Bv 
solving equation in Appendix D for the dimensions of our pendulum the ratio 
of energy stored at a given frequency is shown by Figure 43. At a frequencý, 
of around 30OHz this is approximately 10-' and decreases with increasing 
frequency. Thus if we take the Q of the upper pendulum to bc 
7.8 x 10' ± 10% , the limit to the measured Q from the reco 
H of the frame wIII 
be approximately 8xI0'0 at 30OHz. We may therefore assume that recoil of 
the support frame does not limit the measured Q in this experiment. 
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Figure 43: Ratio of energy stored in upper pendulum to energy stored in first violin 
mode as a function of frequency. 
Other sources of loss, such as bad welding at the fibre suspension point ma\ 
explain the low Q of the violin modes, compared to the theoretical 
predictions, as the tension in the violin fibre shortens the bending length of the 
fibre and concentrates more energy near the welds. This region will also 
differ from the rest of the fibre in both shape and stress, due to welding. The 
welding process can also be seen to leave a surface finish, which is not 
completely transparent but has some opacity that may be the result ()I 
deposition of vaporised silica on the surface of the fibre. Further investigatioll 
is needed in order to finally confirm whether or not a suspension may bc 
constructed which achieves experimentally the theoretical dilution factor. 
5.9. Conclusions 
Monolithic fused silica suspensions were constructed using ribbon fibres witil 
rectangular cross sections. Measurements were made of both the cantilevel- 
bending modes of fibres constrained at one end only, and the violin modes ot 
fibres under tension. From these the material loss of the fibres was found to 
be 1.9xlO-' ± 1% and 1.8xlO-' ± 117c, by fitting a model of thermoelastic 
and structural damping to the data. Interestingly a modified Young's modu]Li,, 
I 10- 
value was found from this fitting. This was seen experimentally through a 
decreased thermoelastic loss when compared with that calculated usinL, 
accepted values for the Young's modulus of bulk fused silica. The value 
found for the ribbon fibre through fitting was, as an average. 
5.2 xI WO NM-2 +1%. 
With the fibres held under tension the dilution of loss as energy is stored ill 
the loss-less gravitational field causes an increase in Q. Here the highest Q 
value measured was 1.5 x 10' ± 10% . It is plausible that, for the first mode. 
the main loss was due to gas damping in the imperfect vacuum. Higher 
frequency modes also did not achieve the calculated levels of dilution of los" 
despite the effects of gas damping being inversely proportional to frequencý 
and hence becoming insignificant from around the fourth mode onwards. A, 
this cannot be due to loss of energy through recoil of the frame, or damping 
due to collisions with residual gas molecules, the most likely explanation rnav 
be due to the bending energy being concentrated in a region of the fibre thýlt 
has increased losses due to the welding process. 
-1 10. ) 
Chapter 6 
Measurement of Pendulum Mode Loss 
Introduction 
In this chapter the loss associated with the pendulum mode of a monolithic 
fused silica pendulum is investigated. It is of interest to measure the losses ol' 
different modes of a pendulum as a function of the frequency of the mode and 
to observe how the loss mechanisms vary greatly. The resonant frequency ol' 
the pendulum measured here is significantly lower than those measured in the 
violin mode experiment at around 0.76Hz. 
Unlike the measurement of violin mode quality factors we expect here that the 
loss measured may be heavily dependant on the stiffness of the support frame 
as discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.5 of this chapter. The pendulum will also 
be more sensitive to seismic motion, which is also larger at lower frequencieý'. 
The loss associated with residual gas damping will howevei- not present a 
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significant effect due to the large moving mass of the pendulum compared to 
the small mass of the fibre of a violin mode. 
6.2. Experiment 
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 44. The main features of this 
design are to reduce recoil of the support structure by creating as rigid a basc 
as possible within the lab space. 
In order to investigate the effects of dilution and recoil in this experiment the 
Qs of two pendulums were measured, where both used the same fibre and 
upper plate but differed in lower mass. To insure that the effects of the weld', 
were identical, the mass was changed by separating the small pin at the end ol' 
the fibre from that which was ground into the mass, a point at which losse" 
will be negligible. We may then calculate the dilution factor of the 43.5L, 
mass to be 137.7 and for the 445g mass to be 440, with the dilution being 
proportional to -JT as shown in equation 45. However we may expect all 
opposing effect on the Q due to the increased recoil of the support when a 
larger mass is swung. The effect of this will be proportional to mco'as can be 
seen from our discussion of recoil damping in Appendix D, and hence by 
using two masses it should be possible to examine what loss may be attributed 
to recoil and thereby find the value for the material loss as discussed ill 
Section 6.3.5. The dilution factor is given by Equation 45, which is repeated 
below. 
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The first component of the suspension support to be put in place was the 
concrete base. Figure 45 shows the design of a steel frame that was inserted 
into a hole in the concrete floor in the sub-basement of the building. The 
design of this is such that it forms a root like structure to key into the concretc 
while also giving horizontal mounting threads for the tank to give a 
higli 
lzý tr_ r-I - 
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stiffness horizontally. A steel bar running across in one direction also gives a 4-- 
high degree of stiffness in the direction in which the pendulum was swung. 
This structure was then filled with concrete, leaving two circular insets with 
threaded attachment points into one of which the vacuum tank was inserted. 
The second, larger, inset was designed for use with a bigger vacuum tank thall 
was used for this experiment. The concrete base formed measured 1.8m b'\ 
1.8m by 1.4m. The tank was then secured to the base using v-shaped block,, 
of steel, which were tightened against its sides. 
vacuum tank 
base lead blocks 
clamp ring 
silica top plate 
main support 
silica ribbon 
650mm tensioning bar 
silica mass 
steel bar leading to steel V-blocks reinforced cage 
Concrete & Steel Base 
Figure 44: Schematic of pendulum mode measurement suspension and support frame. 
The stiffness of the support is increased by attaching the vacuum tank to a stiffened 
concrete and steel base. 
The support structure internal to the vacuum tank was then assembled. Thi,, 
consisted of four alun-iinium legs of diameter 50mm surmounted by aii 
aluminium top plate of thickness 16mm. On top of this a box shaped structul-c 
with reinforcing buttresses was mounted. This was designed again with recoil 
losses in rnind as we wish to keep the lateral stiffness of the suspension point 
as high as possible. The alurninium legs were held firn-dy against the sides ol' 
the tank using threaded steel rods. 
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Figure 45: Rendered AutoCAD diagram of the reinforcing structure used in the 
concrete base. This was designed to key in well to the concrete and to provide horizonta I 
mounting bolts against which the tank could be braced. 
The suspension itself, a monolithic silica structure to reduce friction at the 
joints, consisted of a circular top plate into which a 3mm diameter circular pill 
was ground using the same process as described in chapter 9. The attachment 
point on the masses was also made in this manner. Two masses were chosen 
such that they would differ by approximately one order of magnitude. These 
weighed 445g and 43.5g and were a low quality HOQ graded silica. The 
lowest frequency internal mode of the small mass was calculated to be 
26.7kHz using finite element analysis and so we may assume that little of the 
pendulum modes' energy will couple into the mass. Because of this it wa" 
acceptable to use lower quality silica for the masses, as these will contribute 
only a fraction of the damping. A rectangular fibre of cross section 
1.12±0.02n-tm by 0-12±0.02mm and of length 40.5±0.3cm produced 
using the automated process described in chapter 4, was then welded to two 
small silica pins. The silica pins were prepared from 3mm. diameter Suprasil 
3 stock cut to a lencyth of 5n-tm onto which one flat side was ground in order to 4-- L- 
allow the rectangular fibre to be welded without deformation. This welded 
area was then heated again with a hydrogen-oxygen flame until glowing red- 
hot in order to anneal the area. Although this will not have removed the 
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thermal stress from the suspension altogether, it will have annealed the area oI 
the weld where the mechanical stress will be high in a similar way to that secii 
in chapter 9. These thicker pins attached to the fibre were then welded onto 
the pins ground into the top plate and mass. The completed suspension wa, 
then transferred to the vacuum tank by holding the top plate and lowering into 
the support structure from above. The top plate was then fixed in place by a 
steel ring that was bolted down to the support structure. Finally, to reduce the 
risk of losses from the glass vibrating against the metal clamping ring, lead 
blocks were piled on top of the clamp to force the metal down against the 
glass. A combination of two vacuum pumps was used for the vacuum systeni 
so that the fast pump down time of a turbo pump could be achieved while also 
having the vibration free pumping of the ion pump to use while taking data. 
With this system a vacuum of IX 10-7 torr was reached when performin, -, I 
measurements. The limit to the Q due to residual gas damping can then be 
calculated to be 3.2xlO'O and is hence negligible for this experiment. All 
approximation is made in this calculation that the area of the mass used to 
calculate damping effects is the projected area of the diameter times the 
height. This does not take into account how momentum transfer between ga" 
molecules and a spherical surface alters the damping. A similar issue arise,, 
when calculating the gas-damping limit for round fibres. 
The vacuum tank used had view ports allowing a direct line of sight to the 
pendulum. This therefore meant that readout of the amplitude of the 
pendulum could be made without the need to install it within the tank. It wa,, 
decided that a video based monitoring system would give some significant 
advantages over other measurement schemes would not drift over time and 
could be easily calibrated as described below. A CCTV camera was used to 
observe the moving ribbon fibre with the output signal being fed to an image 
acquisition card in a PC. A programme written using 'NI Vision' software 
was used to process the images. The suspension was then backlit through the 
back viewport in order to give a high contrast between the fibre and its 
background. 
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Figure 46: The vacuum tank shown above is installed on the inner circle of the 
reinforced concrete base using steel V-blocks which are tightened against it. The CCT% 
camera is not yet in place here, but was later installed in front of the view port. The 
right port is connected to a turbo pump while on the left side is an ion pump. 
The refresh rate of the camera sets the data acquisition rate of 25Hz. Anv 
drift in this refresh rate would give a timing error, which could give aii 
incorrect loss measurement. However it was established that the camera use,, 
a crystal oscillator to time its refresh rate and to confirm that no drift occurred 
the frequency of the pendulum mode was checked at regular intervals for any 
change that a timing error would give. 
The spatial calibration of the camera, done by taking an image of a markcd 
ruler placed at the same distance as the fibre from the camera, and countin', _1 
the pixels taken up by each millimetre of space, showed that the camera wa" 
finear in the region of the image field used for the measurement. With the t-- I-- 
pendulum swinging across approximately 80 pixels at a frequency of 0.76H/ rý 11-1 
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and using an acquisition rate of 25Hz the resolution of the camera will hc 
more than adequate. This can also be seen in the graphs of the ringdown, Z7, 
where no digitisation noise is seen. 
For each image acquired, the analysis programme performs a set of tasks to 
identify the fibre from its background in the image. This then gives It, 
horizontal position in terms of pixels with the output being written to file. 
The data are separated into sequentially numbered sections to allow it to bc 
more easily managed and is time and date stamped. Using a MATLAB script 
it was then possible to perform an FFT on sections of the data to find the 
modes of the pendulum. These were then summed and plotted sequentiallý 
then fitted using an exponential decay. 
Motion of the pendulum was induced by a mechanical actuator consisting ot'd 
sprung metal bar and an electric motor with an Archimedes spiral shaped caill 
as shown in Figure 47. The bar was adjustable such that it could be set to 
different positions from the mass, allowing the excitation level to be set. With 
the motor connected through a vacuum feedthrough it was then possible to 
mechanically excite the pendulum while under vacuum with a force difficult 
to achieve using an electrostatic drive. 
return spring 
motor 
cam 
pivot point 
-adjustable PTFE bar 
mass 
Figure 47: Schematic diagram of the pendulum mode actuator, based on a sprung lever 
and Archimedes spiral shaped cam, which -was used to give a 
large, predetermined 
amplitude of swing to the pendulum. 
A measurement to exclude the effects of the ground state motion of the 
pendulum due to seismic excitation was also made in order that we could bc 
sure that our measurements were being made at amplitudes significantlý 
above this level. This was done by opening the tank to air to damp the motioli 
of the pendulum and then pumping down again to vacuum. When pumpin, -, 
out the air a small but measurable motion was induced in the pendulum as the 
air moved past, causing a displacement of the fibre measured to bc 
approximately four pixels, this being 5% of the amplitude used in the 
measurements of Q. The motion was then monitored for a period of five dayý'. 
during which time the amplitude decayed with aQ near identical to that found 
when measuring the Q using a larger amplitude. This can be see in Figure 48 
below. We may infer from this that the ground state to which the pendulum 
will ringdown has an amplitude lower than this and thus shall not significantlý 
affect our measured Q. In Figure 48 it can be seen that the amplitudc 
recorded deviates from the fitted line, which for this fit gives an error ol 
+ 19%. Even at this low amplitude we see no sign that the pendulum is bein, -, 
driven up. 
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Figure 48: Measurement of motion of pendulum without initial excitation. 
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The excursions have a periodicity which was found, by performing an FFT oii 
the recorded ampfitude data, to have two main resonant peaks, one with a tinic 
period of 24.3 ± 0.7 hours and one with a time period of 22.0 ± 0.6 hourý'. 
Other smaller peaks were also seen. 
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Figure 49: FFT of the measurement of amplitude of one mode of the pendulum shows a 
periodicity to varying amplitudes with two main resonant peaks. 
These resonant peaks are seen in both modes of the pendulum. The largeý'[ 
peak, close to 24 hours, is seen to act with a phase difference of ir upon the 
two pendulum modes, and thus as the measured amplitude of one mode 
increases that of the other mode decreases. This relationship is very likely to 
originate from temperature changes in the laboratory causing a rotation of the 
pendulum relative to the direction of measurement as the modes are 
orthogonal. The resonance at 22 hours is seen to act in phase on the txx() 
modes. This time period is not linked to any obvious mechanism and stand', 
unexplained. Future measurements wfll incorporate measurements ot 
temperature and ground tilt in order to identify the source of this periodicity. 
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While taking measurements of Q, the motion of the ground beside the tank iti 
the horizontal direction was measured using a seismometer. Thýis was done iii 
order to ensure that the coupling of ground motion into pendulum motion was 
small enough to be considered negligible. At a frequency of lHz the 
amplitude spectral density of seismic motion was found to be 
xg = 2.61 x 10-9 m/ VHz. The rms amplitude of driven motion in the 
pendulum resulting from this may then be calculated as follows [72]: 
1-1fo 
2ýp 
(69 ý 
where fo is the pendulum frequency and OP is the loss of the penduluill. 
Using the values found later in this chapter we then calculate the rms, niotioil 
of the pendulum to be - 35ýtm. Since this is less than I% of the maximuiii 
amplitude of the pendulum during ringdown measurements we again find that 
seismic motion should not affect this measurement at a significant level. 
A third measurement made while taking data for the Q measurement was to 
look for charging of the mass. This was done using a wire internal to the tank 
and close to the moving fibre, which was then connected through an amplifiel- 
to a data acquisition system. Any charge on the mass would clearly show al 
the same frequency as that of the pendulum. The effect of charging on the 
mass may be to give another form of dissipation, with the charged pendulum 
producing a current in close by objects as it swings back and forth. Thl, -. 
feature of the experiment was only implemented after an initial measurement 
of Q showed signs of possible charging of the mass, with the ringdown beinL' 
separated into an initially high Q then changing to a lower Q over a shoi-i 
period of time. Although some charging of the mass was subsequently seen. 
the effect seen in this measurement, as discussed in the next section, is mol-C 
likely to be attributable to energy coupling between modes due to a higli 
amplitude as discussed below. 
.1 
6.3. Results 
Measurement Using 445g Mass and a High Amplitude 
The first measurement made was using the larger, 445g, mass. The 
mechanical actuator was used to give an amplitude of around 5cm in the 
direction which the fibre was thinnest. However after a short period of tinic 
the motion of the fibre showed that in fact there were two modes with 
frequencies 0.7636Hz and 0.7691Hz which produced a beat period of 181.8ý'. 
which may be seen in Figure 50. The pendulum, during the course of oilc 
complete beat period, would move between a state where all motion was '111 
the direction the pendulum was originally swung to a state where it moved lil 
an elliptical motion and then back again. 
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Figure 50: Section of data before analysis shows clearly the beat between the two modeý,. 
The n-tinimum amplitude is non-zero as the pendulum was not swung exactly at 900 to 
the direction of measurement. The shape of motion is described below. 
The ringdown of the sum of power in the two modes of the pendulum waN L- 
seen, as mentioned previously, to have a higher Q to start with however wheil 
looking at the first mode over this period it was found that the amplitudc 
actually increased, and as the alignment of this mode relative to the camer i 
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made its measurement more sensitive than that of the other mode the overall 
effect was that this appeared as an increased Q. It is thought that thl, 
behaviour was caused by energy coupling from the second mode due to a high Z- 
amplitude being used. After an initial period where energy moved into thi'ý' 
mode it then began to decay, with this point corresponding to the change in Q 
of the summed energy. From this point on the two modes decayed with 
separate Q values, indicating that they were orthogonal and not strongl\ 
coupled below a certain threshold amplitude. The mode whose motion wa, 
most sensitively detected was found to have aQ of 9.6 x 10' ± 26% from th P-, 
ringdown and a frequency of 0.7636Hz. The error quoted is from the fit of the 
exponential curve to ringdown. It is relatively high for this particular fit as a 
short period of data has been used to calculate the time constant. The Q of ffic 
0.769 1 Hz mode was found to be 5.3x 107 ± 25%. This lower Q may be dLIC 
to the direction of this mode being further from the stiffest direction of the 
concrete base, whose main reinforcing beam ran in line with the direction the 
pendulum was initially swung. The closeness of the frequencies of these two 
modes shows that they must experience the same dilution effects and hencc 
must be almost symmetric. In order for these to still be orientated at 90' to 
each other the direction of the individual modes must be at an angle of 45' to 
the surface of the fibre as shown in Figure 5 1. A further discussion of this 1ý' 
given in Section 6.3.4. 
ss section through ribbon fibre 
orientation of modes 
Figure 51: Orientation of the two modes of oscillation, with respect to the ribbon fibre. 
Modes must be at right angles to each other as they are not coupled below a threshold 
amplitude. The close frequency of the modes means that the restoring forces must be 
almost identical and hence they are orientated as shown above. 
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Figure 52: Ringdown of pendulum using 445g mass and high amplitude (around 5cin 
displacement). Blue line shows sum of power in the modes. Pink line shows 0.7636H/ 
mode. 
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Figure 53: Second part of ringdown of 0.7636Hz mode with fitted exponential decay. A 
of 9.6x 107 was found from the fit. The error in the fit was ±26% 
6.3.2. Measurement Using 445g Mass and Lower Amplitude 
In the measurement made at high amplitude the change in Q, which occur, L- L- 
very rapidly, was also thought to be possibly due to charging of the ma.,,,, L- L- 
which may give another form of energy dissipation as described in Section 6.2 L- it) 
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above. At this stage therefore monitoring of the charge was started, using the L- 
method described in Section 6.2, and the first measurement was repeated in 
order to directly compare the Q with the level of charge on the mass. 
This time a lower amplitude of approximately 5mm was chosen, to reduce the 
effects of coupling of energy between modes. With this measurement whilc 
the two modes were again evident no transfer of energy was seen in the 
ringdown, with the lower frequency mode having aQ of 1.3 x 10'-+5.1 % and 
the higher frequency mode aQ of 4. OxIO' +-1.3%. The variation betweell 
subsequent measurements, which were performed at different amplitudes, 11, 
approximately 25% which is consistent with the error in the fitting used to 
find the time constant of the decay. This error is predominantly due to the 
excursions of amplitude due to periodic effects discussed in section 6.2. 
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Figure 54: Ringdown of 0.7636Hz mode using lower amplitude (approximately 5min 
displacement). Line shown is fit of exponential giving aQ of 1.3 X108 ±5.1%. The error 
quoted is that calculated for the fit of an exponential line to the data. 
Measurement of the charge showed it to increase rapidly during pumping L- I 
down of the vacuum system and then steadily over the course of the rlngdo\kil 
although without any large steps as described by V. Mitrofanov [73]. As therc 
is no obvious correlation between the increasino charcye and the measured Q 
11 
we assume that the level of charge on the mass was not sufficient to cause t 
significant source of damping. 
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Figure 55: Measurement of charge on mass from lower amplitude ringdown of 445g 
mass 
6.3.3. Measurement Using 43.5g Mass and Low Amplitude 
The second suspension, using the smaller 43.5g mass gave a frequency () I 
1.18Hz. The centre of mass, being higher due to the shape of mas,,. 
effectively shortened the pendulum. To change the mass it was necessary to 
remove and replace the clamp so the losses associated with the clamping ()I 
the upper mass may have altered as may the direction of the modes whicli 
may be aligned differently with respect to the stiffened direction. A failure ()I 
the data acquisition computer meant that data were not taken continuouslý' 
throughout the measurement; however, the data acquisition was restarted to 
give the ringdown shown in Figure 56 from which the Q could be found. The 
Q measured for the lower frequency mode was 1.4xlO' ±9.9% while that ol, 
the higher frequency mode was found to be 6.3 x 10' ± 2.1 %. 
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Figure 56: Ringdown of 1.18Hz mode using 43.5g mass with fitted exponential deca. N 
curve. AQ value of 1.4 x 108 was found from the fit with an error of ±9.9% . 
Again the charge was monitored and, as shown in Figure 57, we can see thill 
there is a smaller variation in charge levels although the mean is close to that 
seen previously and as such should not significantly affect the loss measured. 
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Figure 57: Measurement of charge for 1.18Hz mode using 43.5g lower mass 
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6.3.4. Detection of the 2D Motion of the Pendulum 
A final measurement performed on the pendulum with the small mass was to 
attempt to map out the motion of the pendulum in two dimensions. A schenic 
using two shadow sensors was initially envisaged, with the detectors mounted 
at right angles. However as a CCTV camera set-up was already in use for 11) 
sensing it was decided in the interests of time to mount another camera to givC 
2D imaging. The tank, with viewports mounted directly opposite each other. 
gave no scope to allow the CCTV cameras to be mounted at right angles and 
so instead they were orientated at as large an angle as possible, this bein, -! 
approximately 30', while looking through the same front viewport. The 
Labview software was re-written to allow data from two cameras to hc 
simultaneously processed and recorded using two image acquisition boards. 
Data was then taken for a period of Ihour, with the pendulum exhibiting the 
same motion as described above. The values collected by one camera wel-C 
used to define one axis of the motion. The data from the second camera wa,, 
then modified by subtracting off the contribution calculated to be from motioli 
along the first axis and by then projecting the resulting contribution onto the 
orthogonal axis. A calculation done in Maple predicted that if the modes wel-C 
orthogonal the resulting motion should be such that a rectangular box would 
bound the area swept out by the pendulum. The direction in which the 
pendulum was originally swung would form one of the directions of linear 
motion with the other being orthogonal and the relative amplitudes giving 
information about the orientation of the modes relative to the direction the 
pendulum was swung. The processed data collected is shown in Figure 58. 
lin - 
Figure -58: Measurement of 2D motion of pendulum using two CCTN' cameras 
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The slight deviation from a rectangular area is likely to be due to errors iii 
measurement of the angles between the camera and pendulum. Seismic 
excitation of the pendulum can also be seen with the pendulum movin,, -, 
outwith the rectangle. This would therefore appear compatible with oul- 
understanding of the orientation of modes. The pendulum moves within a 
bounded rectangle where one of the directions of linear motion is in line with 
the direction the pendulum was originally swung. The relative length of side" 
shows that more energy was put into one mode than the other, with this modc 
being more closely aligned with the direction the pendulum was swung. It liý'-' 
also of interest to note that the direction the pendulum was swung was aligned 
with the stiffened direction of the base and thus we expect that one mode 1,1_1 
more closely aligned with this than the other, this being reflected in the Q 
values of the two modes. 
6.3.5. Calculation of Material Loss and Recoil Los.,, 
Contributions 
Using the measurements from the higher Q mode of the two suspensions wc 
may fit the loss to the following model if we assume that the don-dnant 
damping effects are from material, thermoelastic and recoil losses: 
Ototal = 
(Omat + Othermoelastic )D-' + gM W2 (70) 
where 8 is a coefficient dependant on the level of recoil loss in the frame and 
is given by: 
osp 
ksup 
(71 ) 
The material loss is taken to be frequency independent and will be a free 
parameter in the fit as it is unknown. The thermoelastic contribution is 
calculated using Equations 54 and 55. The dilution factor used is calculated 
using Equation 45. The contribution due to recoil into the suspension frame k 
I-, I 
discussed in Appendix D. Material characteristics such as Young's modulu,, 
were taken from measurements made in Chapter 5. 
It is important to note that due to the pendulum having been removed from the 
clamp and then replaced after changing the lower mass the contribution to 
damping from the clamp may have altered between measurements, as may the 
direction of the modes relative to the stiffened beam. This will become 
manifest in an altered 8 term, with that corresponding to our fit being the 
average value for the two suspensions. The two free parameters in our fit arc 
therefore 8 and 0, 
From this fit the material loss was found to be: 
o=7X 10-7 + 10% 
mlt 
where the error here comes from the fitting of the original data to calculate the 
Q values. It is not possible here to assess the error associated with this fit a" 
we have two measured Q values and two unknown parameters we wish to fit. 
We may find the approximate stiffness of the frame in this direction from the 
fit if we assume that the loss in support material is around OSUP = 10-3 . Thjý, 
value for the loss in the support assumes that there is no friction betweeii 
separate parts and comes from previously made measurements on steel such 
as the suspension wires used to suspend the masses in the first generatioii 
detectors[72]. This then gives: 
ksup = 1.6 x 
106 Nm-' ± 10% 
again assuming that the largest source of error is due to the fitting of the 
original data to find the Q values. It should be noted that the variation ot' 
clamping between subsequent measurements may in fact exceed this error but 
is unknown. With recoil damping at this level we find that the contribution', 
to the total loss from the individual loss mechanisms are as shown in Table 
below. 
Pendulum Material Loss Recoil Loss Thermoelastic Loss 
445g 1.6xlO-' ±10% 6.2xlO-' ±10% 1.2xlO- 10 
(20%) (78%) (2 c7, 
43.5g 5.1 x 10-' ± 10% I-AxIO-9 +10% 5.9 x 10-10 
(71%) (20%) (9%) 
Table 2: Contributions to total loss from material, recoil and thermoelastic sources. 
It is of interest to note that the loss of the pendulum with the larger mass i',,, 
significantly dominated by recoil of the support frame while that of the 
smaller pendulum is dominated by the material loss itself. 
We may now look at the loss contributions for the lower Q modes in a similar 
way. Using the higher mass pendulum value we can once again find the 
coefficient 8 for the frame in this direction. This then gives a spring constant 
of- 
ksup = 4.3 x 10' Nm 2.1 c7c 
Using this, along with the previously calculated material loss, we may 
calculate what the expected Q of the higher frequency mode will be for the 
pendulum with the small mass. This is found to be Qpredicied = 8.9 x 10' ± 101/; 
which we may compare to the Qmeasured = 6.3 x 10' measured for this mode. 
The difference between measured and predicted values may be due to altere(I 
conditions in the clamping, or orientation of the mode with respect to the 
stiffened base caused by removal of the suspension from the frame. 
6.4. Conclusions 
By making measurements of the pendulum mode of an all fused silica 
pendulum and varying the mass it has been possible to extract a value 
for the 
loss associated with the material and to identify the contribution to the 
lo,,, 
from the recoil of the support frame. The loss associated with thermoelastic 
damping was calculated and included in calculation of the material loss while 
I h.... 
the effects of gas damping were calculated and , ho%%n to be negli, -, ible. The 
effect of variation of charge on the mass wa,, not , een to sl,,.! nificantl\ aiter the 
Q of the pendulum and was therefore not included in the calculation (11 
material loss. The value of the material angle. calculated here to IV 
7X 10-7 (radians)±25% through use of a theoretical dilution factor. %%a, 
higher than that found through measurement of the cantilever n-Iode" of the 
suspension measured in Chapter 5. This may be due to the theoretical dilLition 
factor not being achieved by a fibre whose material lo,,,, is In fact lo%%er. I,, I, 
seen in the violin mode experiment, and hence similar reaNoris to thoNc 
discussed in Chapter 5 may explain this effect, namely the concentration (if 
energy in a shorter bending length whose loss may be higher due to thc 
welding of this region. The pendulum Q values meaSLired here are at preseill 
the highest to ever be measured for a linear pendulum 174,751. The tinic 
constants for the decay are 1.2 years I'Or the , maller niass pendulum and I. - 
years for the larger mass pendulum. - 
Future work may improve our understanding of the losses associated with the 
support frame by directly measuring its stiffness and by irnproý'Ing tli,, - 
clamping ring of the support to reduce friction. Also further im-estitzation into I 
the modulation of amplitudes will be carried out using tilt meter,, and 
temperature monitors in the laboratory. 
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Chapter 7 
Stress Dependence of Internal Loss 
1. Introduction 
Experimental data has shown that theoretical dilution factors are rarek 
achieved and that losses of suspensions are higher than expected (as seen iii 
Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis) when compared to the intrinsic loss of the 
material. Since large dilution factors increase the Q to very high levels it is to 
be expected that losses from recoil of the support structure or from residual 
gas damping will become more prominent compared to those of internal 
friction. However one other possible explanation would be a stre.,, ý, 
dependence of the internal friction. Other physical properties of silica haNe 
been seen to be stress dependent (Young's modulus [76] (though only a 21/( 
change to our suspension stress levels) and density [771) giving some cause to 
believe that the loss may also be affected. Also we have already seen that the 
IýI; 
loss mechanism of thermoelastic damping has a stress dependence caused b\ 
the temperature dependence of the Young's modulus [65]. 
Measuring the vertical bounce mode of a suspension is a particularly sultabic 
way in which to investigate any stress dependence for the following reasow'. 
Firstly, since gravity does not provide a restoring force there is no dilutioll 
factor, eliminating this form of dynanuc stress dependence. This will also 
keep the Q of the suspension to that of the material (- 10' ) rather than the 
high values a dilution factor gives (- 10' ), reducing the effects of residual ga" 
or recoil damping. Secondly, because there is no bending taking place, the 
thermal gradients, which cause thermoelastic damping, will not occur and so 
this stress dependant loss mechanism will not be seen. It should be noted 
however that for this to be true the fibre must be considered uniform in cros,, 
section and with a Young's modulus that does not differ at the surface. ThLI,, 
by varying the lowest mass of the suspension we can alter only the stress m 
the fibre without affecting other stress related loss mechanisms. 
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Figure 59: Diagram of the experimental setup for vertical bounce mode measurement 
Large masses used to hold the ends of the fibres essentiallý stationary while small 
cruciform bob provides a small momentum. 
i lo 
When considering the vertical bounce mode of a pendulum, such as that used 
in Chapter 5 to measure violin mode Qs, it Is seen that if the lower mass P., 
caused to oscillate vertically there is a large amount of moving mass, and 
hence momentum, connected to the support frame, causing a large amount of, 
recoil damping. The large mass will be essential if we are to stress the fibre to 
a significant fraction of its strength. A solution that was proposed for this 1'ý' 
seen in Figure 59. Here the mass that will oscillate is the central one, which 1" 
small in comparison to the upper isolation mass and lower mass. The lowel- 
mass is used purely to provide tension. The restoring force on the central 
mass then comes from both the fibre above and below the mass. 
The experiment was set-up jointly with the California Institute of Technology Z_ ý 
and was carried out jointly with Dr Phil Willems. 
7.2. Experiment 
Figure 59 shows the experimental set-up. The upper mass, lower mass and 
round rod fixture were machined using a grinding tool and carborundum grit 
to give a pin suitable for welding to, similar to those used in chapter 7. The, ", C 
were then etched with hydrofluoric acid to clean the surfaces, which weFe 
rough and opaque. The central mass was constructed by welding together 
sections of silica rod to give a mass of 4.4g. Its cruciform shape was chosell 
to give two ends suitable for welding and a longer edge section suitable both 
for exciting vertically using an electrostatic drive and for detecting the motioll 
of the mass. This mass is shown in Figure 60 where it is being welded into 
position as part of the suspension. 
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Figure 60: Welding the cruciform onto the suspension ribre using a hydrogen-oxygen 
gas torch. 
The detection of displacement was done using a He-Ne laser and shadoýý 
sensor. The shadow sensor was used in a similar configuration to that seen iii 
Figure 35 though using a split photodiode rather than two separatc 
photodiodes. A laser was used here instead of an LED as the viewports in the 
vacuum tank gave a direct line of sight to the silica cruciform. This thell 
allowed the photodiodes and laser to be mounted outside the tank, which wa" 
advantageous for easier alignment and reduces the number of in-vacuuIII 
components. The same sensor arrangement was used to measure other mode,, 
of the suspension. 
The suspension frame was constructed using 3inch diameter round aluminiuIll 
posts and an inch thick stainless steel top plate to give a highly rigid structurc. 
The round rod, used as the top suspension point, was held in a sprung collet 
attached to the top plate. This form of collet gives an even distribution ol 
force on the glass over a number of points allowing the glass to be morc 
tightly held, reducing any loss due to suspension point friction. Fibres used ill 
the suspension were 320pm diameter round fibres produced usincy the glas,, Z-- L- 
lathe method described in chapter 4. As with other suspensions investigatecl. 
a monolithic approach was taken to reduce friction between the fibres and 
mass. The welding was done using a technique described in Chapter 9 wherc L- CI 
1 2, 'ý 
no neck section was used, but instead the fibre was welded directly to the sidc 
of a 3mm piece of silica rod, which in turn was welded to the pin of the mas". 
The area around the weld was then gently heated using a diffuse hydrogeii 
flame to remove highly concentrated areas of thermal stress (this method 
cannot be compared with true annealing as the stress is not removed 
altogether) from points where the mechanical stress is likely to be high. 
These areas of high mechanical stress result from the fibre not being attached 
to exactly the centre of the mass, inducing a torque on the fibre which will bc 
concentrated at the point where it attaches to the pin and being the cause of .1 
number of initial failures of the suspension. In the final suspension care w&' 
taken to weld as close as possible to this central point though it is likely thýlt 
some torque was still present. The completed suspension is shown in Figurc 
61, resting on a temporary support structure before being lowered into the 
vacuum chamber. 
Figure 61: Suspension used for vertical bounce experiment 
By considering the dynamics of the suspension as shown in Figure 62 we call 
calculate that if we cause the central mass to oscillate vertically, then the 
upper and lower masses (using the 1.7kc, lower mass) will move 
by 0.13% of' I Z-- t., I 
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this displacement, thus essentially fixing the position of the upper and lowel, 
ends of the test fibre though their inertia. 
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Figure 62: Diagrammatic representation of suspension 
From this we can then calculate that the proportion of the energy of this modc 
stored in the upper fibre is 0.00147%, which gives a high degree of isolatioli 
even if we assume that the upper stage is lossy and achieves only a low Q 
(-105). The calculated frequency of this mode of oscillation is 817Hz for the 
1.7kg mass. This does not alter significantly when the smaller 105g mass iý% 
used and the predicted value is 82 1 Hz. 
In order to ensure that losses from residual gas damping were low enough to 
be considered negligible, measurements of the Q of the vertical bounce modc 
were made at different vacuum levels. The values found at pressures highel- 
than 10-5 Torr and those made below this value were in agreement to withiii 
the limits of experimental error. All subsequent measurements were theii 
made at pressures below 10-5 torr. 
7.3. Results 
The Q of the vertical bounce mode with the larger mass of 1.7kc, giving L- L- 
stress of 213MPa was found to be 1.2x 10' ± lOc1c . With the lower mass ol 
1 3() 
105g and a stress of 12.8MPa aQ of 1.1 x 10' ± 1017c was measured. The 
working stress used in other parts of this thesis is between these two extremeý'. 
with the violin mode experiment using a stress of around 139MPa. The errol- 
here comes from variation of Q between subsequent measurements. We caii 
therefore state that within the lin-tits of measurement the loss of the vertical 
bounce mode of the suspension was stress independent. 
The measurement of the cantilever modes of the upper fibre with the lower 
section of the pendulum removed were then made. These can be seen ill 
Figure 63. It is of interest to study these modes as the energy is noý\ 
concentrated at the surface of the fibre, with zero energy in the neutral axill 
where no bending takes place. This may then be compared to the vertical 
bounce mode where the energy is evenly distributed across the cross sectioli. 
This may then give an indication of how the loss is distributed within the 
fibre. 
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Figure 63: Q of cantilever bending modes of upper fibre 
The decrease in Q at low frequency is due to thermoelastic damping while ýit 
gher 
hig frequencies there is a slight drop in Q. The closest mode in frequenc\ I 
to the vertical bounce mode was that at 740Hz which crave aQ L- of 5. IxIO' 
As the Q of this mode is affected by thermoelastic darnping it is not possibic Cý 
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to directly compare it with that of the vertical bounce mode. If we calculatc 
the value of thermoelastic loss using standard material property values I'(), - 
silica we find that the contribution to this modes loss is 0, ,=8.8 x 10 -' .I I' 
this is then subtracted from the measured loss we then find that the Q of the 
mode would be 9.3 x 106 , much closer to that of the vertical bounce mode. 
However using this calculated level of thermoelastic loss we find, as shown M 
Figure 64, that the material loss below 264Hz would appear to drop oil' 
towards zero. If, however, we use the Young's modulus value that was found 
in the violin measurements made in Chapter 5, we find a lower level 01' 
thermoelastic damping and higher level of internal frictional loss. This would 
then also increase the difference in loss due to internal friction between the 
cantilever bending mode at 740Hz and the vertical bounce mode. 
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Figure 64: Thermoelastic Loss Contribution. Blue line shows predicted thermoelastic 
loss for a Young's modulus of 7.2xIO'O. The square points show the measured loss of 
cantilever modes. The triangles show the resulting loss due to internal friction 
This difference could be explained if the loss in the fibre was concentrated 
close to the surface layer while the bulk of the materIal was relat'vely Im\ 
loss. It has been noted elsewhere that silica fibres have a loss approximatek 
I 13- 
proportional to their surface area to volume ratio [781 which would also be m 
agreement with this hypothesis. 
The bending involved in the cantilever mode causes the highest deformatioii 
at the inside and outside of the bend while at the middle there is a neutral axi, -, 
where no deformation takes place with the strain given by: 
x U =- ZR (72 
where R is the radius of curvature of the bent fibre and x is the transversc 
direction of the fibre. The energy stored in a bent fibre can then be given by: 
2 ;TE4 u fEu 
, 
dxdy 2 ro (73) 22228R 
x +Y <ro 
where ro is the radius of the fibre. 
The vertical bounce mode however equally stresses the fibre across its entire 
cross section with the energy stored given by: 
122 
- uo ro 
2 
where uO is the uniform strain. 
(74) 
We may now look at how the Q expected for the bending and stretching I 
modes act for a highly lossy layer with thickness given by o5 << ro. For the 
bending mode the loss of energy per oscillation is proportional to the 
following: 
AU oc 
I ffoEu 2 dxdY = /T 
El, 3 og (75) 
22R2" 
2<2+ 
integrating over the region (ro ro This then clives a 
value proportional to the following: 
11 
2zU r. Z 
- C>C - AU 2045 
For the stretching mode the loss of energy per oscillation is given by: 
22 AU oc 
I ffoEu 
0 dxdy = ro)roEu 0 2 
g)2 < X2 + ý12 
2 integrated over the region (ro 
-< ro 
proportional to the following: 
c roz 045 
(78) 
Thus if the loss were concentrated in a thin lossy layer at the surface, the 
cantilever modes would have a measured loss a factor of 2 greater. While thi, -, 
factor is considerably larger than that found if a Young's modulus ol 
7.2xIOlOis used, this would be possible if a value of 5.4xIO'O is used, a, 
measured in Chapter 5. Using this value for the Young's modulus we the 
have a calculated thermoelastic loss of 4.4xlO-'. If this is then subtracted 
from the measured loss the Q of the cantilever mode would be 6.4xlO6 , 
giving a factor of 1.9±0.3 higher loss than for the vertical bounce mode, ill 
agreement to within measurement limits with a model where loss is 
concentrated in the surface layer of the fibres. 
7.4. Conclusion 
The vertical bounce mode of a silica fibre, which has no dilution of loss, wa,, 
investigated under two different tensions. The losses seen showed no stre..,,,, 
related mechanical loss mechanisms, with the suspension losses measurin'-, I 
1.2x 107 ± 10% at a stress of 213MPa and I-IX 10' ± 10% at a stress o I' 
12.8MPa. The low dilution factors seen in other measurements, such as the 
violin mode and pendulum mode experiments in this thesis, must therefore 
be 
attributed to other loss mechanisms as described in the 
discussions in tho,, ký 
chapters. We have also seen evidence that the majority of 
loss measured 
comes from a lossy surface layer, with the 
bulk of the material contributint-, 
relatively little loss. 
(76) 
(77) 
This gives aQ value 
1*4 
Chapter 8 
Strength Testing of Ribbon Fibres 
1. Introduction 
We have so far discussed the advantages of using fused silica suspensioti 
elements due to the materials low level of internal friction. There is however 
another property of this material which is equally surprising. Fused silica is 
one of the strongest materials known, with breaking strengths of up to 14 GRI 
[79] having been recorded. The high failure rate we might typically expect 
from glass is due to its brittle nature and imperfections in the surface due to 
abrasion may propagate quickly under stress. 
From equation 45 and 64 we see that a great deal may be gained in improvinL, 
the dilution factor and lowering the vertical bounce frequency by increasin,,., 
the working load on the fibres by decreasing their cross section or increasin, -, I 
the tension. Indeed a typical suspension for advanced LIGO, which Nxiii 
require the 40kg to put a force of 98N on each of its suspension fibres whose 
cross sectional area is around 1.7 X 10-7 M2 resulting in a working stress ot 
70OMPa. While this is of the same order of working stress as the GE0600 
suspensions the increased surface area of the fibres makes them mol-C 
susceptible to surface defects which may limit the strength. In this chapter "c 
shall investigate the breaking strength of ribbon fibres of the same design a, 
those analysed throughout this thesis. 
8.2. Failure of Fibres 
Before looking at the measured values of fibre strengths it is of interest to 
discuss briefly the effects that will cause a lowering of the breaking stress ol 
fibres. 
Surface Crack Propagation 
In a defect free piece of silica the primary cause for failure will be due to 
propagation of minute cracks on the surface[79,80]. These cracks cause 
regions of high stress at their lowest point and hence give a limit to the fibre 
strength that is related to their size. Any abrasion of the surface of the fibre 
will cause surface damage and a decrease in the strength of the fibre. hi 
practise the level of abrasion needed to weaken a fibre substantially is little 
more than a brief touch of a piece of tissue paper. 
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Figure 65: Aton-tic force microscope (AFM) image of the surface of a fused silica fibre 
In Figure 65 we see the surface flatness of a fibre, measured using an atomic 
force microscope (AFM) scan. As the fibre has not been mounted perfectl\ 
flat there is a slope across the sample from the top left up to the bottom right. 
The variation in height across the sample is around 15nni and gives aii 
indication of how flat this side of our ribbon really is. In Figure 66 we see .1 
cross sectional view through the sample, which, assun-ung the AFM is capabic 
of resolving the cracks (the resolution of the AFM is approximately 0.1 nm). 
shows the surface roughness of the silica. These cracks have a depth ol' 
aroundO. 3nm which is small compared to the aged silica, measured b\ 
Kurkjian[79], again using AFM, where the surface roughness is of the order 
of l5nm. 
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Figure 66: Cross sectional height of a fused silica fibre showing surface roughness. 
Taken from AFM image 
The strength of a fibre may be given by the Griffith equation [791: 
a= 
K 
Y-ýc 
(79) 
where a is the breaking stress of the fibre, K is a material constant known as 
the fracture toughness, Y is a constant related to the shape of the crack and ( 
is the length of the crack. We may therefore expect the strength of the fibrc 
shown in Figure 66 to be seven times that of the aged fibre measured by 
Kurkjian [79]. 
8.2.2. Fatigue Due to Water 
If a fibre with cracks on its surface is put in tension with a sub critical load it 
will not break immediately. However fatigue will occur, whereby the strengt1l 
decreases with time, when there is water present. The process that occurs 1", 
one where OH groups are formed on the surface, resulting in Si-OH bond,,. 
These being weaker than the Si-O bonds, the surface cracks propagate slowlý. 
with the rate of reduction in strength being related to the rate of formation of' Z-- 
02468 
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Si-OH bonds. The rate at which the fatigue occurs is also temperature 
dependent with higher temperatures accelerating the reaction of silica with 
water. Fatigue will continue to occur until the length of a crack becomes largc 
enough to reduce the fibre strength to that of the applied load at which point it 
will fail. 
It is possible to avoid this form of fatigue in practise by storing fibres in ý 
moisture free environment before use. Within the vacuum tanks of an 
interferometer we will therefore not expect to see any such fatigue. However 
any long term strength testing is more likely to suffer from fatigue if it r., 
performed in a normal atmospheric environment. 
8.2.3. Thermal Stress 
When molten silica cools a temperature gradient is produced, with the outside 
cooling faster than the centre. As silica is a poor conductor of heat the 
thermal gradient can be high, causing a differential expansion of the material 
as it solidifies. The effect of this stress is seen most clearly when a fibre 1"S 
welded. As it cools a region of high stress, close to the weld is formed. Thil., 
region is the point at which the fibre will normally fail under load. 
Unfortunately the points close to the weld are also often where the highest 
concentration of stress occurs, for example when a mass tilts. With the fibre,, 
used in the GE0600 suspensions the thermal stress from the welds occurs iii 
the neck region, which has a large enough cross section to spread the load. 
However, with planned advanced LIGO suspensions using no necks in their 
welds the problem of thermal stress becomes more important. 
There will also be thermal stress in the fibres due to pulling and hence we ma\ 
expect that even without welding the fibres thermal stress may contribute to 
low strengths. 
Thermal stress may be annealed out of the material by heating it to its 
softening point and then cooling very slowly 
in order to rainimi,, e the 
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temperature gradient produced. For fibres this appears to be a promising idea. 
however in Chapter 9 we shaH discuss the implications of using annealing m 
welded regions. 
8.2.4. Impurities 
When fibres are produced and the silica is molten it is possible for impuritie" 
to become introduced. Using stock material that has not been sufficientlý 
cleaned, or particles being blown from the inside of the burners may 
sometimes be seen as glowing spots in the flame or as a colouring of the 
flame. Such impurities may become embedded in the fibre, producing a 
region where either the chemical make up is altered, causing a weakening of- 
where high thermal stress is produced due to the differing expansion 
coefficients, leading to cracking of the surrounding silica. Such impuritie" 
may be the cause of widely varying strength measurements due to the randoni 
nature of this effect. 
8.2.5. Experimental Techniques 
In practise, when measuring breaking strengths care is taken to limit the 
effects of these modes of failure. Fibres are pulled from stock that has been 
carefully cleaned using isopropanol in order to avoid surface contamination. 
The fibres are then handled only by the taidstock in order to avoid abrasion of 
the surface. They are clamped only by the ends and are broken within an houi- 
of being pulled in order to avoid aging. The inside of the burners is cleaned 
using small pieces of wire and the burners are run for long periods of time to 
remove debris from inside. 
8.3. Experimental Measurement of Breaking Stress 
In order to measure breaking strengths of fibres a rig is used to hold the fibre 
while one end is stretched using an electric motor. The maximum force 
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exerted on the fibre is measured using a piezo force meter. Initially the 
measurements were made using an existing system, shown in Figure 67. 
However it quickly became apparent that the drive system, using string, and 
the force meter, which only worked up to 50N, were inadequate for measurinL' 
the strength of these fibres while its length precluded measurements of fibre,, 
of 60cm length. Also, the universal joints to which the clamps were attached 
were thought to be a source of lateral force on the fibre. Thus a more rigid 
system was needed. 
Figure 67: Previously used breaking stress measurement rig 
8.3.1. Strength Testing Rig 
The design of a the new system had to be based around the need for all 
inherently rigid frame and drive system. A 60W motor with a double 
reduction worm gearing was used to provide power, with the drive thell 
coupled through a re-circulating ball race to give a smooth linear drive that 
would take a large longitudinal load. The clamps were allowed to travel 
longitudinally on hardened steel rods using linear bearing races in order to L- 
give a high rigidly in the transverse direction. The position of the motor could 
be moved in order to allow a wide range of lengths of fibre to be tested and i 
higher rated piezo force meter was also used. 
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Figure 68: Strength testing rig 
The clamping of the fibres in the rig required that they be carefully aligned m 
order to avoid transverse stress. This was done by using the edge of the 
clamps as a reference point at each end, allowing the fibre to be aligned to the 
same tolerance as the manufacture of the rig. The clamps used were sell- 
tightening wedge clamps, into which the fibre was mounted by using epoxý 
resin. Without using the resin the tailstock would tend to snap easily a" 
pressure was applied at a small number of points only. The epoxy, with It 
degree of elasticity, allowed this pressure to be applied more evenly an(I 
resulted in easy clamping of the fibres. 
The final design of strength testing rig can be seen in Figure 68. 
8.3.2. Results 
11 42 
Measurements were performed first on 60cm fibres pulled from II mm b\ 
mm cross-section stock. This then results in a cross section for the fibre ol 
approximately 1.13mm by 0.13mm. The cross sectional dimensions wei-c 
measured after breaking, at the point where the break occurred, using .1 
micrometer. From this breaking stress was calculated with the results given 
Figure 69 and Figure 70, shown as blue points. Also shown in these graphý'. 
highlighted in pink, are fibres where the cross section was deliberately altered 
slightly by increasing or decreasing the pulling speed. 
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Figure 69: Measurement of breaking stress of 60cm fibres. Blue points show advanced 
LIGO sized fibres while pink points show fibres of larger or smaller cross section 
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Figure 70: Measurement of breaking force of 60cm fibres. Colour coding as in Figure 
69 
The average breaking stress for these fibres was 1.24GPa, with the Advanced 
LIGO sized fibres breaking at an average of 17kg. The spread of breakin,, -, 
stresses was higher than expected, with the standard deviation beini-, 
9.9 X 107 Pa. This is a breaking stress is a low value for fused silica, which hi 
tests on round silica fibres has previously given average values of 3GPa. 
Initially it was thought that these low values were due to contamination froll) 
the flame, however after careful cleaning of the burners no improvement wa" 
seen. The stock material itself was also carefully prepared before use usin, -, 
isopropanol. For these reasons it is thought that the low strength come,, 
instead from curvature of the fibre. As the fibre is pulled, differential coolill, -, 
builds in thermal stresses, which may cause it to bend once cold in the plane 
of the flat surface of the fibre. This bending makes it difficult to exert a truk 
longitudinal stress on the fibre, and instead it is likely that one side of the fibrc 
experiences a higher stress, resulting in a low strength being recorded. L- 
The proposed working load for the suspension fibres for Advanced LIGO iý, L- 
IXIO-7 _ 
98N per fibre and hence IGpa for a fibre of nil cross-section. Whilc 
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none of the fibres broke at a stress lower than the working stress for Advancecl 
LIGO they do not give a large margin of safety in which to work, and showed 
a wider variation of strengths than might have been expected. 
As thermal stress may be removed using annealing techniques and since it 
should be possible to straighten the fibres by heating them to their softenin,, 7, 
point, it was decided that some tests should be carried out to see if the strength 
of curved fibres could be recovered. An oven capable of reaching 1300'C 
was used to heat the fibres, however the brick lining made it necessary for ail 
insert to be used to keep the fibres clean. This was done by using a silica tube 
with a top and bottom plate to keep out dust. A silica pipe was then shaped to 
fit around the tube and through a hole in the lower plate to allow argon to be 
flowed over the silica fibres when heated. Due to the constraints of the size of' 
the tube however it was not possible to use full size fibres. Instead it wýt, 
decided that by pulling 15cm fibres from stock that was of half the thickne. ", 
and half the width it would be possible to obtain fibres with approximately the 
same cross sectional area that would fit into the oven to be annealed. 
Five shorter fibres were then produced by altering the pulling speed and flame 
temperature and were welded to a piece of silica rod at one end to allow them 
to be hung in the oven, as shown in Figure 7 1. Again the fibres appeared 
slightly bent across their midsection. 
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Figure 71: Experimental setup for annealing fibres 
The fibres were annealed at a temperature of 1200'C for 24 hours and thell 
brought back down to room temperature of a period of four days. After thl', 
they were removed from the oven and upon visual inspection appeared to 
have straightened without having lost their rectangular shape. The fibres werc 
then strength tested with the results being shown in Figure 72 in blue. 
In order to give a direct indication of how the strength was affected by thl", 
annealing some shorter fibres were produced but not annealed. These werc 
then tested and gave an average breaking stress of 1.59GPa , which is close to 
the value found for the larger fibres. These points are shown in Figure 72 111 
pink. 
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Figure 72: Measurement of breaking stress of 15cm ribres. Points in blue sho", fibres 
that were annealed in oven while pink points show ribres that were not annealed 
It is clear that after our attempted annealing of the fibres they had in fact 
decreased in strength with the average breaking stress becoming 4. OxIO"Pa 
with the standard deviation being 3.68xlO'Pa. As care was taken not to 
abrade the surface of the fibres during this process it is probable that some 
impurities were introduced onto the surface of the fibre whilst in the ovell. 
despite our attempts to shield the fibres within the silica tube. It is of intere"t 
to note that the spread of results is smaller for the annealed fibres. This woul(I 
indicate that the most likely cause of failure is due to surface damage from 
dust in the kiln, with all fibres being exposed to identical conditions durinLý 
the annealing process. The wider distribution of results seen due to the 
curvature of the fibres will not be seen here as the annealed fibres had become 
straightened in the oven and hence the loading during testing should be clo.. "c 
to being purely longitudinal. 
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8.4.20kg Suspension Test 
In order to show that it is possible to suspend the advanced LIGO sized 
masses a test was devised whereby suspensions would be mocked up usin, -, I 
lead weights. The final objective of these tests will be to produce a 40kL, 
suspension where four fibres are welded to ears such as those bonded onto the 
side of the actual test masses. These small silica ears are used as attachmeiii 
points for the fibres on the side of the test masses as welding directly to the 
masses would not be easily achieved, as shown in Figure 75 in the next 
chapter. Here will look at the first stage of this process, which was to suspend 
20kg of lead using two fibres that were clamped. As with the measurement ol 
breaking stress the fibres were clamped by using epoxy resin on the ends iii 
order to apply even pressure on the tail stock with the clarnp. The fixture ol 
the clamp to the bottom plate bearing the mass was movable in order to hc 
able to adjust the tension on the fibres individually. With the bottom platc 
sitting on an adjustable tab-jack it was then possible to slowly put weight onto 
the fibres. 
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Figure 73: 20kg test suspension 
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The completed suspension shown in Figure 73 hung for eight weeks in aii, 
before breaking. The cause of the break was unknown but Is likely to ha\c 
either been the result of abrasion of the fibre surface or fatigue of the fibre due 
to water in the atmosphere. 
8.5. Conclusions 
The fibres that were not annealed showed a high variation in strengths. Thi-, 
was primarily thought to be due to non-uniform cooling of the fibres causin,,,, 
bending which in turn would create regions where the force was not applied 
equally across the fibre and thus a true measure of the longitudinal stress wa" 
not achieved. It is also possible that some contamination of the fibres led to 
lowered strengths though steps were taken to try to mini-mise thk. 
Preliminary tests on fibres that were annealed at high temperature showed that 
the process used introduced some contamination of the samples, thus lowering 
the strength significantly. 
We may conclude from these measurements that, while a maximum breaking I 
stress of 2.89GPa was seen in one fibre, which was presumably the most 
defect free, there was inconsistency between fibres giving a wide spread ol 
results and an average breaking stress of (124 ± 9.9) x 10' Pa . Clearly when a 
full monolithic suspension is produced it is necessary to have a high degree oI 
confidence in the fibres being of high strength. For this reason more work i, -, 
needed to identify a method for creating fibres whose strength is consistent. 
The average strength of the fibres is already beyond the working stre.,,,, 
required for the advanced LIGO suspensions, which is below IGpa, and a te'st 
suspension was created using two fibres to hang half the weight of aii 
advanced LIGO test mass. 
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Chapter 9 
Technology of Pendulum Construction 
9.1. Introduction 
Having now looked at the possible designs for Advanced LIGO suspensions it 
is worthwhile discussing the technology behind their construction. A 
completed monolithic suspension for GE0600, shown in Figure 74, displa\, 
something of the art of fused silica pendulum construction where the 
constituent parts are welded and bonded together. Here we shall look at the 
techniques employed in this welding and explain why the suspensions for 
advanced LIGO present an altogether different challenge. 
I ; () 
9.2. GE0600 Suspensions 
The monolithic suspensions for GE0600 have now been completed and 
installed at the site. As the only detector currently using such monolithic, 
suspensions, GE0600 will pave the way for the upgrade to other detectors. It 
is therefore of interest to look at the methods used to create its suspensions. 
Figure 74: GE0600 triple suspension with monolithic lower section 
The masses have small fused silica ears bonded to the sides using the proce,,,,, t, 
of hydroxide catalysis bonding [48]. These ears crive the attachment point', 
required to weld the fibres onto the mass, with weldintc-, directly to the ma., " 
being undesirable due to the thermal stress or mechanical loss this would 
produce. Round fibres are produced, using the automated method 
described L- 
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in Chapter 4, in large numbers in order that matched sets may be obtained. 
Each fibre is tested to four times its working load before use. They then haN e 
their vertical bounce frequency measured in order to match together fibres that 
are close in shape. Using a jig the fibres are cut at the neck to the same 
lengths and have Teflon applied at two points on their length. The Teflon i's 
used to lower the Q of the violin modes in order to stop these becon-iing 
heavily excited. As it is applied well away from the ends of the fibre it will 
not affect the Q of the pendulum mode. 
The fibres are now welded into place using an electrolytic hydrogen-oxygell 
burner. The test mass and intermediate mass are held in a jig and the fibre', 
are welded using the thicker neck region onto the tips of the ears. Where 
necessary, extra silica may be let into the weld. During this process the ear" 
are cooled at periodic intervals using a damp cloth. Once the fibres are in 
place a small amount of tension is applied by lowering the bottom mass. The 
welds are then reheated to their softening point in order to even out the 
tension on each fibre. Care is taken to ensure the whole width of the weld iý' 
melted, even at the centre of the neck, as the strength may be greatly affected 
by a weld that is not continuous, as may the loss. Figure 75 shows A 
completed weld to a bonded ear. 
The main advantage of this design of suspension is that it is possible to 
achieve high strength suspensions without the need to anneal the welded 
regions. Despite thermal stresses affecting the welds the cross sectional area 
at these points is large, giving a lower working stress from the tension in the 
fibres. Also because no bending takes place at the point of the weld its shape 
does not affect the suspension. 
I r, -. ) 
silica fibres 
I. Al flat on side of silica test mass----op- t 
welded neck of fibre 
silica ear bonded to mass 
Figure 75: Fused silica ear silicate bonded onto a flat on the side of a GE0600 test mass. 
The fused silica fibres used to suspend the mass are welded onto the tips of the ear using 
the end or neck region of the ribre. 
9.3. Advanced LIGO Suspensions 
The suspensions for advanced LIGO will take the technology used in GE0600 
and stretch it as far as possible in order to achieve the performance required. 
We know already that the suspensions will operate at a working stress three 
times higher than that used in GE0600 using fibres with a higher surface area 
to volume ratio due to the rectangular shape, in order to give high dilutioii 
factors. 
The requirement of a high dilution factor also means that fibres must bc 
welded without necks, as was the practise for GE0600, in order to give the 
fibre more compliance in the pendulum mode. This then leads to a number ol 
difficulties in producing the suspension. Firstly the region that is welded ha" 
a small cross sectional area and is therefore more affected by thermal stre"" 
due to the increased load parts of it are under. Secondly any deformation ol 
the welded region may affect the actual fibre, which will tend to become 
circular again. Thirdly the region where the weld occurs will also be the poiw 
where stresses are greatest if the masses tilt and are therefore more likely to 
fail than a gradually tapering neck. Yet despite these issues the suspension,, Z-1 L- 
must remain reliable when under load and indeed give some margin for sat'c C 4-- 
working. 
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Our proposed solution to this is to design the fibre and ear section such that it 
may be annealed after welding in order to remove the thermal stress. As the 
masses will have their dielectric coatings by this stage, the whole completed 
suspension cannot be annealed. A new design of ear may solve this problem. 
Figure 76 outlines one way in which this may work in practise. In this figure 
we see the fibres are welded onto H-shaped silica blocks top and bottom. Thi,, 
assembly is then annealed and the larger surface area of the bottom of thLý 
block is used to weld onto the ears of the mass. The bar of the H-shaped 
block may then be removed. The advantages of this technique would be Mit 
it not only allows annealing of the fibre welds but also gives a prefabricated 
unit which may be strength tested without risking damage to the mass. While 
being attached to the mass the fibres will be held at exactly the correct 
separation by the bar giving more flexibility for the fibre separation which 
otherwise must be reasonably large. 
An alternative method would be to use an adaptation of the technique of usino 
pins to join fibres to masses, as discussed below. In this case the fibre 
welded to a block, top and bottom and annealed separately from the othel- 
fibre of the pair. This then results in a situation similar to the welding done at 
GE0600 as each fibre is separate. While this does mean that it is more 
difficult to perform the welding to the mass, as the fibre ends may move 
independently, it does give the advantage that the fibres are welded separately. 
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upper mass 
H-shaped block 
---- fibres 
U-shaped ears 
test mass 
Figure 76: Suggested design for ear attachment points 
Currently experimental work is being carried out on using CO, lasers to weld 
fibres. This gives the advantage that the fibre will be less likely to deform and 
some degree of annealing can be carried out. This annealing effect will hc 
similar to the use of a diffuse flame discussed below, however here it will be .1 
diffuse laser beam that is dithered over the region. Also a major advantagc 
over flame welding is that, as long as the volume heated is small, the laser will 
heat the bulk of the block to the same temperature as the fibre. 
9.4. Construction of Test Suspensions 
Suspensions tested in this thesis were constructed using very sirnllai- Z-- 
techniques. In each case the fibres were attached to pins in the masses h\ 
welding and it is this process that we shall now discuss. 
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9.4.1. Grinding Pins into Masses 
In order to prepare the mass for welding, an attachment point was requirecl. 
As we wish to n-tinimise potential sources of loss, the ideal way of attaching a 
mass to a fibre is to weld it. For this reason the technique of grinding a pill 
into the surface of the mass was used. Firstly the centre of the face of the 
mass, made from a lower quality of silica than the fibres, was found hý 
balancing them on a ball bearing. With this point identified and marked the\ 
were then mounted in a clamp on a pillar drifl set to a low speed. A round 
brass bit with a central hole was used as a grinding tool, with carborunduill 
grit being used as an abrasive. Initially tests of this grinding technique werc 
carried out on a piece of scrap silica and it was found that, while the firs[ 
attempts caused cracking to occur, the brass bit appeared to smooth with usc 
and some of the carborundum grit became embedded in the surface such that 
subsequent attempts caused no such cracking and it was possible to make piii" 
of a depth of around 7mm. Figure 77 shows a pin being ground for the lower 
mass used in the violin mode experiment, while Figure 31 in Chapter 5 sho%A 
the mass after the pin has been produced. 
Figure 77: Machining pin into mass using brass bit mounted in a pillar 
drill. 
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After machining the pin and cleaning with acetone and methanol, the surface 
of the pin was heated to its softening point to remove any surface defects and 
to look for any contamination of the surface, which would glow in the flame 
of the gas torch. 
9.4.2. Producing Pins for Attachment of Fibres 
The pins ground into the surface of the mass are too close to the surface to 
directly attach the fibre. For this reason small silica pins were produced 
which were welded onto the top and bottom of the fibres. This also allowed 
the mass in the pendulum mode measurement and the vertical bounce mode 
measurement to be changed easily to give different dilutions without altering, 
the weld of the fibre to the pin. 
The pins used in the vertical bounce mode experiment were simply madc 
using short sections of round rod, approximately 7mm. in length, as the round 
fibres were narrow enough to weld directly onto the side without any furthel- 
machining. Those used in the pendulum mode experiment were similar, 
however since a rectangular cross section fibre was used the pins werc 
machined using a grinding tool to create a flat surface on one side onto which 
the fibre could be welded without altering its shape significantly. Finally the 
pins used in the violin mode experiment were made by cutting small section', 
of silica slide to approximately 7mm by 3mm. by Imm. These then gave a flat 
surface onto which to weld the fibre while still being thick enough to easilý 
weld onto the mass. The surface of the pins were heated to their softening 
point using a gas flame before use to remove surface defects. 
9.4.3. Welding the Suspension 
With the pin held in a vice and the fibre held in a retort stand the fibre NA'a, 
carefully lined up against the side of the pin with an overlap of around 3mm. 
When close enough the air pressure holds the fibre against the pin. The pm 
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was then heated, starting from the side opposite the fibre using a large flame. 
The flame was slowly brought closer to the fibre until it was tack welded onto 
the pin. At this point a smaller flame was used closer to the position of the 
fibre to heat the pin until a solid weld was formed. Generally no direct 
heating of the fibre was required as this quickly results in the fibre becoming 
misshapen and does not heat the bulk material of the pin to a high enough 
temperature. The rectangular cross section fibres would tend to becomc 
circular in the region where they were heated. The welded fibres show a 
whitening of the surface close to the weld, which may be a result of vaporise(I 
silica being deposited back on the surface of the fibre. 
The thermal stress in the welded regions was then diffused over a largei- 
length of fibre by working over the welded region using a diff-use hydrogell 
flame to heat the fibre until it glowed. While it is possible to achieve a strong I 
enough weld for small suspensions, such as the 2.4kg mass used in the violiii 
mode measurement, a higher stress would be difficult to achieve without fulk, 
annealing the weld. 
The fibres, with pins attached were then welded onto the masses, which wel-c 
held in catchers. This was relatively simple by comparison as the cro..,,,, 
sectional area was large and required only that a large enough amount of heat 
be delivered without cracking the mass. A completed weld can be seen III 
Figure 78, where we may contrast it with the relatively simple welding of a 
fibre using a neck. 
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Figure 78: Image on left shows ribbon fibre welded to rectangular pin which in turn is 
welded onto pin ground from the mass. Image on right shows a round fibre with neck 
welded directly to the pin of a mass 
After welding the suspensions were then transferred to the vacuum tank,, 
where they were bolted rigidly in place. The difficulty of weldin, -, I 
suspensions is such that it is usually easier to design the experiment ill 
advance to allow the suspension to be created outwith the tank. 
9.5. Conclusions 
The construction of suspensions for Advanced LIGO is a major undertakin, -, 
which will push the boundaries of technologies used to create suspensions fol- 
GE0600. In this chapter we have discussed possible solutions to the probleiii 
of welding without using the fibre neck, however more experimental work 
will be needed to develop a complete technique for producing strong welded L- 
regions. 
Also discussed here are the techniques used to produce suspensions used 
elsewhere in this thesis. Many of these techniques have direct implicatioti" 
for producing the Advanced LIGO suspensions and provide an opportunity to Z-1 
test and practice welding fused silica suspensions. 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusions 
Reducing the effects of thermal noise at detection band frequencies is one ol' 
the most challenging areas of research for scientists pursuing direct detectioii 
of gravitational waves. With the construction of the suspensions for GE0600 
a major step forward was taken in fabrication techniques for monolithic 
pendulums that we now seek to push to their limits for the Advanced LIGO 
upgrade. Key parts of the design are the ultra low loss suspension fibres that 
will bear the weight of the 40kg test masses. Work presented in this thesis il-I 
concentrated on the characterisation of these suspension fibres in preparatioli 
for the construction of the Advanced LIGO pendulums. 
The mechanical loss of fused sibca fibres was measured using three separate 
experiments, designed to look at different modes of oscillation of the fibres. 
these being the pendulum, vertical, violin and cantilever modes. 
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Measurement of the unloaded or cantilever bending modes of ribbon fibre-, 
were measured giving an average material loss of 1.85x 10-7 and allowing a 
fit of the thermoelastic loss to give a value for the Young's modulus of' 
5.17XIO'O. The violin modes of fibres held intension gave Q values of up to 
1.5 x 108 which while amongst the highest values ever measured do not readl 
the theoretical dilution levels. Characterisation of other loss mechanisms has 
shown that these should not contribute at a high enough level to cause the 
dissipation to be this high. It is thought that this may be due to the tension 
concentrating the bending closer to a more dissipative end region of the fibi-c 
by shortening the bending length. 
Measurement of the loss of the linear pendulum mode of two suspension', 
gave the highest Q values yet measured at 1.40 x 10' and 1.27 x 10' . Analys i, -, 
of the results allowed the contribution of recoil loss to be calculated and d 
pendulum loss factor to be found for each, these being 1.97x 108 and 
6.33 x 10' respectively. Again the dilution calculated does not appear to reach 
the levels measured, assuming a similar material loss to that measured for the 
cantilever bending modes. 
The results of the vertical bounce mode loss measurements show no sign ol, 
stress dependence of the mechanical loss of fused silica and further shoýk 
evidence that the loss is concentrated in the surface layer of the fibre with 
little loss coming from the bulk. 
While the material loss is already within the limits required for the Advanced 
LIGO suspensions, they must also achieve close to the theoretical dilutioll 
value in order to keep the suspension thermal noise from limiting sensitivit\. 
Thus further research is needed to fully understand the excess lo,,, 
mechanisms seen here. 
Measurements of the strencyth of the fibres has shown that while breakin, -, 
stress of up to 2.89GPa were achievable, the variation 
in strengths "'a" 
considerable, with the average breaking stress 
being 1.24GPa. While thl, 
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value is above the working stress of the Advanced LIGO suspensions, which 
require below IGpa, it does not leave significant margin for safety. The 
spread of results was thought to be caused by the variation in shape of the 
fibres tested causing some of the loading to result in shear stresses. 
Finally we have discussed the construction techniques proposed for the 
Advanced LIGO suspensions as well as the future plans to use a CO-, laser to 
produce and weld the fibres in suspensions which should prove more 
reproducible and give more homogeneous fibres. 
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Appendix A 
The Beam Equation 
I Introduction 
The beam equation is the equation of motion for a solid beam whose length i',, 
large compared to its thickness and may be used to closely model the 
behaviour of a uniform fibre. We also require two other conditions to be met. 
these being that the displacement, u, is small and that the gradient, 
au 
ax 
small at each point along the beam. 
A. 2 Derivation of the Beam Equation 
If we consider a beam that is bending and look at the forces at one point, aN 
shown in Figure 79 we see that to describe an acceleration of the right hand 
section we must define a shearing force T and that to describe the rotation of 
the right hand section we must define a torque on the left edge of this sectioii 
G. For there to be no discontinuity across this point, the left hand sectim 
must experience an equal and opposite force and torque. 
Figure 79: Forces on one point of a beam 
If we consider the forces acting on one small section of the beam, dx as it i, -, 
deflected. The section will experience both shearing forces and torques ýt,, 
shown in Figure 80. 
T T+dT 
G GAG 
dx 
T TAT 
Figure 80: Forces experienced by element dx of beam 
Any unbalanced forces acting on this section, such as the shearing force will 
produce an acceleration. 
YF=-T+T+dT= 
aT 
dv = ain -a-, o, - dx -a (80) ax 
aT 
= PLa (81 ax 
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where OL is the linear mass density. The moment of inertia of this section is 
given by: 
dX3 
12 
and is so smafl that we may assume the sum of all torques on the element 1" 
zero. The torque on this section, from Figure 80 is given by -G+G+ dG -If 
we consider the moment of the shearing force about the left hand end of the 
section we find that there is another torque equal to (T + dT)dx produced. Foi- 
these torques to sum to zero we have: 
-G+G+dG+(T+dT)dx = dG+Tdx =0 (83) 
aG 
ax 
(84) 
This torque, G, comes from a longitudinal force produced by the elasticity () I 
the material when it is deformed. We can then calculate this force, and hence 
the torque by considering the materials properties. 
As the beam is deflected, the strain can be found from the radius of curvaturc 
of the beam as can be seen from Figure 8 1. 
16S 
I+Al 
Figure 81: Longitudinal strain in beam 
Where the ratio of stretched to unstretched length is given by: 
1-Al 
I 
A/ R 
=1-: L R 
(85 1 II 
where y is the distance from the middle line on the bending plane. The straiki 
is found to be: 
EA (86) 
From this strain, using the materials Young's modulus, E, we can find the 
force produced through the following surface integral over the beam cro,,,,, 
section. 
E ffydS 
R 
(87) 
Hence the torque is given by multiplying the force by the distance from the L- 
axis: 
GEN, " dS (88 
R 
ff 
- 
16o 
The term fjy'dS in this equation is the moment of inertia 1. If the gradient 
ay 
is small then the radius of curvature is given by: ax 
a2y 
aX 2 (89) 
Hence by substituting this radius into equation 88 and then substituting thr, 
torque into equation 84 we can then calculate the shear force: 
aG a -3 ý7 
ax ax 3 
and from this we find that the equation of motion for the beam is 
(90) 
4 
- EI ax 4= loLa 
We may take this one step further by looking at the case where there is tensioii 
in the beam. Here we find another longitudinal force, which from Figure 8-2 
has a lateral component. 
6x 
Figure 82: Lateral force produced by tension on element dx 
Hence the total lateral force on the element from the tension is: 
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1 Dy ay 
-0 
a2ý, 
dX T-= TA 
ay 
=T aX 2 
1 
ax ax 
1 
ax (92 
From this we may then write the completed form of the beam equation as: 
- EI 
a4y 
+ 
ý2y 
T 
a2 ýý 
ax4ax2 JOL at 2 
We may then assume that the motion is SHM and hence: 
(x, t) =Y (x)e " 
and we may write: 
- EI 
ay+Tay 
ax4ax2 
solutions will then be of the form: 
L Ct) 
2v 
:- 
y(x) = ae -x + be'(x-1) +c sin (px) +d cos(px) 
where : 
-T+VT L (02 + 4iIo, 
772 
p2 
EI 
2 T+VT2+ 4EIpL 
': 
F2EI 
By then applying boundary conditions we may find specific solutions. 
(93) 
(94) 
(95) 
(96) 
(97) 
(981 
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A. 3 Calculation of Violin Mode Frequencies 
The fibre in our violin mode loss measurement may be considered to be heicl 
fixed at both ends due to the inertia of the masses. We may then write the 
boundary conditions for the solution to the beam equation as follows: 
Y(O) =0 
y lf (0) =0 
Y(l) =0 
yi (1) =0 
These conditions correspond to a system of four linear equations: 
a+d=0 
-ka+pc =0 
b+csin pl+dcospl =0 
kb+pccospl-pd sin pl =0 
(99) 
(100) 
There is a non-trivial solution for the coefficients a, b, c and d only where the 
determinant of the characteristic matrix M is zero: 
1001 
M= -k 
0p0 
(101) 
01 sin pl Cos P1 
0k pcospl -psinpl_ 
det(M) = 2kp cos pl + 
(p 2-k2 )sin pl =0 (102) 
hence: 
tan pl =-2 
2kp 
2 (1031 k-p 
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If we now introduce the two parameters of speed, c, and bending lencrth. Z-- 
A we may rewrite this as: 
tan pl =2A 0) (104) 
c 
where 
(105) 
T 
PL 
A= 
F`ýT'- 
The speed, c, is given by the well known expression for transverse waves in I 
string under tension. A is equal to I/ k in the limit o) -> 0 and the reasoii 
why it is known as the bending length is described in Appendix B. If we thcil 
consider the shape of the function on the right of this equation we see that NAc 
have a linear function of o) with a gradient that for most practical cases P-, 
small (.:: ý 10 -6 ). If we then plot the two sides of this function, as is shown hi 
Figure 83 we see the crossing points where our solution lies. 
0 
Figure 83: Left and right hand functions of equation 104. The gradient of the right 
hand side is exaggerated to make it visible above the x-axis. 
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If we then look at a closer view of one of these crossing points, as shown m 
Fi ure 84, we find that an approximate value for a) may be found by settin, -, 91 
tan pI = 0, giving a value wo,, . 
I 6(o I r4 ol 
LHS function! ' 
RHS function 
Figure 84: Left and right hand functions of equation 104, plotted close to cross over 
point 
An exact solution to tan pI =0 may be found and gives 
c22 
wo =nz- 1+(nlT-- nz- I+- nz- (106) 121 
where this approximation is valid when n-<<1. There will then be i I 
correction term i5w, , such that (o, :::::: woll +, 
5wl 
. Since the gradient of the 
function on the right hand side of equation 104 is so small we make the 
tollowing approximation: 
+ Jaý, )- (107 1 
and as the tangent function is being evaluated close to zero we may make tlic Z-- Z-- 
tollowing approximation: Z-- 
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tan 145Pn ;: _- 19p, (108) 
We may then write: 
i 9p 
n=2 
(00 
n (109) 
In order to find the correction term &,, from the previous expression, an 
approximation is then made to 6p,,: 
2 
2 45co, 
I+I 
F+4(ý- 
=- Apil 2 A2 c2 A2 
giving the correction term: 
(=2 0j, (111) 
50), 
On 
where, taking only the dominant term of the expression for wo,, we have: 
2n; r CA (112) 12 
This then gives the fufl expression for w,, as [70]: 
wr 1+2 +1 (113) 121 
And the frequencies of the modes are then given by: 
n 
rT LI 
+ 
EI n/T fn 
T 21 T 21 
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Appendix B 
A Model for a Bending Fibre 
I Introduction 
In Appendix A we derived both the beam equation and a solution to the beaill 
equation using the boundary conditions for a fibre held in tension. In thil-. 
appendix we shall now consider the case of a fibre held fixed at one end with 
the other free to move and shall look at a model that may be used for the 
bending. 
B. 2 Exact Calculation Using The Beam Equation 
If the free end of the beam is displaced it produces a restoring force and L- 
torque which may be calculated using the beam equation. The equation of the 
beam we shafl use here is of the form: 
- EI +T &C 4 ax 2 
17 
1I"' 
With respect to the beam equation found in Appendix B, the inertial term ha, 
been considered negligible at low a). The general solution we shall use is of 
the form: 
-X (1-. v ) Y(x) = Ae I+ Bx + Ce ý+D (116 
since we wish only to look at the first cantilever mode. Here A is the bendin, -, I 
length of the fibre and may be written as 
A= 
F`ýT'- 
The boundary conditions are then: 
Y(O) =0 
yp (0) =0 
Y(L) =ä 
y' (L) =ß 
(117 
(118 
where 5 is the displacement and 8 is the rotation of the end of the fibre. 
From this the coefficients A, B, C and D may be found to be: 
A=21 (119) 
(120) 
+ (L 
D=-A (122) 
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Giving the solution: 
(123) 
This bending is shown in Figure 85. 
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Figure 85: Beam whose displacement has been calculated using the beam equation foi- 
values ), = 0.05m, L=0.5m, 6=0.1 and P=0.001. 
We may then calculate the force generated by shearing of the beam. Froin 
Appendix B we see that this comes from both the elasticity of the material and 
the tension in the beam: 
F= EIY "(L) - TY(L) (124) 
which may then be given as: 
F= T(A2 Y"(L) -)3) (125ý 
Upon substitution of our solution for Y(-v) we then obtain: 
F =T[- L-211] 
(126) 
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The torque at this point is given by: 
T= -EIY"(L) (127 ý 
Since the tension cannot produce a torque at this point the only term hei-c 
comes from the elasticity of the fibre. Upon substitution of our solution foi- 
Y(x) we obtain: 
--TA - o5 + (L (128) L-2A 
B. 3 Calculation Using a Three Segment Model 
We shall now consider a simplified model in which the beam is made up oI 
three straight sections. The top section does not bend relative to the fixed 
point at the top while the bottom section does not bend relative to any ma,,,,, 
attached to it. The central section of the fibre is then given as the total lengt h 
minus twice the bending length: 
Lý =L-2A (129ý 
It is fundamental to notice that the tension is applied to the ends of this centra I 
section, not the ends of the whole fibre. We then give the displacements anti 
angles of each section as shown in Figure 86. 
The horizontal force due to the tension applied at the lower hinge is found &, 
follows: 
F= -Ta = -T-ý- = -T 
(5 - Ap (130) 
L+ L-2A 
in agreement with the exact calculation given above. 
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Figure 86: Equivalent model to a bending fibre using segments 
If we then consider the moment the tension in the middle section of the fibi-c 
produces about the end we calculate the torque to be: 
-TO6 - a)A =- 
TA 
- 
[- o5 + (L - /1), 8] (131 L-2A 
which again is in agreement with the torque calculated using the beaiii 
equation. We therefore conclude that this model may be used wheii 
calculating the torque and force generated at the end of a displaced beam. 
17 -, 
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Appendix C 
Potential Energy in a Deformed Beam 
The potential energy of a deformed beam may be expressed by the transversc 
displacement and angle of the end of the beam as follows: 
I kllg'+ 
Ika2+k, 
2 
ga 
22 
(132) 
In this appendix the coefficients, kjj, k12 and k-,,, are calculated to give the 
full expression for the potential energy. 
We begin by using the beam equation with the low frequency approximatioii 
taken: 
a4y a2y 
EI -T=0 (133) ax 4ax2 
17, -, ' 
If we now substitute in the bending length: 
A= 
r`ýT'- 
(134) 
we have: 
A2 y (iv) 
-y 
(ii) 
=o( 135 ý 
We may then look for a solution of the form seen in Appendix B equation I 10 
with the boundary conditions: 
y(0) =0 
y lp (0) =0 
Y(L) 
y/ (L) 
(136) 
This then gives the solution seen in Appendix B, equation 123, which \, \ c 
rewrite as: 
1 /=. x 
Y(X) x+Ä e-Ä -eÄ (137) L- 2Ä L- 2/1 
The potential energy is stored in the beam in both the bending and the 
stretching. We shall now proceed by calculating the contribution from the 
bending term. The bending potential energy is defined as: 
1L 
VB 
=2 EI 
f(yff)2 dX (138) 
Substituting in equation 137 and evaluating the integral we find: 
VB 
=ITA )2 052 - b5a +L- AL+A ,a2 (139) 2 (L - 2A 21 
Next we shall calculate the energy stored in the stretching of the beam 
work is done against the longitudinal tension in the beam, T. The expression 
for the potential energy is: 
L 
vs T f(Y')2 dv (140) 
0 
ACFain we substitute in equation 137 and evaluate the integral to g1% c: L- tý - 
171) 
T [g2 A) + a2A[LL + A2 
]+ 
VS 
= 2(L - 2A') 
(L-3 ,2- 2AL o5aA(L - 4A)] (141) 
Combining these two components gives the total potential energy stored in the 
deformed beam to be: 
VvT2 +a 
2 A(L - A) - 2o5aA] B+ 
VS 
2[L - 2A] 
1,5 
from which we find that the coefficients we seek are given by: 
kIT 11 L-2A 
k12 
=- 
T11 
L-2A 
TA(L - A) 
L-2A 
(142) 
(143) 
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Appendix D 
Calculation of the Effects of Recoil 
Loss 
I Introduction 
When attempting to measure the loss of a material or suspension it is 
important to identify and limit all other forms of loss. Here we shall look at 
how losses from recoil of support structures can affect measured Q values lil 
both the pendulum mode and violin mode measurements. The recoil 
associated with the measurement of the vertical bounce mode is dealt with in 
Chapter 7 as this is a relatively simple calculation. 
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D. 2 Pendulum Mode Measurements 
Here we shall discover why recoil of the support is a major limiting factor to 
measuring high Q values for the pendulum mode of a suspension and hencc 
why the stiffness of the frame is of great importance. 
We may model our system as a mass attached to two springs. The firs[ 
represents the spring constant of the pendulum, which is mostly dominated hý 
the effects of gravity on the mass. The second represents a support that is not 
perfectly rigid but instead has some stiffness associated with it. 
F/// 
ksup 
Figure 87: Model of suspension of finite stiffness 
Adding the springs in series gives a system spring constant: 
K 
kgral, 
(144) 
SVS 
I+k grav 
ksup 
where the spring constant of the pendulum is given by: 
- 
mg 
-mo) 
') (145) 
1 
If we now add in the loss in the form of complex spring constants we ma\ 
kgrav 
write: 
K, 
vN, se 
lo = 
kgr(l, e 
iop 
(146) 
ke io 
+ "ro" 
k, up 
This may then be simplified to crive the approximation 
for the loss of tilc 
system: 
I 18- 
k 
0= op + grav Vf 
ksup 
when k grav << ksup . 
(147) 
If we now consider some numbers for our pendulum we may calculate hoý\ 
stiff the support must be in order for it not to limit the measured Q of the 
suspension. Taking the mass as 0.445kg and length as 0.405m we calculate 
the spring constant of the pendulum to be 10.8Nm-'. If we wish to be capable 
of measuring a pendulum with aQ of IWO then we would wish to make the 
loss from the support around an order of magnitude lower than this to make it 
negligible. Assuming that the support is made from steel with aQ of around 
10' this would then require the spring constant of the support to be 
1.08 x 10' Nm -'. 
If the suspension were to be braced against rigid walls one meter apart then 
-2 using the Young's modulus of steel at 2x 10" Nm , the cross section of the 
beams would need to be 53cm' 
While this calculation may give a feel for the dimensions of support needed it 
is interesting to note that here we have assumed the support beams to be fixed 
rigidly while in an experimental situation this is not the case. In fact it may be 
argued that by stiffening the support structure one simply moves the point of 
dissipation further down, for example into the concrete base whose material 
loss is high, or further into the foundations of the budding where the stiffine., "', 
may be lower than that of our concrete base. Also we have taken no account 
of couplings between bracing points or between the top of our suspension and 
the support. Finally we may note that the use here of horizontal bracing bal-" 
will also increase their stiffness compared to the table style of support used in 
Chapter 6. 
However if we consider instead that the values of Q measured in the 
pendulum mode experiment are around 
1.4xlO' ý\c may calculate how loý\ 
1 C) 
1Ö 
a the stiffness of support would need to be to limit the measured Q. For . 
similar Im horizontally mounted bar rigidly fixed at each end the croý,,, 
section must now be only 0.28cm by 0.28cm. 
As it is clearly difficult to calculate the exact values of recoil we may expect 
the experiment documented in Chapter 6 instead uses two measurement 
made with different pendulum spring constants in order to calculate what lo..,,,, 
may be attributable to recoil. This is done by fitting the measured loss for the 
pendulums to the equation: 
Ot, 
t. 1 --": 
(Omat + Othermoelastic )D -' +)6m o-) 
2 (148) 
D. 3 Violin Mode Measurements 
The calculation of the effects of recoil in the measurement of violin mode lo,.,,,, 
is substantially complicated by the use of an isolation stage in the suspensioll. 
The calculation is therefore split into three stages. Firstly we must calculate 
the force produced by the end of the fibre due to the bending of the violin 
modes. Secondly the dynamics of the upper isolation pendulum must bc 
considered in order to find its resonant modes. Finally by uniting these txA () 
calculations we will calculate the fractional energy stored in the bending of' 
the upper fibre. 
D. 3.1 Force Produced at End of Lower Fibre 
We shaH start by finding the force produced at the end of the 
fibre for sonic 
given displacement at the centre as shown 
in Figure 88. This may bc 
calculated from a purely geometrical argument as 
follows: 
Tx = TY"(. v = 0) (149 ý 
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assuming the restoring force comes mostly from the tension. We theii 
evaluate the gradient of the fibre at the end to find: 
F=T Ir YM Cos xT IT (150 - ym LL 
=0 
L 
where Y. is the displacement at the centre of the fibre. This force is exactl\ 
half that required to give the centre of mass of the fibre the required 
acceleration, the other half coming from the lower end of the fibre. 
F=Tx=TY'(x=o) 
T 
Y(x)=Y sin(-' x) mL 
Figure 88: Force produced at the end of the lower fibre 
D. 3.2 Dynamics of Upper Pendulum 
We now consider an extended object, such as our mass, suspended from d 
fibre whose behaviour may be modelled, as described in Appendix C, as threc 
straight sections. This is shown in Figure 89 where we may also note that the 
upper section of fibre, which does not move relative to the suspension point. 
has been brought into the rigid section above. 
18ý 
I 
I 
Figure 89: Model of upper pendulum motion 
We may then use the Lagrangian method to find the equations of motion for 
is system: 
L =ý 
2+ 1 
Iß 2 +Mg L+ a 
-) 
+d 
ß2 
+F[(d+h)ß+L+a] (151) 
2 M[dý 
+222 
This then gives the equations of motion in the frequency domain as: 
1)2 )a d 't) 
p 
_ 
L( 1)2 t)2 a+ g-d( _ 
I(I 
nid 
Fd+h 
m 
(15") 
(153) 
18 
From this we may fmd the case when no external force is applied. giving a 
characteristic equation: 
222_ 
0)2 
(COO 
I 
Co 
XCO02 
- 
md 
Ct) 4= (154) 
where cool is given by: 
cool 
ando)02 is given by: 
17 
COO 
2 
md 
(155) 
(156) 
and from this we find solutions for co (this is done numerically in chapter5). 
Having found the values of o) the Q of each mode may be expressed as: 
91(co) 
23(w) 
(157) 
where the complex form of co comes from use of a complex Young', 
modulus. 
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D. 3.3 Calculation of Energy Storage Ratio 
We may now estimate the isolation provided by the intermediate mass using 
the equations 152 and 153 given above. We may rearrange these to find (., 
and 8 as: 
U- 
F [hd_ l] 
(158) 
Lý wl Im 
A 
(159) 
io), 
Next the energy stored in the bending of the upper fibre is estimated through 
the potential energy of a deformed beam: 
Eupper 
=1 klli5' +I 
k]2(518+ 
Ik 
)y 
2 (160) 
222 
where: 
T 
L- 2/1 
k12 - 
T11 
L-2A 
k2-, 
TA(L - A) 
L- 2/1 
as derived in Appendix C. We may then write the energy stored as: 
(161 
2 
1 Fh 21k, 
+ k, + (162) Eupper 
10)2 
-- Jýý -lk 
mh inh 
where: 
18 
lllýl 
A=d-A 
The energy stored in the stretching of the lower fibre may be given by: 
(163 1 
ILIT; T 2F2L f(y,, )2dX=__y 2= Elower =-T M (164) 202 2L 4T 
Thus we may rewrite the energy stored in the upper fibre as a function of the 
energy stored in the lower fibre: 
Eupper 
= 
Elower xD isolation 
where: 
(165) 
DThIk+k, ), ) + 2k (166) isolation JO)2 12 L mh mh 
A plot of this function using parameters for our experimental setup is showii 
in Figure 43. 
18() 
Appendix E 
A Note on the Method of Operation of 
an Electrostatic Drive 
The application of a force upon a body without contact is achieved here 
through use of an electrostatic drive. These are commonly used iii 
experiments to measure material loss to impart energy without damaging the 
surface of delicate parts such as fused silica fibres. We shall consider here the 
method of operation of these. 
A material placed in a magnetic field will become polarised spontaneously, a, 
electron clouds shift and cause the atoms to take on the form of dipoles. The 
force the field exerts upon the dipole, where the separation distance betweell 
positive and negative charge is ax, is then given as 
F= -qE(-v) + qE(. v + ax) (167) 
which may be rewritten to give: 
Fq 
dE p 
dE 
(168) 
dv dv 
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where P is the polarisation. Therefore while the material becomes polarised 
by using a steady field, in order for this field to exert a force the field mu"I 
have a gradient. A usual way in which to operate an electrostatic drive is to 
apply an offset voltage that polarises the material and then modulate this vvith 
a frequency at which the material is to be excited. In this case the sign M' 
polarisation of the material remains constant while the gradient of the field 
fluctuates negative and positive, pushing and pulling the material. This is 
indeed the manner in which the electrostatic drive was operated in the 
measurements made in Chapter 7. This is not necessarily conveniei-it 
experimentally as the signal from the electrostatic drive may couple through 
directly to the readout causing a large signal at the excitation frequenc\. 
which is not dependant upon the motion of the object. 
However an alternative operating mode of an electrostatic drive is to not u, o 
any offset voltage but instead to apply a varying voltage at half the frequenc\ 
of that at which the material is to be excited. In this case we see that when the 
voltage goes from positive to negative the polarisation changes direction M 
the material. As in most materials the polarisation is directly proportional to 
the field we may write: 
P=AE (169) 
where A is some constant. Hence we find that: 
dr 
AE"- (170) 
dx 
and so for an applied voltage which is of the 
form of a sine wave the force 
produced oscillates at a frequency twice that applied. 
In practise this allo"', 
one to observe only the excitation of the 
fibre through the optical readOL11 r-- 
while using the electrostatic drive without 
the signal becoming masked b\ 
coupling since the frequency at which the voltage 
is applied is half that of the 
excitation. 
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Appendix F 
Discussion of the Design of the 
Support Frame for Violin Mode Loss 
Measurements 
The design of the support frame for the violin mode loss measurements, made 
in Chapter 5, was to improve upon an existing experimental set-up that is 
shown in Figure 90. The previous frame was not only too small to alloý\ 
measurement of fibres greater than around 20cm but may also have been 
contributing to the overall loss through recoil due to lack of rigidity, showin'-, 
as low Q values for the first mode. A new system capable of measuring 60ciii 
fibres with masses of up to 10kg was required to work toward the Advanced 
LIGO design specifications and would be required to achie\ýc a ri, ýidity thýit 
would allow recoil losses to be assumed negligible. A new vacuum tank 
using a rotary and turbo molecular pumps ga\'e an internal space 2m high in 
which the support could sit directly on the floor to reduce recoil. 
Figure 90: Previously used experimental set-up for violin mode experiments. A glass 
bell-jar houses an aluminium frame and double stage pendulum. This is mounted on a 
dexian frame and is pumped using an oil diffusion pump 
The frame was designed to be made from a 400kg piece of stock cast stainle. "', 
steel pipe which would not only provide rigidity but would be vacuuni 
compatible and reduce manufacture time. The top plate from which the 
suspension would be hung would simply be made sufficiently thick to reducc 
flexure. It was decided that 5cm thickness would provide an adequatc 
stiffness for this top plate. In order to give a vacuum compatible surface Icill 
was to be machined from the wall of the tube, inside and out, by turning on a 
lathe, reducing the overall weight to around 200kg and setting the overall 
dimensions for the design. This then gave a wall thickness of 2cm. 
Using the solidworks package the tube design was created to allow ease of u,.,, c 
and a highly rigid frame. The first concern was to allow the suspension to bc 
created outside the vacuum tank. Monolithic suspensions are difficult to 
produce when working in confined spaces and so the suspension would hc 
craned into and out of the support frame rather than created within it. To Cio 
this the top plate would be unbolted and the masses would sit on a thin franic 
beneath which could be lowered when inside the tank to provide a catcher for 
the masses. 
-1 lWi 
The need to align the readout photodiode and electrostatic drive relative to the 
fibre meant that access to the suspension was required after it had beell 
installed in the vacuum tank. This was done by cutting a door in the side ol 
the tube which was hinged and could be closed to increase the rigidity. Figui-c .1 
91 shows the body without the door in place while Figure 92 shows the bod\ 
and door when closed. 
Figure 91: Solidworks rendering of body of support after door cut. The mating 
surfaces were then to be milled to give a clean surface finish and a known gap size that 
would be filled using brass plates. 
41 
"' s rendering of the body of the frame N%ith 
door attached bý hinge. Figure 92: Solidl ork L'I 
The four bolt holes can be seen as can the mounting holes for the top plate. 
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In order to secure this back in place when closed, four bolt holes were drilled 
down each side with corresponding M8 holes being tapped into the bod\ 
behind them. Another four M8 tapped holes were made on top of the door 
onto which the top plate could be bolted. The material removed by the saýý 
blade when cutting the door out was replaced using brass plates that bolted 
down either side between the door and the body. The gap due to material 
being cut from along the bottom of the door was filled by using three bras-, 
wedges, shown in Figure 93, which could be screwed into slopes machined 
into the body of the tube, shown in Figure 94, and driven up hard against the 
door. 
Figure 93: Solidworks rendering of brass wedge used to force door upwards against thv 
top plate. 
In order to improve the pumping efficiency a large diameter hole was cut 
directly in front of the turbo pump giving it access to the interior of the tube. 
The tube was to be secured inside the tank by using six M 16 bolts to push 
outwards against the wall of the tank. The tapped holes for these are seen III 
Figure 94. Smaller M6 holes were drilled at regular intervals to giNc 
mounting points for the electrostatic drive and other components such a, ' 
heating resistors. 
The bottom of the tube was also machined to give three small rectanoular feci L- r-- 
on which it would sit without rocking. The sma eig t ot these, at onk 
mm, would not adversely at ItI ect the stiffness of the 
frame. 
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Figure 94: Solidworks rendering of body showing close up detail of the wedge cuts, 
vacuum pump hole and bolt holes to secure against vacuum tank walls. 
The design of the clamp for the silica top plate was another area ()I' 
importance. One source of loss would be due to slip-stick processes if the 
plate was not held tightly enough. Also if any part of the clamp could vibratc 
against the plate this would be another source of loss. There would also bc 
recoil losses due to any lack of stiffness at the clamp. For these reasons it wa" 
decided to use a clamp in which the mass would be held by small blocks, to 
minimise contact area, mounted as far from the suspension point as possibic. 
The height of the blocks would be only Imm. to increase their stiffness. The 
blocks were machined onto the face of the top plate, as shown in Figure 95 
and onto a ring, shown in Figure 96. 
4L: 
a 
Figure 95: Close up detail of the underside clamping surface of the top plate sho%%ing 
the rectangular feet as -well as the mounting holes for the catcher 
frame and the bolt 
holes to attach to the main bodý of the tube. 
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Figure 96: Solidworks rendering of the clamping ring. The six 
small rectangular feet used to clamp the glass can be seen. 
The ring would be used to clamp the glass from underneath, mounted in a still 
circular housing, shown in Figure 97, and would be flexible enough to allo\\ 
the blocks to be forced up onto the glass, using six M6 bolts, to give good 
contact. 
Figure 97: Solidworks rendering of the clamp housing. The outer edge would be bolted 
against the top plate while the inner rim provides the bolt holes used to force the 
clamping ring against the glass. 
In order to evaluate the stiffness and resonant modes expected from this franic 
a finite element model was created of a simple tube and top plate. The finitc 
element analysis can be split into two distinct stages. Firstly a list of the L- 
resonant modes was found. This was followed by an analysis of the stiffne,,,,, 
of the structure both under lateral and rotational load. 
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Iý 
This model of the tube was meshed to create a series of nodes that represent 
the support. A closer packing of nodes produces a closer approximation aii(I 
in this model a total of 1602 nodes were used to make up 800 block element,,. 
Figure 98 shows the mesh including the top plate and with the bottom surfacc 
constrained for displacement and rotation in all directions. 
Figure 98: Meshed finite element model of the support structure with top plate. The 
bottom surface is constrained in all directions 
The first six resonant modes found are listed in Table 3 below with the iniagc,, 
of the first four modes being given in Figure 99. Z-- 
Table 3: Resonant modes of the support structure found using finite element analysis 
Mode 
Name 
First 
Bending L- 
First 
Compressed 
Twisting Second 
Bending 
Vertical Second 
Cornprk 
Frequency 126Hz 427Hz 492Hz 607Hz 729Hz 750H/ 
-ýsed 
1911-11 
Figure 99: First four resonant modes of the support structure found using finite element 
analysis (frequency increasing left to right). The relative displacement is shoA n bý 
colour. 
Next the finite element analysis was performed for applied sinusoldal forces ýii 
the centre of the top plate where the suspension is to be mounted. For a givell 
force and frequency the maximum displacements and stresses of the node', 
were calculated. To accurately model the effects of a suspension we chose to 
look at two motions, one where the force is purely lateral and one where it ,, 
applied as a torque, causing the top plate to rotate. This was done at all 
applied frequency of 50OHz with a force of IN applied at the centre of the 
underneath of the top plate. From the displacements the spring constants ol, 
the structure at the centre of the top plate were found to be: 
k=2.7 x 109 NI k =1.13xlO' 
NIII 
/In 0 rad 
A Maple model using the beam equation was produced to find the force and 
torque produced at the end of a bending fibre for the pendulum mode willi Z-- I 
Ijoule of energy stored in it, and from this the arnount of ener. gy stored in thc 
recoil of the support was found. The Q of a recoil-limited fibre was theil 
calculated to be 2.3x 
107 
if the Q of the steel structure is taken as 1 0" . Thi,, 
calculation does not take into account the isolation mass used which we 
kno\N 
191) 
gives a factor of approximately 10' isolation from recoil at 30OHz. Hence ii 
was assumed that this design of frame should provide the stiffness needed to 
avoid the measured violin mode Q being recoil loss limited. 
It is likely that the discrepancy between the Q values predicted here and tho,, ýý 
measured in Chapter 5 for the upper stage of the suspension are the result ol 
losses at the clamp, which we did not include in the finite element model. 
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Appendix G 
Residual Gas Damping of a Pendulum 
When performing measurements of the loss of a pendulum it is important to 
be able to calculate the amount of damping that results from momentuiii 
transfer with residual gas molecules in the vacuum chamber. This will allo,, \ 
us to ensure that the vacuum level is sufficiently good to consider this effect 
negligible. 
If we consider a suspended flat plate, whose suspension fibres have negligibIC 
mass and surface area compared to the plate, swinging through the vacuuiii 
with a speed i(t) in the x direction, there is a backward frictional force ftlt 
acts upon this plate due to collisions with residual gas molecules. It will bc 
shown that this force is velocity dependant and hence may be , vritten: 
Ff, 
ction = -b. i 
2() 
where b is a coefficient dependant on the vacuum conditions 
of motion of the plate may then be given as: 
mp-ý = -kx - bX (172, 
where mp is the mass of the plate. Taking the solution to be that of a damped 
harmonic osciflator: 
t 
x=e "e (173) 
we may substitute this into the equation of motion to give: 
-, +ia =-k-b -+ia) (174) 
Equating the imaginary parts we find that the decay time is given by: 
2mp 
T, =- (175 b 
and hence: 
(1761 
The coefficient of gas damping, b, may be calculated by consideration of the 
rate and velocity of impacts [81]. As the plate moves there will be a number 
of collisions front and back upon it. The resulting force will be the differencc 
between the force acting upon the front and back surfaces. Impact,,; upon the 
front surface will be at a speed i, + -ý, where i, is the x component of the 
speed of some gas molecule, while those occurring on the 
back face Nxill be at 
If the molecules reflect elastically from the surface then the 
The equation 
-1 () -1 
momentum exchange will be twice mv collision, where m is the mass of one p, 
molecule and v collision is the relative speed of the molecule and the plate. 
The velocity of the gas molecules will follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution, which gives the velocity distribution in one dimension to be: 
mv 2 M2 -- dn =n-e 
2kTdV 
2RkT 
(177) 
where k is Boltzmann's constant, n is the number density of the molecule,, 
and dn is the number density with speeds in the range v to v+ dv,. 
The number of molecules hitting the front and back faces is also dependent oil 
the velocity of the plate relative to the molecules, with the rate of collisioll" 
per unit area on the front face being given by (v+. Odnand the rate oI 
collisions on the back face being given by (v -. 0dn. 
We may now calculate the pressure difference between the two sides of the 
plate. This is given by the rate of change of momentum of the plate in the \ 
direction per unit of surface area: 
2m' )2 Pdiff= n AT 
fe 2kT 
((j, 
+ )ý)2 
ýV 
(178) 
0 
Mk 
which simplifies, using the relations P= nROT and m- to RO 
2 
T 
mM3 MV fe 2kT vdv (179) -4 vp 
F)Wýl 
p diff T3 
0 
where P is the pressure of residual oas (in 
SI units), R, is the umver,, al 
constant, T is the absolute temperature and 
NI i,, the nias,, ofone mole of Lm,,. 
This may then be evaluated using the integral: 
fe 2 zdz (180) 
0 2B 
giving the result: 
Pdiff= 4 -2 ip 
m 
R T 
m ro- 
(181 1 
which when exerted over a surface, A, gives a velocity dependant frictional 
force: 
C2 M 
1) 
0 
Ff,, 
ction = -4 APr-i = -b-v (182 
m 
hence giving a value for Q for a gas damped pendulum to be: 
T 
(183) 
T C2 
4AP 
rL 
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